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Abstract
The interaction of geomorphic and ground-water processes has produced the Caprock Escarpment 

that bounds the eastern margin of the Southern High Plains in the Texas Panhandle. Spring sapping, 

slumping, and piping at the surface and salt dissolution in the subsurface are some of the many erosional 

processes affecting the escarpment.  
Substantial thicknesses of bedded Permian salt (halite) have been dissolved from the Salado, Seven 

Rivers, San Andres, and Glorieta Formations beneath the Caprock Escarpment and the Rolling Plains, 

east of the escarpment. Dissolution of salt from the Salado and Seven Rivers Formations beneath the 

Caprock Escarpment has resulted in subsidence and development of a regional dip reversal in the 

overlying Alibates Formation. Although most dissolution has taken place beneath the Caprock 

Escarpment and Rolling Plains, dissolution and subsidence extend westward beyond the escarpment to 

beneath the Southern High Plains. Dissolution-induced subsidence apparently accounts for as much as 

75 m (250 ft) of Caprock Escarpment relief.  
Complex fracture systems along the escarpment have developed in part because of subsidence.  

Permian and Triassic strata contain systematic and nonsystematic fractures, extension fractures, and, 

locally, clastic dikes. The Ogallala Formation contains systematic fractures in basal calcretes and 

silcretes and, locally, clastic dikes. Of these, the nonsystematic fractures, extension fractures, and clastic 

dikes probably result from salt dissolution and subsidence. Ground-water leakage downward toward the 

salt-bearing zones is most likely enhanced by fractures.  
Conceptual and numerical models of ground-water flow beneath the Caprock Escarpment suggest that 

low-salinity ground water flows downward from the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers to dissolve Permian 

salt. Brines flow eastward through permeable anhydrites, dolomites, and dissolution breccias beneath the 

Rolling Plains to discharge as springs in topographic lows.  
Dissolution is active along the Caprock Escarpment; during a 15-yr period it resulted in the loss of 

over 15 million m3 (525 million ft3) of salt from the study area. Westward expansion of the active dis

solution zone along the Caprock Escarpment and beneath the Rolling Plains occurs at a mean rate of 

0.02 km/1,000 yr (0.013 mi/1,000 yr).  
Surface erosion on the hillslopes of the Caprock Escarpment occurs by sheetflooding, slope wash, rill 

wash, rockfalls, spring sapping, piping, and rotational slumping. Fluvial erosion dominates in canyon 

bottoms. Sheetflooding, slope wash, and rill wash resulting from runoff from episodic, high-intensity 

rainfall events have modified the upper margin of the escarpment. Runoff from these same events scours 

canyons and their tributaries. Sapping below areas of spring discharge in strata of the Dockum Group 

and Ogallala Formation helps to remove sediment and contributes to the development of rockfalls.  

Numerous rotational slumps and landslides have substantially accelerated slope degradation in Palo 

Duro Canyon. Large pipes commonly develop along the slip planes of these slumps.  

Scarp retreat rates based on surface erosion rates were examined and compared with the subsurface 

salt dissolution rates. Scarp retreat rates based on projected former positions of the Caprock Escarpment 

are probably maximum rates that range from 0.06 km/1,000 yr (0.038 mi/1,000 yr) to 0.19 km/1,000 yr 

(0.119 mi/1,000 yr). Short-term erosion rates based on semiannual measurement of erosion pins and 

stream headcuts range from 0.01 to 0.03 km/1,000 yr (0.006 to 0.019 mi/1,000 yr). The mean horizontal 

dissolution rate for salt in the study region is 0.02 km/yr (0.013 mi/yr). Because the Caprock Escarpment 

parallels and overlies the zone of salt dissolution, the retreat rates of these two features are comparable 

and appear to converge in the range of 0.01 to 0.20 km/1,000 yr (0.006 to 0.12 mi/1,000 yr).  

Discharge from many springs along the Caprock Escarpment has decreased as much as an order of 

magnitude over the last 50 yr as a result of widespread exploitation of the Ogallala aquifer for irrigation.  

Because of this trend, associated erosional processes such as spring sapping, slumping, rockfalls, and 

stream discharge have most likely decreased as well, thus slowing the westward retreat of the Caprock 

Escarpment.  

Keywords: Caprock Escarpment, fractures, geomorphic processes, ground-water 

flow systems, Rolling Plains, salt dissolution, scarp retreat rates, Southern High 

Plains, Texas Panhandle
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FIGURE 1. Location of the study area in the eastern Texas Panhandle. Major physiographic divisions of eastern New 
Mexico, the Texas Panhandle, and the Oklahoma panhandle are shown. Letters A through J locate Department of Energy 
stratigraphic and hydrologic test wells: (A) DOE-Gruy Federal Rex White No. 1; (B) DOE-Gruy Federal Grabbe No. 1; 
(C) Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) Sawyer No. 1; (D) SWEC Mansfield No. 1; (E) SWEC Detten 
No. 1; (F) SWEC G. Freimel No. 1; (G) SWEC Zeeck No. 1; (H) SWEC J. Freimel No. 1; (I) SWEC Harman No. 1; (J) SWEC 
Holtzclaw No. 1.  

Introduction
The Southern High Plains of eastern New Mexico 

and northwestern Texas is bounded by a high escarp
ment on its western, northern, and eastern sides (fig. 1) 
and merges to the south with the Edwards Plateau.  
Field observations from 1978 to 1986 indicate that 
erosion and retreat of the escarpment were most active 
along the eastern margin of the Southern High Plains, 
the Eastern Caprock Escarpment. Previous studies 
suggest that several geomorphic processes affect scarp 

"•• retreat (for example, salt dissolution, subsidence,

spring sapping, seepage erosion, and slumping) and 
that both the position of the escarpment and the pro
cesses that cause retreat are affected by interaction 
with ground-water systems. On the basis of literature 
review, Gustavson (1983) and Osterkamp and others 
(1987) concluded that geomorphic processes related to 
ground-water discharge, such as springs and seeps, 
dominate landform development on the southern Great 
Plains. Zones of active salt (primarily halite) dis
solution lie beneath the escarpment (Gustavson and

2
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FIGURE 2. Major structural elements, Texas Panhandle and surrounding area (modified from Nicholson. 1960). Limits of 

Permian bedded salts are closely associated with the structural margins of the Palo Duro Basin. Structurally high areas are 

most likely to be affected by salt dissolution.

others, 1980; Simpkins and Fogg, 1982; Gustavson and 
Finley, 1985; Gustavson, 1986a), and exposed strata are 
fractured and deformed as a result of dissolution
induced subsidence (Gustavson and others, 1980; 
Collins, 1983, 1984; and Goldstein and Collins, 1984).  

To understand the development of a major physio
graphic feature such as the Caprock Escarpment, it is 

necessary to analyze both surface and subsurface geo
morphic processes as well as the stratigraphic, hydro

logic, and structural framework of the region. The 
study area, which includes approximately 210 km 

(131 mi) of the Caprock Escarpment in the Texas 

Panhandle (fig. 1), was chosen because the escarpment 
in this region overlies a zone of interstratal dissolution 
of bedded Upper Permian salt and because spring 

sapping is active in many valleys in this region.  
In this report, we describe the major geomorphic 

,rocesses affecting development of the Caprock Escarp

"'-ment, their interaction, and the rates at which they

occur. Integrating the results of previous work by 
Finley and Gustavson (1980, 1981, 1983), Gustavson 
and others (1980, 1981, 1982), Simpkins and Fogg 
(1982), Gustavson and Finley (1985), and Simpkins and 
Gustavson (1987), we have concluded that ground
water processes play a significant role in scarp retreat 
and that rates of westward scarp retreat are similar to 
the rate of westward advancement of the salt dis
solution zone.  

Geologic Setting 
Structural Development 

The Caprock Escarpment roughly parallels the 
flanks of the Palo Duro Basin. The Palo Duro Basin is 
bounded by the Amarillo Uplift trend on the northeast 
and by the Matador Arch-Roosevelt Uplift on the south 
(fig. 2). To the west the Palo Duro Basin is bounded by 
the Pedernal and Sierra Grande Uplifts. These positive

3



structural elements resulted from faulting and uplift 
initiated during the Paleozoic, perhaps as early as the 
late Cambrian.  

During the Pennsylvanian and early Permian, tec
'• tonic movement along the Amarillo Uplift and the 

Matador Arch controlled sedimentation and facies dis
tribution in the Palo Duro Basin (Dutton and others, 
1979). Epeirogenic uplift during the Triassic formed 
the terrestrial basin that contains the Dockum Group 
(fig. 3) (McGowen and others, 1979). By Cretaceous time 
the region had subsided to below sea level. Epeirogenic 
movements continued into the Tertiary and elevated 
Cretaceous marine strata in the study area to more 
than 940 m (3,100 ft) above sea level (Eifler, 1968; Gable 
and Hatton, 1983; Budnik, 1984).  

Nontectonic deformation, expressed as regional sub
sidence induced by extensive dissolution of Permian 
bedded salt, has occurred beneath the entire study area 
(Gustavson and others, 1980, 1982; Johnson, 1981; 
Boyd and Murphy, 1984; Gustavson and Budnik, 1985; 
Gustavson and Finley, 1985; Reeves, 1985; DeConto 
and Murphy, 1986; Gustavson, 1986a, 1986b; Reeves 
and Temple, 1986). Several of the lacustrine basins on 
the High Plains may have formed in part from dissolu
tion-induced subsidence during the late Tertiary or 
Quaternary (Baker, 1915; Gustavson and Budnik, 1985; 
Gustavson and Finley, 1985; Reeves, 1985; Reeves and 
Temple, 1986). Other interpretations suggest that disso
lution beneath the High Plains occurred during the 
Triassic and could not have affected Tertiary or Quater
nary lacustrine basins (DeConto and Murphy, 1986).  

In addition to causing surface subsidence, dissolu
tion has resulted in the widespread development of 
extension fractures in strata above zones of salt disso
lution. These fractures commonly occur in Permian 
mudstones and locally in mudstones of the Triassic 
Dockum Group. Extension fractures are recognized by 
their filling of fibrous gypsum (var. satin spar), in 
which the elongate crystals are oriented primarily ver
tically .'(Gustavson and others, 1981; Goldstein and 
Collins, 1984; Machel, 1985).  

Stratigraphy 
In the eastern Texas Panhandle, episodes of deposi

tion on shallow marine shelves alternated with periods 
of erosion during the early Paleozoic. Terrigenous 
clastics, informally called granite wash, were derived 
from the Matador Arch and Amarillo Uplift during the 
Pennsylvanian and Early Permian and deposited as 
fan deltas (Handford and Dutton, 1980). Marine sedi
mentation during the Late Pennsylvanian and Early 
Permian was dominated by shelf-margin carbonates, 
while the deeper parts of the basin were being filled by 
fine-grained terrigenous clastic sediments. During the 
middle and Late Permian, a wide, low-relief marine 
shelf developed, and salt, anhydrite, dolomite, lime
stone, and red beds were deposited (Presley, 1979a, 
1979b, 1980a, 1980b; McGillis and Presley, 1981; 
Hovorka and others, 1985; Fracasso and Hovorka, 
1987).

PALO DURO 
AGE BASIN 

West and central 
Olockwoter Tah0ka Formation QUATERNARY •- roq _ Double Lkes Formation 
Formation J 

T
ule Formation 

Blanco Formation Cito Canyon lake beds 

TERTIARY Ogallala Formation 

CRETACEOUS E s 
Limstone~ 

TRIASSIC Dockum Group 

Dewey Lake 
Formation 

Alibates Formation 
'::''-'-:S lado Formnation':-:-:-:*'.': 

:::; ; •....................,•t , 

a' Tonsill Formation 
Z 4 

S 0/ Yates Formation a

o............ .......... 0 
W 0L................  

0.  LU X.. W 

a2.  
S .2 Queen and 
0. Grayburg Formations 

0 

.. rm... on........  

.: .....:..::::::. o rm01,io n.::::X ::::::: 

Glorieta 
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Z 00 

:C::::l:) : :Cleor Fork salti 

0. 0 SCimarron anhydrite o 

J - Tubb interval 
04 
a'.... ............-............ W 

-e ::::::Clear Forks: t:::::::::: 

Red Cave Formation 

Salt-bearing units CA 6607 

FIGURE 3. Stratigraphic nomenclature of Permian and 
younger strata, Texas Panhandle. Principal salt units are 
shaded (modified from Johnson, 1976).
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Post-Permian stratigraphic units are well repre
sented in the study area. Fluvial, deltaic, and lacus
trine sandstones and mudstones of the Triassic 
Dockum Group unconformably overlie Permian strata 

'• (McGowen and others, 1979). Although Jurassic rocks 
are not preserved in the study area, the Lower 
Cretaceous Edwards Limestone unconformably over
lies the Dockum Group. During the Late Cretaceous 
and early Tertiary, extensive erosion exposed both 
Triassic and Lower Cretaceous strata. Fluvial and 
eolian sediments of the Neogene Ogallala Formation 
overlie the Tertiary erosional surface (Seni, 1980; 
Winkler, 1984, 1985; Gustavson and Holliday, 1985; 
Gustavson and Winkler, 1988). Locally, Pliocene 
lacustrine sediments of the Blanco Formation and Cita 
Canyon lake beds overlie the Ogallala Formation. The 
Quaternary Blackwater Draw Formation, which is 
composed primarily of eolian sediments, overlies the 
Ogallala Formation and Pliocene lacustrine forma
tions (Gustavson and Holliday, 1985; Machenberg and 
others, 1985). Lacustrine sediments of the Tule For
mation are interbedded with the Blackwater Draw 
Formation. Thick, widespread Quaternary eolian, 
fluvial, and lacustrine deposits, composed of sediments 
eroded from the Caprock Escarpment, overlie Triassic 
and Permian strata on the Rolling Plains at the foot of 
the Caprock Escarpment (Caran and others, 1985).  

Regional Hydrology 
Studies of the hydrology of the Palo Duro Basin 

./indicate that the lower (Wolfcampian) brine aquifer is 
separated from aquifers in the overlying Ogallala For
mation and Dockum Group by an aquitard composed of 
upper Permian evaporites and salt-cemented terrige
nous clastics. Regional flow of the Wolfcampian 
aquifer is toward the northeast (Smith and others, 
1983). Ground-water movement through the evaporite 
aquitard is minimal; flow is to the east and southeast 
(Dutton, 1983; Orr, 1983; Kreitler and others, 1985).  
Ground-water flow in the unconfined Ogallala aquifer 
and in the Dockum aquifer is also toward the east and 
southeast (Dutton and Simpkins, 1986; Nativ, 1988). A 
model of ground-water flow along a west-to-east cross 
section across the Caprock Escarpment suggests that 
leakage of fresh water from the Ogallala Formation is 
downward into the salt dissolution zone and eastward 
beneath the Rolling Plains (Simpkins and Fogg, 1982).  
Sodium chloride ground waters from the salt dissolu
tion zone beneath the Southern High Plains have "C 
ages of less than 16,200 ± 3,500 yr and 23,500 _1,000 yr 
and salinities of 95,000 to 68,000 ppm (Dutton, 1987).  
Numerous fresh-water springs, which mark discharge 
points of the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers, are 
present along the Caprock Escarpment at the base of 
the Ogallala Formation and to a lesser extent at the 
base of Dockum Group sandstones (fig. 4) (Brune, 1981).  
Springs discharging brines derived from halite dis
solution occur in several areas east of the escarpment 

• (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1975; Richter and 
Kreitler, 1986).

Geomorphology and Physiography 
The study area includes parts of two major physio

graphic regions-the Southern High Plains to the west 
and the Rolling Plains to the east-and the Caprock 
Escarpment, which separates the two regions (fig. 1).  
The Southern High Plains is characterized by a flat, 
low-relief surface partly covered with small playa lake 
basins. Drainage of the High Plains is mostly internal 
into these lake basins. Widely separated draws with 
very narrow drainage basins slope to the east and 
southeast. Adjacent draws do not share common 
drainage divides but rather are separated by broad 
interfluves containing numerous playa lake basins.  

Relief along the Caprock Escarpment locally exceeds 
305 m (1,000 ft) near the mouth of Palo Duro Canyon.  
The western, or upper, topographic limit of the Caprock 
Escarpment is clearly defined as a sharp eastward
facing break in slope (fig. 4). The eastern limit of the 
escarpment occurs where the eastward slope is dimin
ished at the western edge of the Rolling Plains. Locally, 
however, the Caprock Escarpment extends downward 
without interruption to the floor of the Palo Duro 
Canyon. In Randall, Armstrong, and northern Briscoe 
Counties the escarpment is steep and relatively narrow.  
Escarpment width in these areas is approximately 
5 km (3.1 mi). In Motley, Floyd, and southern Briscoe 
Counties the escarpment is less steep but is as much as 
16 km (10 mi) wide. In all areas the terrain of the 
escarpment is highly dissected and characterized by 
numerous short, steep canyons; tributaries in the head
waters of the canyons near the top of the escarpment 
are arranged in a partly centripetal pattern (pectinate 
drainage of Higgins, 1982). Relief of the escarpment is 
supported by resistant calcretes and silicified zones of 
the Ogallala Formation and resistant sandstones of the 
Dockum Group and Permian Quartermaster Formation 
(fig. 5). The escarpment parallels and overlies the 
western margin of the zone of active salt dissolution 
(Gustavson and others, 1981; Gustavson and Finley, 
1985).  

The Rolling Plains, which were developed primarily 
on easily eroded Permian strata of the Quartermaster 
and Whitehorse Formations (Bath, 1980; Gustavson 
and others, 1981; Simpkins and Gustavson, 1987), are 
locally highly dissected. In most upland areas, how
ever, topography is rolling, hence the name Rolling 
Plains. Drainage in the Rolling Plains tends to parallel 
the margins of subsurface salt units undergoing dissolu
tion, and karst features resulting from dissolution
induced subsidence are common (Simpkins and others, 
1981; Gustavson and others, 1982; Gustavson and 
Finley, 1985).  

Climate 
Climate in the study area is continental semiarid to 

subhumid (45 to 55 cm [18 to 22 inches] mean annual 
precipitation), although annual precipitation varies 
widely (Orton, 1964; U.S. Department of Commerce, 
1978a, 1978b). Approximately 75 percent of the annual 
precipitation occurs between the end of March and the
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FIGURE 4. Topography along the Caprock Escarpment. The escarpment is approximately defined by the area between the 

2,600- and 3,000-ft contours; the Southern High Plains and the Rolling Plains occur to the west and east. respectively.  

Locations of springs are from Brune (1981). The drainage divide marked by the Caprock Escarpment separates areas that 

v.• contribute runoff to the escarpment and Rolling Plains from areas that contribute runoff mostly to playa lake basins of the 

Southern High Plains.
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FIGURE 5. Views of the Eastern Caprock Escarpment in Palo Duro Canyon State Park (fig. 25). Topography of the 

escarpment varies from (a) steep cliffs at Fortress Cliff to (b) deeply dissected slopes. Relief at Fortress Cliff, including the 

vertical cliff and the steep talus apron, is approximately 100 m. The vertical cliff (a) is supported by the upper Tertiary 

Ogallala Formation, and Triassic Dockum Group strata underlie the toe of the talus apron. Relief along the dissected slope 

in (b) is approximately 200 m from the floor of the canyon to the skyline; the Upper Permian Quartermaster Formation is 

exposed in the foreground, and Ogallala and Dockum strata are exposed in deeply dissected terrain of the middle ground.
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FIGURE 6. Three-day total rainfall distribution, June 24-26, 1965, along the Eastern Caprock Escarpment. Daily station 
totals are not for the same time periods. Contours are in inches (modified from Finley and Gustavson, 1980).

beginning of October. Annual pan evaporation is 
approximately 158 cm (62 inches) (Kier and others, 
1977). Rapid temperature changes and large ranges in 
daily and annual temperature are characteristic 
(Orton, 1964).  

Erosional processes on the Caprock Escarpment are 
dominated by high-intensity, short-duration rainfall 
from convective storms during the spring and summer 
(Finley and Gustavson, 1980). Thunderstorms in the 
Texas Panhandle commonly yield heavy rainfalls that 
result in flash floods, especially in the canyons that cut 
into the Caprock Escarpment. Figure 6 illustrates a 
series of intense rainfall events resulting in local 
precipitation depths of 12.5 to 22 cm (5 to 8.7 inches) 
along the Caprock Escarpment. These and other data 
suggest that the Caprock Escarpment may cause 
orographic uplift of moisture-laden tropical maritime 
air flowing from the southeast sufficient to encourage 
thunderstorm development along the escarpment.

Runoff 
Runoff from precipitation occurs when the infil

tration capacity of surface soils is exceeded (Young, 
1972). Infiltration capacity is largely a function of 
antecedent moisture and textural composition of the 
soil. In the High Plains along the Eastern Caprock 
Escarpment, soils are primarily sandy and clayey 
loams of the Acuff, Amarillo, Mansker, and Pullman 
series. These soils are moderately to poorly permeable, 
and infiltration rates range from 0.5 to 5 cm/hr (0.2 to 
2 inches/hr) (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil 
Conservation Service, 1972, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c).  
Surface soils on the escarpment belong to the Quinlan
Burson-Obaro association and are shallow, permeable, 
and subject to moderate to very rapid runoff. Triassic 
and Permian bedrock, primarily sandstone and mud
stone, is exposed over much of the Caprock Escarp
ment; infiltration rates of these rocks are low except
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FIGURE 7. Intensity-duration profiles of four storms 
Gustavson, 1980).  

along fractures. Along the upper part of the escarp
ment, sediments of the Ogallala Formation are 
exposed, and infiltration rates of this material prob
ably vary from low in well-cemented sections to high in 
sections of poorly cemented sand or gravel.  

Rainfall intensity can also affect runoff. In very 
intense storms, runoff may occur before the moisture 
capacity of the lower part of the soil profile has been 
reached by infiltration (Linsley and others, 1949). The 
combination of soils and bedrock with moderate to low 
infiltration rates and intense rainfall yields high runoff 
rates on the High Plains and along the Caprock Escarp
ment. Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency data from 
Amarillo, Texas (table 1), illustrate that high-intensity 
rainfall events occur often on the High Plains. High
intensity precipitation events are also common along 
the Caprock Escarpment (fig. 7), where peak intensities 
have exceeded 12.5 cm/hr (5 inches/hr) and intensities 
of 2.5 cm/hr (1 inch/hr) are typical (Finley and 

"•--/ Gustavson, 1980).

along the Caprock Escarpment (modified from Finley and 

TABLE 1. Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency 
relationships, Amarillo, Texas, 1904-1951 (modified 
from U.S. Department of Commerce, 1955, and 
Finley and Gustavson, 1980).

*Intensity expressed in inches/hr (I inch/hr = 25.4 mm/hr).
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Relation of Dissolution-Induced Subsidence 
to the Caprock Escarpment

To test the hypothesis that dissolution of Permian 
salt and subsidence of overlying strata have affected 
the position and rate of retreat of the Caprock Escarp
ment, we must establish the likelihood that salt was 
once present where it is now absent beneath and to the 
east of the escarpment. In addition, structures attrib
uted to dissolution-induced subsidence must be differ
entiated from tectonic structures. Several lines of 
evidence suggest that dissolution has truncated or 
thinned salt beds that currently underlie the Southern 
High Plains, the Caprock Escarpment, and the Rolling 
Plains.  

(1) Interpretation of geophysical logs indicates that 
where structural collapse of overlying beds has 
occurred, abrupt loss of subjacent salt sequences 
between wells probably resulted from salt dissolution 
rather than from facies change (Johnson, 1976; 
Gustavson and others, 1980, 1982; Gustavson and 
Finley, 1985; Gustavson, 1986a, 1986b; McGookey and 
others, 1988).  

(2) Brecciated zones, fractures with slickensides, 
extension fractures, and insoluble residues composed of 
mudstone, anhydrite, and dolomite overlie the upper
most salts in core from wells A through I (fig. 1), 
indicating that dissolution has occurred beneath both 
the Southern High Plains and the Rolling Plains.  

(3) Permian outcrops throughout most of the Rolling 
SPlains and the Palo Duro Canyon contain folds, sys

tems of extension fractures, and, locally, breccia beds 
interpreted to have resulted from dissolution of salt and 
collapse of overlying beds (Gustavson and others, 1980; 
Goldstein, 1982; Collins, 1984; Goldstein and Collins, 
1984; Machel, 1985; and Gustavson, 1986b).  

(4) High chloride concentrations in many streams 
draining the Rolling Plains indicate that salt dissolu
tion is active beneath most of the Rolling Plains and 
along most of the Eastern Caprock Escarpment (U.S.  
Geological Survey, 1969-1983).  

Stratigraphy beneath the 
High Plains, Caprock Escarpment, 

and Rolling Plains 
Regional stratigraphic relations along the eastern 

margin of the Palo Duro Basin are shown in figure 8.  
Permian salt thins along the eastern margin of the 
Palo Duro Basin primarily as a result of salt disso
lution and, to a lesser extent, facies change or deposi
tional thinning toward the basin margin. Nonsalt units 
such as the Alibates Formation, anhydrite/gypsum 
and dolomite strata within the San Andres/Blaine 
Formation, and anhydrite within the upper Clear Fork 
Formation thin only slightly to the east (fig. 8). Clastic 
;trata of the Tubb interval maintain the same thick-

ness across the section. These relations indicate that 
Permian strata beneath the Rolling Plains were not 
substantially affected by differential basin subsidence 
and that within the study area these strata do not thin 
much toward the eastern margin of the Palo Duro 
Basin. Salt beds of the upper San Andres Formation, 
however, thin considerably between wells 6 and 7 
(fig. 8), but nonsalt units do not. The significant 
decrease in the westward dip of strata above the 
remaining San Andres salt beds is interpreted as 
evidence of removal of section through dissolution and 
subsidence of overlying strata. Similarly, changes in 
thicknesses of salt beds of the San Andres, Seven 
Rivers, and Salado Formations are accompanied by 
radical changes in the dip of overlying units between 
wells 8 and 9, wells 4 and 5, and wells 3 and 4, 
respectively (fig. 8). These relations also indicate 
dissolution of Salado, Seven Rivers, and San Andres 
salts and subsidence of overlying strata. Furthermore, 
figure 8 illustrates a stepwise pattern of dissolution in 
which stratigraphically higher salts are first dissolved 
in areas closer to the escarpment. This pattern, in 
conjunction with structural changes, suggests dissolu
tion by ground water; it is not a relict facies pattern. A 
facies change in the upper Clear Fork Group from salt 
and anhydrite to clastic sediments, however, occurs 
between wells 10 and 11 (fig. 8). Consequently, only 
minor salt thinning is due to dissolution there.  

In the study area approximately 30 m (100 ft) of salt 
has been dissolved from the Salado Formation beneath 
the Southern High Plains and approximately 45 m 
(150 ft) from the Seven Rivers Formation beneath the 
Caprock Escarpment. Consequently, as much as 75 m 
(250 ft) of the relief of the Caprock Escarpment can be 
attributed to dissolution and subsidence. Approxi
mately 130 m (425 ft) of salt has been dissolved from the 
San Andres Formation beneath the western Rolling 
Plains and approximately 35 m (115 ft) from the Clear 
Fork Group beneath the central Rolling Plains. If the 
entire salt section was originally present as far east as 
Childress County, as is suggested by the continuity in 
thickness of nonsalt strata, then as much as 240 m 
(790 ft) of salt has been dissolved in that area.  

Structure on 
the Tubb Interval 

The Tubb interval, an informal subsurface strati
graphic unit of the Clear Fork Group, underlies all the 
salt-bearing formations that have been affected by 
dissolution. Therefore, we conclude that structure on 
the Tubb interval (fig. 9) has not been influenced by 
dissolution and subsidence but is rather the result of 
tectonic movement. The map in figure 9 illustrates a 
nearly uniform dip of approximately 7 m/km (35 ft/mi)
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to the southwest over the northeastern flank of the Palo 

Duro Basin. Major structural elements are the Bush 

Dome and Amarillo Uplift, north of Amarillo, the 

Donley County and Armstrong County positives, the 

'• Plaska structure in Hall County, and the Matador 

Arch, near the southern limit of the study area. In the 

southwestern corner of Carson County the Tubb inter

val differs only slightly in elevation from the Bush 

Dome and dips to the southwest. Comparison of the 

outline of the upper physiographic, or western, limit of 

the Caprock Escarpment with structure contours on 

the Tubb surface fails to reveal any relation between 

regional structure resulting from tectonic movement 

and position of the Caprock Escarpment in the study 

area.  

Salt Thickness 
Cumulative thickness of salt units of the Salado, 

Seven Rivers, San Andres, and Clear Fork Formations 

decreases from west to east, but the most abrupt thick

ness changes occur beneath the Caprock Escarpment 

and the western part of the Rolling Plains (fig. 10). Salt 

thinning is attributed primarily to dissolution. The 

zone of abrupt thinning of the Salado and Seven Rivers 

Formations also closely coincides with the Caprock 

Escarpment and the western margin of the Rolling 

Plains, indicating that interstratal salt dissolution has 

strongly affected and perhaps continues to affect the 

retreat of the escarpment (fig. 11) (for additional discus

sion of dissolution of the Salado and Seven Rivers 

salts, see Boyd and Murphy, 1984, and DeConto and 

-'-• Murphy, 1986).  
Salt dissolution also appears to have occurred west 

of the escarpment. For example, Salado salts thin be

neath the eastern margin of the Southern High Plains 

near the Tule Draw and west of the headwaters of 

Pease River tributaries. This relationship suggests 

that, at least locally, dissolution precedes the southwest

ward backwasting of the escarpment. Additional evi

dence of dissolution beneath the Southern High Plains 

comes from core from the DOE-Gruy Federal Rex White 

No. 1 and the Stone and Webster Engineering Corpora

tion (SWEC) Harman No. 1 wells in Randall and 

Swisher Counties, respectively (fig. 1), which contain 

insoluble residues and extension fractures related to 

dissolution of both Salado and Seven Rivers salts.  

Cores from the DOE-Gruy Federal Grabbe No. 1 and 

the SWEC Zeeck No. 1 wells in Swisher County (fig. 1) 

also contain insoluble residues and extension fractures 

related to dissolution of Salado Formation salts.  

Structure on the 
Alibates Formation 

Structure on the Permian Alibates Formation 

(fig. 12), which overlies the salt-bearing interval, is 

markedly different from the structure on the Tubb 

interval (fig. 9) near the Caprock Escarpment and the

western margin of the Rolling Plains. West of the 
escarpment and beneath the Southern High Plains, the 

Alibates Formation dips regionally to the southwest at 
2 to 3 m/km (10 to 15 ft/mi). Regional dip reversal 
occurs along the trend of the Caprock Escarpment and 

overlies the zone where, owing to dissolution, salts of 

the Salado, Seven Rivers, and San Andres Formations 
rapidly thin (figs. 10 and 11). The floor of a large closed 

structural basin in southwestern Carson County lies as 
much as 300 m (1,000 ft) below the crest of the adjacent 
Bush Dome (compare figs. 9 and 12). Thus, the change 

in dip from southwestward to northeastward to form 

a broad anticline beneath the Caprock Escarpment 
has resulted from dissolution of salts of the Salado 

and Seven Rivers Formations and subsidence of over
lying strata.  

The axial trace of the broad anticline on the 

Alibates Formation crosses the western limit of the 

Caprock Escarpment in several areas and locally 
underlies the Southern High Plains and the western 
margin of the Rolling Plains (fig. 12). In conjunction 
with the aforementioned thinning of salt beds of the 

Salado and Seven Rivers Formations west of the 

Caprock Escarpment, this relationship provides 
further evidence that dissolution of Permian bedded 

salts locally precedes the westward retreat of the 
Caprock Escarpment.  

Middle Tertiary 
Erosional Surface 

An extensive unconformity separates Triassic 

strata from the overlying Miocene-Pliocene Ogallala 
Formation (figs. 3 and 8). Although much of this sur

face (fig. 13) in other parts of the Texas Panhandle has 
been extensively deformed because of dissolution
induced subsidence (Gustavson and others, 1980; 

Gustavson and Budnik, 1985; Gustavson and Finley, 
1985), the middle Tertiary erosional surface in the 

study area appears to be only locally modified by 
subsidence.  

The regional paleoslope of the erosional surface is to 

the southeast. Aligned groups of V-shaped contours 

point upslope and probably mark broad paleovalleys 
that contained streams that drained the erosion surface 

before Ogallala deposition. Although the regional 
paleoslope of this surface is to the southeast, beneath 

the Caprock Escarpment and in southwestern Carson 

County, slope is locally to the northeast. Such slope 
changes occur along Palo Duro Canyon, in the canyon 

of Mulberry Creek, in central and northwestern parts of 

Briscoe County, and in southwestern Motley County.  
These areas overlie areas where salt thins abruptly, 
and where the Alibates Formation maintains a north

easterly dip beneath the Southern High Plains. Such 

changes in slope direction support our interpretation 
that dissolution and subsidence locally preceded 
Caprock Escarpment retreat.
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FIGURE 10. Net-thickness map of salt in the Permian upper Clear Fork Group and San Andres, Seven Rivers, and Salado 
Formations. A-A' locates cross section shown in figure 8.
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FIGURE 11. Net-thickness map of salt in the Salado and Seven Rivers Formations. Salt thickness of the Seven Rivers 
Formation is shown where no overlying Salado salt exists. A-A' locates cross section shown in figure 8.
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FIGURE 12. Structure-contour map of the top of the Upper Permian Alibates Formation. A-A' locates cross section shown 
in figure 8.
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FIGURE 13. Structure-contour map of the base of the High Plains aquifer (Ogallala Formation) (modified from Knowles 

and others, 1982). The Miocene-Pliocene Ogallala Formation was deposited on the middle Tertiary erosional surface; 

therefore, this figure also represents a paleotopographic map of the unconformity between the base of the Ogallala and 

underlying Permian, Triassic, and Cretaceous Systems. A-A' locates cross section shown in figure 8.
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Relation of Post-Ogallala Lake Basins 
to the Caprock Escarpment

Several large breached lake basins can be recog
nized along the Caprock Escarpment, including basins 
containing (1) the Quaternary Tule Formation in the 
headwaters of the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos 
River and along Tule Draw, (2) the Pliocene Blanco 
Formation along Yellowhouse Draw and along the 
White River, (3) the Pliocene Cita beds in Palo Duro 
Canyon (Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red River), and 
(4) unnamed lacustrine sediments in Mulberry Creek 
and Tierra Blanca Creek at Canyon, Texas (Evans and 
Meade, 1944; Eifler, 1967, 1968; Schultz, 1977, 1986). All 
of these former lake basins, except the basins along the 
Brazos and White Rivers, occur in the study area 
(fig. 1).  

Breached lake basins along the escarpment deter
mine where major streams intersect the escarpment 
and, therefore, the morphology of the scarp. All major 
reentrants along the escarpment (the valleys of 
Mulberry Creek. the Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red 
River, Tule Creek, White River, Yellowhouse Draw, and 
the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River) contain 
remnants of former lake basins at or near the Caprock 
Escarpment.  

Many of the larger lake basins on the surface of the 
Southern High Plains and the breached lake basins 
along the margin of the High Plains have been attrib
uted wholly or partly to subsidence over areas of salt 
dissolution during Pliocene and Quaternary time. For 
example, because Triassic strata are deformed, the Tule 
lacustrine basin in Swisher and Briscoe Counties and 
the remnants of the lake basin in Mulberry Creek 
valley were thought to have resulted from subsidence 
following dissolution of Permian salts (Evans and 
Meade, 1944). On the basis of subsurface stratigraphic 
and structural data, the following basins are thought to 
have developed partly from dissolution and subsidence: 
(1) the Rita Blanca Formation near Channing, Texas;

(2) lacustrine sediments near Canyon, Texas; (3) the 
Cita beds in Palo Duro Canyon; (4) the Tule Formation 
in Swisher and Briscoe Counties; and (5) the Blanco 
Formation in the White River-Running Water Draw 
valley (Gustavson and Budnik, 1985; Gustavson and 
Finley, 1985; Gustavson, 1986a, 1988). Most of the large 
alkaline lake basins south of Lubbock that contain 
Quaternary strata are underlain by areas of thin salt 
and structural lows on horizons above the salt; these 
basins probably formed at least in part by dissolution 
and subsidence (Reeves and Temple, 1986). Contrary to 
these studies, DeConto and Murphy (1986) suggested 
that dissolution beneath the High Plains occurred 
during the Triassic and therefore development of sur
face geomorphic features is unrelated to Cenozoic 
dissolution and subsidence. Although most of the afore
mentioned studies demonstrate that areas of thin salt 
and structural lows in units overlying the salts occur 
beneath these lake basins, the full extent of most 
basins cannot be attributed to dissolution and subsi
dence. Eolian deflation most likely contributed to their 
formation (Evans and Meade, 1944), as is suggested by 
the presence of dunes along the eastern, or lee, side of 
most of the larger lakes on the High Plains surface.  
Dissolution of soil carbonate, including the Caprock 
caliche, also may have played a role in lake basin 
development (Osterkamp and Wood, 1987; Wood and 
Osterkamp, 1987).  

The relation between reentrants in the escarpment 
and lacustrine basins that formed partly because of 
salt dissolution suggests that the position of the 
reentrants is, in part, structurally controlled. Clearly, 
retreat of the escarpment by backwasting and head
ward extension of streams was also accelerated where 
the escarpment extends into the preserved catchment 
areas of Cenozoic lake basins because of an increased 
source of runoff.

Fracture Systems and Landform Development
Several types of fractures have influenced landform 

development along the Caprock Escarpment. These 
include both tectonically induced systematic fractures 
and nonsystematic fractures that apparently resulted 
from vertical extension over zones of salt dissolution.  
Clastic dikes also commonly occur in lower Ogallala 
Formation, Dockum Group, and Dewey Lake Forma
tion strata.  

Systematic and Nonsystematic 
Fractures 

Development of linear segments of streams and 
other landforms in the Rolling Plains may be related to 
adjustment to fractures. Linear segments of the valleys

of the Salt Fork and Double Mountain Fork of the 
Brazos River have north-south, northwest-southeast, 
and northeast-southwest orientations. Although he did 
not describe regional fracture orientations, Reeves 
(1971) inferred that these streams may have responded 
to the "Earth's regmatic fracture pattern." Linear 
valley segments of the Middle and North Pease Rivers 
and the Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red River have 
been attributed to the influence of fractures formed by 
the dissolution of salt, gypsum, and possibly dolomite 
and the subsequent collapse of overlying strata (U.S.  
Army Corps of Engineers, 1975). Lineament trends 
recognized from Landsat images, including linear 
segments of streams, topographic elements, and tonal 
anomalies, are similar to orientations of joints exposed
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in the Caprock Escarpment and to subsurface struc
tural trends (Finley and Gustavson, 1981). On the basis 
of these observations, linear physiographic features 
were interpreted to be structurally controlled.  

Karst landforms, primarily dolines and open fis
sures, developed on the Rolling Plains as a result of salt 
dissolution and associated collapse (Gustavson and 
others, 1982). Orientations of fissures and the long axes 
of dolines are similar to trends of regional joint sys
tems. Zones or concentrations of systematic vertical 
joints, which result from horizontal extension, intersect 
Permian and Triassic strata in the Caprock Escarp
ment, having an average concentration of 5 joints per 
meter for sandstone beds 3 m (10 ft) thick (Goldstein, 
1982; Collins, 1983, 1984; Goldstein and Collins, 1984; 
Collins and Luneau, 1986). Synclinal depressions, minor 
faults, and extension fractures filled with gypsum 
(var. satin spar) are common in upper Permian strata 
exposed near the base of the escarpment; these struc
tures probably resulted from subsidence over dissolu
tion zones. The synclinal depressions trend parallel to 
systematic joints. Similarity in orientation among 
synclinal depressions, dolines, fissures, and joint 
systems suggests that ground-water flow and dissolu
tion were more pronounced along zones of systematic 
fractures, and, as result, systematic fractures strongly 
influence the distribution and morphology of subsi
dence structures.  

Along the Caprock Escarpment, nonsystematic ver
tical joints are typically curved, have no preferred 
orientation, and are commonly truncated against sys

"-" tematic joints. Nonsystematic joints therefore postdate 
systematic joints (Goldstein, 1982). Nonsystematic 
joints, which locally display convex-upward Wallner 
lines indicating upward propagation of the fracture, 
were attributed to subsidence induced by salt dissolu
tion (Goldstein and Collins, 1984). Horizontal or bed
ding-plane extensional fractures filled with fibrous 
gypsum occur in Permian strata throughout the region 
and have also been attributed to subsidence over areas 
of salt dissolution (Goldstein and Collins, 1984). The 
highly fractured strata exposed in the Caprock Escarp
ment probably enhance downward leakage of ground 
water as well as chemical and mechanical weathering 
of these rocks.  

Clastic Dikes 
Along the northern flank of Mulberry Creek valley 

(fig. 4) numerous clastic dikes occur locally in the 
Ogallala Formation and in the underlying Permian 
Dewey Lake Formation. Their orientations range from 
N 800 W to 8 400 W. Clastic dikes in the Ogallala 
Formation are filled with sediment that appears to 
have washed down from the overlying Quaternary 
Blackwater Draw Formation. Although they pinch,

swell, and sometimes form a network of veins, overall 
the clastic dikes are wedge shaped, being widest near 
their upper ends and narrowing with depth. They may 
extend vertically for as much as 30 m (100 ft). In the 
Mulberry Creek valley, the Ogallala and overlying 
lacustrine sediments are deformed so that the 
lacustrine sediments strike N 800 W and dip 320 S, an 
orientation that coincides with that of most of the 
clastic dikes. Deformation of strata exposed in this 
valley was attributed by Evans and Meade (1944) to 
subsidence due to salt dissolution. Our regional subsur
face maps (figs. 9 through 13) also indicate that the 
zone of active salt dissolution extends beneath the 
Mulberry Creek valley and that the deformation 
exposed there is most likely due to dissolution-induced 
subsidence. The attenuated wedge shape of these 
clastic dikes suggests that they formed from horizontal 
extension, their principal stress directions being 
perpendicular to the axis of the subsidence basin 
(fig. 12). The postulated genetic relation between locally 
occurring tensional fractures (clastic dikes) and folding 
from dissolution-induced subsidence is consistent with 
our interpretation of regional deformation due to 
dissolution along the Caprock Escarpment.  

Several open fractures, partly filled with sediments 
washed in from the surface of the Rolling Plains, were 
described by Gustavson and others (1982) and 
Gustavson (1986b). The fractures occur on the flanks of 
large dolines that formed in Hall County above an area 
of extensive salt dissolution. In 8 yr (between 1978 and 
1986) these features opened several times, only to be 
filled each time by loose surface sediment washed in 
during subsequent rainfalls or when farmers cultivated 
fields crossed by the fractures.  

The presence of clastic dikes deep in the Ogallala 
and Dewey Lake Formations in the Mulberry Creek 
valley indicates that ground water has been important 
in moving near-surface sediments downward into the 
Ogallala Formation and as deep as the Permian Dewey 
Lake Formation. If dissolution-induced subsidence 
resulted in open fractures that were later filled with 
near-surface sediment, then the same fractures were 
probably open conduits for enhanced leakage to strata 
as deep as the salt-bearing Permian System.  

Fractures and clastic dikes probably have enhanced 
the leakage of low-salinity ground water downward 
toward Permian strata and the dissolution zone. Fur
thermore, both nonsystematic fractures and clastic 
dikes appear to result from dissolution-induced sub
sidence. Thus, a feedback system is created by which 
ground-water flow through sediments and along frac
tures leads to interstratal salt dissolution. Resulting 
subsidence causes additional fracturing or the opening 
of existing fractures, which in turn allows the flow of 
more water toward the dissolution zone.
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FIGURE 14. Head map of the unconfined aquifers in the Palo Duro Basin (modified from Bassett and others. 1981). West of the Caprock Escarpment, this surface corresponds to the Ogallala aquifer. Note the steep hydraulic gradient along the Eastern Caprock Escarpment.

Ground-Water Flow beneath 
the Caprock Escarpment

Aquifers underlying the Southern High Plains, 
Rolling Plains, and particularly the Caprock Escarp
ment are strongly influenced by topography (Bassett 
and others, 1981; Dutton and Orr, 1986; Dutton and 
Simpkins, 1986). Hydraulic-head and potentiometric
surface maps (figs. 14 and 15) illustrate the steep 
hydraulic gradient and the strong potential for down
ward leakage of ground water beneath the Caprock 
Escarpment. The potentiometric surface of the lower 
Dockum Group aquifer lies below the base of the 
"•gallala Formation (Fink, 1963), indicating an overall 

tential for downward leakage from the Ogallala 
"-.._.quifer to the lower Dockum Group aquifer (fig. 15).

Steep vertical hydraulic gradients imposed by the 
boundary condition of the Caprock Escarpment create 
potential for downward leakage from the Ogallala and 
Dockum aquifers. Throughout the study area the 
potentiometric surface of the evaporite aquitard lies far 
below both the water-table elevation of unconfined 
surface aquifers and the potentiometric surface of the 
lower Dockum aquifer, indicating a strong potential for 
downward leakage of ground waters to the San Andres 
Formation.  

Potentiometric-surface data in figures 14 and 15 indi
cate that springs are likely to develop at the boundary 
of the Caprock Escarpment, where flow encounters
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EXPLANATI ON 

High Plains surface -Caprock Escarpment / Inferred subcrop timit (from Granota, 1981) 
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FIGURE 15. Potentiometric-surface map of lower Dockum Group ground water (modified from Dutton and Simpkins, 1986).  

Potentiometric gradient steepens at the Eastern Caprock Escarpment.  
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FIGURE 16. Map of physiographic units, major streams, and brine emission areas (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1975) 
in the study area. Brine emission areas XI and XV occur in outcrops of strata equivalent to the Seven Rivers Formation.  
Brine emission areas V, VII, IX, XIII, and XIV occur in outcrops of strata equivalent to the San Andres Formation.  
A-A' locates figures 8 and 17 (Simpkins and Fogg, 1982, their fig. 91).

layers of low hydraulic conductivity and the path of 
least resistance is to discharge at the boundary. Numer
ous springs are, in fact, present along the Caprock 
Escarpment above strata of low hydraulic conductiv
ity, such as Dockum mudstones. This in turn suggests 
that spring sapping and seepage erosion contribute to 
backwasting of the Caprock Escarpment. Sapping and 
seepage erosion are discussed on p. 29.  

Discharge from this flow system occurs to the east, 
where saline springs in the Rolling Plains discharge a 
mixture of both locally derived and deeper ground 
waters, as evidenced by geochemical and isotopic data 
(Richter and Kreitler, 1986). Large areas of saline 
discharge have developed in topographically low parts 
of outcrop belts of the Salado, Seven Rivers, and San 

ndres Formations (compare figs. 8 and 16).

Conceptual Model of Ground-Water 
Flow beneath the 

Caprock Escarpment 
Hypothetical flow paths of low-salinity ground water 

through the dissolution zones in Permian bedded salt 
are shown in the conceptual model in figure 17. The 
model illustrates how the hydraulic-head distribution 
imposed by the escarpment boundary could be the 
major force behind ground-water flow to salts in the 
subsurface and to springs along the escarpment, where 
zones of low hydraulic conductivity exist. Low-salinity 
ground water moves downward to discharge as springs 
along the escarpment and laterally to the relatively 
shallow updip elements of Permian bedded salt. Per-
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FIGURE 17. Conceptual model of ground-water flow and its impact on Permian bedded salt beneath the High Plains, 

Caprock Escarpment, and Rolling Plains (from Gustavson and others, 1980). Inferred flow paths are indicated by arrows.  

Stratigraphic units are identified in figure 8. Datum sea level.
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FIGURE 18. Finite-element mesh design based on cross section shown in figure 8. Upper surface is the water table. Lower 
"ý- surface is drawn at upper stratigraphic limit of salt-bearing units (from Simpkins and Fogg, 1982. their fig. 93).

mian salt is readily dissolved as it comes into contact 
with low-salinity ground water, and the resulting 
brines flow eastward through highly transmissive 
dolomite and anhydrite/gypsum beds to discharge into 
topographically low areas.  

Numerical Model of Ground-Water 
Flow beneath 

the Caprock Escarpment 
Numerical simulations were conducted by Simpkins 

and Fogg (1982) to evaluate the importance of topog
raphy, hydraulic head, permeability, and boundary 
conditions in the hydrologic system. Their model, 
which is'summarized here, simulated ground-water 
flow in two dimensions and was based on the same 
stratigraphic cross section as that used in the concep
tual ground-water flow model (fig. 17) in this report.  
Their numerical model was oriented vertically to take 
advantage of the detailed stratigraphic framework 
orovided by well data and to enable examination of 
v¢ertical hydraulic-head gradients. Vertical gradients

are particularly important because they provide the 
drive by which low-salinity ground water reaches 
Permian salt-bearing units and by which brines from 
salt dissolution zones are discharged to the surface at 
saline springs in the Rolling Plains region (fig. 16).  

In the numerical model, the prescribed hydraulic
head boundary conditions are imposed on the upper, 
left, and right boundaries. The upper boundary is the 
water table (Knowles and others, 1982). The lower 
boundary is a no-flow boundary (upper stratigraphic 
limit of salt beds), and thus it is assumed that any 
upward leakage from the deeper units occurs at a 
negligible rate compared with the flow rate in the 
modeled area.  

Ground-water flow was simulated using the com
puter program FLUMP, which employs a finite-ele
ment, mixed explicit-implicit numerical scheme for 
solving linear and nonlinear subsurface-water-flow 
problems (Neuman and Narasimhan, 1977). The finite
element mesh (fig. 18) was designed to accommodate 
the heterogeneities of the local stratigraphic system 
and to provide greater accuracy near the Caprock 
Escarpment, where hydraulic gradients are steepest.
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TABLE 2. Hydrostratigraphic units and hydraulic conductivities used in the ground-water 
flow model (from Simpkins and Fogg, 1982) (1 ft/day = 0.3 m/day).  

Hydraulic conductivity 
(ft/day)

Hydrostratigraphic unit 

Ogallala (sand and gravel) 

Dockum (sand, silt, clay) 

Quartermaster/Cloud Chief 
(mudstone) 

Whitehorse (sandstone) 

Blaine and San Andres 
cycle 4 in shallow sub
crops (dolomite/ 

anhydrite) 

Flowerpot (mudstone)

Kh

26.7 

2.7 

0.27 

3.0 

10.0 

0.27

Kv

26.7 

2.7

Source

Both values from Myers, 1969 

Both values from Myers, 1969

0.00027* Kh value from P. R. Stevens, 
personal communication, 1980

3.0 

10.0

Both values from Freeze and 
Cherry, 1979 

Both values from U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, personal 
communication, 1980

0.00027* Kh value from P. R. Stevens, 
personal communication, 1980

*Values were not estimated from field or laboratory tests but are based on the fact that these 
units are horizontally stratified mudstones containing small amounts of sand, thus indicating 
large Kh/Kv (horizontal and vertical conductivity) values.

Hydraulic conductivities (K) of the various strati
graphic units were compiled from several sources 
(table 2). Most values are estimates of a range of K data 
from pumping tests. Where data were unavailable, K 
was estimated either by extrapolation from other data 
for units of similar lithology or by selection of a 
"typical value" from the literature (such as from Freeze 
and Cherry, 1979). Vertical K values (Kv) of the Upper 
Permian mudstones (table 2) are not from field or 
laboratory tests; rather, their calculation is based on 
the observation that these units are horizontally strati
fied mudstones containing small amounts of sand.  

Key uncertainties that may be important in inter
preting the results of the model are (1) Kv values in the 
vicinity of the Caprock Escarpment that control the 
rate and amount of low-salinity water introduced to 
Permian salt beds in the subsurface and (2) Kv and Kh 
(horizontal hydraulic conductivity) values for the dolo
mite/anhydrite units and Kv values for other units east 
of the Caprock Escarpment that govern where the high
salinity waters discharge and to what extent topog
raphy affects the ground-water flow system.  

Modeling Results 
Several simulations were made by Simpkins and 

Fogg (1982) to calibrate the model and to determine its 
sensitivity to hydraulic conductivity (K) variations.  
Hydraulic heads and recharge/discharge rates comn-

puted by the numerical model using the values of K 
listed in table 2 are shown in figure 19. Unfortunately, 
ground-water flow lines cannot be drawn perpendicular 
to the hydraulic-head contours in figure 19 because of 
anisotropy and the extreme vertical exaggeration of the 
cross section. The effects of vertical exaggeration 
are greatest at the escarpment, where the vertical 
(downward) gradient computed by the model is sub
stantial; however, in figure 19, head contours seem to 
indicate only horizontal flow. Our interpretation of the 
results is therefore based on node-to-node hydraulic 
heads and ground-water fluxes printed in the model 
output listing.  

According to Simpkins and Fogg (1982) the numer
ical model supports the conceptual model of salt 
dissolution by indicating (1) downward flow of fresh 
ground water from the Ogallala aquifer into the salt
bearing strata beneath the Caprock Escarpment; 
(2) eastward movement of the resultant brine through 
transmissive dolomite/anhydrite beds of the San 
Andres Formation; and (3) discharge of the brine into 
saline springs in topographically low areas of the 
Rolling Plains. The numerical model also suggests that 
nearly all ground-water discharge from the system can 
be accounted for by horizontal flow along bedding and 
by vertical (upward) discharge through saline springs.  
Discharge along the right-hand prescribed head bound
ary is negligible (fig. 19).
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FIGURE 19. Steady-state hydraulic heads and recharge/discharge rates computed by ground-water flow model (from 

Simpkins and Fogg, 1982). (a) Flow lines cannot be assumed to be orthogonal to the head contours because of anisotropic K 

dues and because the vertical scale exaggeration is approximately 104 to 1. (b) The recharge/discharge rates shown are 

'Kygional averages of rates computed at groups of nodes and thus reflect only major recharge and discharge areas. Flow 

rates through the sides of the model are on the order of 10-1 m 3/day, which are minute compared with the rates illustrated.
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Surface Processes Causing Scarp Retreat

Fluvial erosion, spring sapping, seepage erosion, 
"and mass wasting are important erosional processes all 
along the escarpment. However, in Palo Duro Canyon, 
and especially in the northern part of the canyon in 
Palo Duro Canyon State Park, rotational slumping 
plays a major role in scarp retreat.  

Surface Runoff 
Rainfall near the Caprock Escarpment results pre

dominantly from convective storms. Single storms with 
precipitation in excess of 6 cm (2.4 inches) generally 
occur at least once every 24 months in the Amarillo 
area, and rainfall intensities of 2.5 cm/hr (1 inch/hr) 
or more account for more than 8 percent of the hourly 
rainfall for the region (Finley and Gustavson, 1980).  
A 24-hour rainfall of approximately 25 cm (10 inches) 
occurs about once every 19 yr. During especially 
heavy rainfalls the infiltration capacity of the soil, as 
well as the capacity of certain playa lake basins, is 
exceeded, and overland discharge from the playas 
occurs locally.  

During field studies we observed the effects of 
several sheetfloods on the High Plains. Rainwater that 
falls on the Southern High Plains moves to the rim of 
the Caprock Escarpment as sheetfloods. Sheet wash 
and rill wash occur when waters from heavy rains and 
sheetfloods flow down the walls of the canyons (Bath, 
1980; Simpkins and Gustavson, 1985, 1987). Runoff, 
concentrated in the floors of canyons, removes stored 
sediment, erodes the channel floor, and, as discharge 
wanes, deposits sediment eroded from the canyon floor 
and walls.  

The area of the High Plains surface that contributes 
runoff to the Caprock Escarpment is small. A drainage 
divide exists between the Caprock Escarpment and the 
first playa lake basins west of the escarpment because 
of the distribution of internally drained playa lake 
basins on the High Plains surface. The surface that 
normally contributes runoff, therefore, is a narrow 
band of terrain containing silty and clayey Pullman 
and Amarillo series soils that lies just west of the top of 
the escarpment. Along many segments of the escarp
ment this band is usually less than 1 km (0.6 mi) wide 
and rarely more than 2 to 3 km (1.3 to 1.9 mi) wide.  
Although the area potentially contributing runoff to 
the escarpment is small, sheetflood and slope erosion 
are important to canyon and slope degradation. Sur
face runoff, however, occurs only when the infiltration 
capacity of the soil is exceeded.  

Drainage Development 
Finley and Gustavson (1983) and Simpkins and 

Gustavson (1985) described the geomorphic effects of 
two 10-year return interval storms (May 26, 1978, and 
June 10, 1984) on a small, instrumentally monitored 
drainage basin that is a tributary of Tierra Blanca

Creek within the Buffalo Lake National Wildlife 
Refuge, Randall County (fig. 13). This drainage basin 
is morphologically similar to drainage basins on the 
Caprock Escarpment, and it is developed in the 
Ogallala and Blackwater Draw Formations, the same 
strata underlying small drainage basins along the 
crest of the escarpment. The Buffalo Lake National 
Wildlife Refuge study basin, located 48 km (30 mi) west 
of the escarpment, and drainage basins within the 
Caprock Escarpment are subject to the same weather 
conditions. For these reasons we believe that geo
morphic processes at the Buffalo Lake site are com
parable to processes that are shaping drainage basins 
of the upper part of the Caprock Escarpment.  

Instrumentation for data collection at the Buffalo 
Lake site included a recording rain gauge, air- and 
ground-temperature-recording probes, soil-moisture 
probes, several groups of erosion pins, lines of marked 
gravel clasts, and markers set into headcuts within the 
channel at the floor of the canyon. Weather data at 
Buffalo Lake were collected continuously from January 
1977 to November 1987. Erosion pins and headcut mark
ers were measured biannually or after severe storms.  
Before the first storm (in 1978), the long profile of the 
canyon, topographic cross sections, and detailed topog
raphy of headcut areas were surveyed.  

The drainage basin at the Buffalo Lake site received 
7.1 cm (2.8 inches) of rain during a 3.2-hr storm on May 
26, 1978; maximum intensity of rainfall was 6.4 cm/hr 
(2.5 inches/hr) over a 30-min period. Intense rainfall 
during the storm rapidly exceeded the infiltration 
capacity of soils on the High Plains surface, and large 
volumes of water were directed into the headwaters of 
the canyon and over the canyon rim. Sheetflooding on 
the High Plains surface was indicated by drift lines of 
plant debris 6 to 8 cm (2.4 to 3 inches) high on cacti and 
fenceposts. Erosion pins on the low-sloping (2 to 30) 
High Plains surface showed either no change or 1 to 
2 mm (0.04 to 0.08 inch) of net deposition. Gullied slopes 
(340 and 270) in very fine sand of the Quaternary 
Blackwater Draw Formation at the top of the canyon 
were eroded as much as 6.2 cm (2.4 inches) by rill wash 
and sheet wash (table 3). Gully floors in the Ogallala 
Formation were scoured to bedrock in some cases, and 
small fans of pebble- to cobble-sized gravel were 
deposited on the canyon floor. Sheet wash and rill wash 
on the canyon slopes resulted in an average erosion of 
2.2 cm (0.9 inch) in all slope classes; a maximum of 
6.2 cm (2.4 inches) was recorded. In addition, an aver
age of 41 percent of pebble- to cobble-sized clasts were 
moved by sheet wash from lines of painted clasts.  
Large volumes of pebble- to boulder-sized sediment 
were deposited on the canyon floor, and large volumes 
of mostly sand- and pebble-sized sediment were carried 
out of the canyon and deposited on the valley floor of 
Tierra Blanca Creek.  

As a result of the 1978 storm, bedrock surfaces in the 
canyon were scoured of loose sediment. Between 1978
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TABLE 3. Erosion-pin measurements made on 
eroded canyon slopes following storm on May 26, 
1978 (modified from Finley and Gustavson, 1980).  
Storm duration was 3.1 hr (25.4 mm = 1 inch).  

Average Net erosion (mm) 
Slope vegetative Number 
class cover (%) of pins Average Max. Min.  

0-90 22 8 24 59 6 
10-190 11 6 27 54 9 
20-290 15 21 19 62 3 
30-390 14 9 17 60 6 

420 10 1 -- 51 -

520 5 1 - 19 -

and 1984, more loose sediment accumulated, and these 
bedrock surfaces assumed their pre-1978 appearance.  
Alluvium and colluvium accumulated on canyon slopes 
and on the canyon floor as a result of small rainfalls.  

On June 10, 1984, intense rainfall (9.3 cm [3.7 
inches]) during a 4-hr period again caused significant 
scour and deposition of sediment in the tributary can
yon of Tierra Blanca Creek. A maximum 30-min pre
cipitation intensity of 6.9 cm/hr (2.7 inches/hr) was 
attained during that storm. The Canyon, Texas, Fire 
Station recorded 11.7 cm (4.6 inches), and the Amarillo 
National Weather Service office recorded 12.5 cm 
(4.9 inches) of precipitation on June 10, 1984. Effects of 
the 1984 storm were similar to those of the May 26, 
1978, storm discussed by Finley and Gustavson (1983).  
The 1978 and 1984 storms were both preceded by rela
tively dry periods in the short-term climatic record, 
although, overall, 1984 was wetter than 1978. Rainfall 
of similar magnitude (total amount and intensity) 
occurred between these two events (table 4), yet these

two storms caused the most erosion in the canyon, 
according to field observations and erosion-pin readings.  

Inclusion of data from the June 10, 1984, storm in 
the climate data base helped us to identify the effect of 
intense rainfall on erosion. Figure 20 is a plot of the 
maximum 30-min rainfall intensity (most intense storm 
per measurement period) versus the percent of erosion 
pins showing erosion (Simpkins and Gustavson, 1987).  
All rainfall event intensities lasted for at least 30 min, a 
few slightly longer. An exponential relationship is 
indicated, and field evidence suggests that a critical 
geomorphic threshold is crossed during storms with 
rainfall amounts of approximately 6.0 cm (2.4 inches) 
and intensities greater than 6.0 cm/hr (2.4 inches/hr).  
Scatter in the data is related to variation in rainfall 
frequency during a period and to availability of erodi
ble sediment. The somewhat anomalous value for the 
1978 storm may be partly due to the location of erosion 
pins that were set high on the drainage divides in the 
erodible Pleistocene loess (Blackwater Draw Forma
tion) instead of down in the tributary canyon. The large 
volume of sediment moved during this event strongly 
suggests that the availability of loose sediment affected 
the amount of erosion.  

Thresholds for Sediment Movement 

Study of sediment movement in the tributary can
yon at Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge after 
episodes of intense rainfall suggests that sediment is 
transported and stored in a stepwise manner. Three 
incremental steps are related to attainment of critical 
thresholds in rainfall intensity. Minor rainfall events 
(less than 6.0 cm/hr [2.4 inches/hr]) (step 1) move 
sediments down hillslopes and lower alluvial surfaces; 
most of that sediment is stored there until an intense 
rainfall event occurs. Intense rainfalls (greater than 
6.0 cm/hr [2.4 inches/hr]) (step 2) generally cause ero-

TABLE 4. Record of intense storms at Buffalo Lake National Wildlife 
Refuge during the course of this study. These data were used to construct the 
plot in figure 20 (25.4 mm = 1 inch).

Total 
precipitation 

(mm) 
71.0 
12.8 
26.0 
20.2 
82.0 
27.2 
52.0 
15.0 
18.6 
20.8 
93.4

Period 
(hr) 
3.1 
3.5 
1.95 
2.1 
4.5 
5.3 
1.5 
2.7 
1.2 
0.5 
4.0

30-min maximum 
intensity 
(mm/hr) 

64.0 
20.0 
47.6 
36.0 
76.8 
18.0 
52.0 
24.8 
35.6 
38.4 
69.0

Percentage of 
pins showing 

erosion 

91.0 
30.8 
42.3 
32.7 
53.8 
30.8 
42.3 
17.3 
28.0 
37.0 
66.0
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Date 

05/26/78 
10/29/79 
06/21/80 
08/05/80 

08/16-17/81 
10/15/81 
07/20/82 
09/07/82 
10/07/82 
09/10/83 
06/10/84



FIGURE 20. Plot of maximum rainfall intensity versus 
percent of erosion pins showing erosion at the Buffalo 
Lake National Wildlife Refuge station (modified from 
Simpkins and Gustavson, 1987, their fig. 37). Correlation 
coefficient is 0.82. Although based on only two data points 
(1978, 1984) a critical geomorphic threshold seems to occur 
when rainfall intensity values exceed 60 mm/hr, depend
ing on sediment availability. Plotted values are provided 
in table 4.  

sion on hillslopes, erosion and deposition on the can
yon bottom, and deposition in Tierra Blanca Creek.  
Large boulders carried to the canyon floor by smaller 
tributary canyons act as sediment traps for finer 
grained material moving down the thalweg or tributar
ies. Step 3 represents a storm capable of removing 
sediment along Tierra Blanca Creek and its tributary 
canyons. No storm of this magnitude, however, was 
recorded during the study period. In this model of 
sediment transport, sediment is constantly created by 
weathering and disaggregation and is transported 
down canyon walls by small rainfall events. Intense 
rainfall events have a significant erosional impact only 
when they occur periodically, thereby allowing enough 
time for loose sediment to be created, stored, and 
ultimately eroded. High-intensity rainfalls may not 
transport sediment, as this model predicts, if most 
stored sediment was removed by an earlier storm 
(Simpkins and Gustavson, 1987).  

Because of the similarities in soils, bedrock, and 
scarp morphology, the processes and rates of erosion 
affecting the upper part of the Caprock Escarpment, 
which is developed in the Ogallala and Blackwater 
Draw Formations, are probably similar to the processes 
and rates that Finley and Gustavson (1983) and 

- Simpkins and Gustavson (1985) observed at Buffalo 
Lake canyon.
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Spring Sapping and 
Seepage Erosion 

In addition to the interstratal dissolution of bedded 
salt, spring sapping and seepage erosion are ground
water-related geomorphic processes active along bases 
of cliff faces and in the headwaters of streams draining 
the Caprock Escarpment. Sapping and seepage erosion 
in these areas have apparently had a marked effect on 
headward erosion of stream valleys.  

Higgins (1982, 1983) recently described spring 
sapping as a process by which larger drainage systems 
are developed. Although spring sapping is commonly 
understood to influence development of gullies and 
smaller streams, especially in semiarid climates, its 
contribution to larger drainage systems has been 
reported only rarely (Higgins, 1982). Active sapping in 
large drainage systems or valleys has not been 
observed, except in Nebraska (Gerster, 1976) and some 
southwestern states (Gregory, 1917), but it has been 
inferred from ground observations in Egypt (Peel, 1941) 
and from spacecraft images of Mars (Higgins, 1982).  

Spring sapping and seepage erosion are extending 
the stream network that drains the approximately 
210-km (130-mi) length of the Eastern Caprock Escarp
ment in the study area. Field observations in Luttrell 
Canyon, Tub Springs Canyon, Capitol Peak Canyon, 
Red Canyon, and Timber Canyon (all tributaries of 
Palo Duro Canyon) and interpretation of aerial photo
graphs of other areas along the escarpment indicate 
that sapping and seepage erosion are active beneath 
thick (3 m to 7 m [10 ft to 23 ftD, coarse fluvial 
sandstone beds of the Triassic Dockum Group and 
beneath basal sand and gravel of the Ogallala For
mation (fig. 21). Seepage discharge from the base of 
these sandstones carries away particles of underlying 
mudstones, which are continually wet, and promotes 
weathering and erosion (fig. 22). Even on vertical faces, 
a continuous supply of water encourages the growth of 
plants, and root growth probably aids in the mechan
ical breakdown of the mudstones. On some exposures, 
crusts of gypsum and calcite are deposited as min
eralized ground water evaporates. Formation of crusts 
may also encourage the disintegration of Dockum 
strata by interstitial growth and bedrock displacement 
by evaporite precipitation.  

Discharge records from springs and seeps in these 
canyons are unavailable. Discharge, however, is prob
ably perennial, at least near the headwaters of the 
canyons, because the water source is the High Plains 
aquifer, not local recharge. A few seeps are ephemeral 
and apparently related to local recharge. Cottonwood, 
horsetail rush, and leopard frogs can be found at the 
spring sites, all of which require a nearly continuous 
supply of water. Nonetheless, these streams become 
ephemeral in their lower reaches because discharge is 
absorbed into alluvium.  

The resistant sandstone beds of the Dockum Group 
and carbonate-cemented or silicified sands and gravels 
of the basal Ogallala Formation also support pouroffs 
(waterfalls). Plunge pools are commonly present



FIGURE 21. Area of spring sapping at the head of Red Canyon, Palo Duro Canyon State 
Park. Efflorescence is primarily gypsum. Discharge is through a Lower Triassic Dockum 
Group sandstone in contact with an underlying mudstone. Figure stands on blocks of 
sandstone that are part of a rockfall. Erosion of mudstone is beginning to undercut the 
overlying sandstone block. See figure 25 for location.

FIGURE 22. Detail of the spring discharge area illustrated in figure 21. Plants have rooted 
in the discharge zone, and roots probably help to disaggregate rocks at the contact between 
Dockum sandstone and mudstone.
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FIGURE 23. Rockfall consisting of blocks of massive channel sandstones, Upper Triassic 
Dockum Group at the head of Tub Springs Draw. Palo Duro Canyon State Park. Spring sapping 
at the contact between lower Dockum Group sandstone and underlying mudstone (obscured by 

rockfall) probably caused this rockfall. Spring discharge is active here and continues to 
undercut Dockum sandstones. See figure 25 for location.

beneath the pouroffs. Stream discharge from canyon 
segments above the elevation of spring sapping 
appears to be important in preventing the area of 
sapping from being blocked or covered by rockfall 
debris. Stream discharge over the pouroffs moves 
alluvium downstream in the process of creating the 
plunge pool, thereby removing material that might 
otherwise eventually cover the rock face undergoing 
sapping.  

Rockfalls 
Sapping observed in tributaries of Palo Duro Can

yon has undercut one or more of the thick Dockum sand
stones or basal Ogallala calcretes, causing rockfalls of 
the sandstone beds. In Luttrell Springs Canyon and 
Red Canyon the appearance of fresh rockfall scars and 

the jumble of large and small fragments suggest that 

rockfalls have occurred recently (fig. 23). A large block 
of Dockum sandstone (approximately 3 m x 7 m x 15 m 

[10 ft x 23 ft x 50 ft]) separated from the main body of 

a Dockum sandstone bed in 1977 and fell into Tub 

Springs Canyon. Processes leading to rockfalls con

tinue in Palo Duro Canyon and its tributary canyons, 
as evidenced by tension cracks that developed in 
Dockum sandstones due to removal of underlying sup

"port, commonly by spring sapping (fig. 24).

Rotational Slumping 

Substantial parts of the Eastern Caprock Escarp
ment have been affected by rotational slumping. Slump
ing (Varnes, 1958) is particularly evident in Palo Duro 
Canyon State Park, where more than 100 slumps are 
preserved (fig. 25), and is common throughout the 
northern half of Palo Duro Canyon (fig. 1). The largest 
area of slumping occurs at the foot of Fortress Cliff, 
along the eastern slope of Palo Duro Canyon. Here, at 
least 40 separate slumps can be recognized. Individual 
rotational slumps vary markedly in size, but the largest 
apparently continuous slump blocks in Palo Duro Can
yon exceed 550 m (1,800 ft) in width.  

Much of the terrain along the escarpment that is 
underlain by lacustrine mudstones of the Triassic 
Dockum Group has been subjected to slumping. Coher
ent rotated blocks, composed of Dockum sandstone and 
lithified units of the Ogallala Formation, commonly 
dip steeply toward the canyon walls (fig. 26). The best 
preserved blocks, however, occur high up on the canyon 
slopes. Slump blocks in these areas have moved rela
tively short distances and are not severely broken up.  
These are apparently the most recent slumps because 
they occur nearest undisturbed Dockum and Ogallala 
strata. Disruption and deformation of slump blocks
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(a) I

FIGURE 24a. Fracture in caprock caliche of the Miocene-Pliocene Ogallala Formation at Fortress 

Cliff, Palo Duro Canyon State Park-an incipient rockfall.

(b)

FIGURE 24b. Fracture in sandstone of the Upper Triassic Dockum Group in Tub Springs Draw.  

Fracture is 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 inches) wide and apparently has formed as the underlying mudstone 

erodes and undercuts the sandstone by means of spring sapping. See figure 25 for location.
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FIGURE 25. Distribution of rotational slumps and landslides in Palo Duro Canyon, Palo Duro Canyon State 
Park. Areas of spring sapping occur where springs discharge from the base of the Ogallala Formation or from 
the base of permeable sandstones in the Dockum Group. Base from U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute 
(topographic) series, Fortress Cliff Quadrangle.
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FIGURE 26. Three segments of rotational slumps (I-III) are exposed along the northeastern side of 
Palo Duro Canyon (viewer facing north). The three planes of rotation exposed here are in lower 
Dockum Group smectitic mudstones. Relief on the slumped mass is approximately 12 m. See figure 25 
for location. Dashed lines mark bases of slump blocks.

increase downslope. Near the canyon floor, blocks of 
resistant Dockum sandstones and, to a lesser extent, 
calcretes of the Ogallala Formation are widely dis
persed, and slumped Dockum mudstones are severely 
disturbed. In some areas only chaotically arranged 
resistant blocks of Ogallala and Dockum strata 
remain, capping hills of relatively undisturbed Per
mian red beds. These are apparently the eroded rem
nants of substantially older mass movements.  

The lower part of the rotational plane of most 
slumps appears to have been either partly within or at 
the upper contact of the relatively impermeable and 
incompetent lacustrine mudstones of the Dockum 
Group. The Dockum mudstones contain expansive 
smectitic clays (Bath, 1980), which probably also 
provide lubrication along the lower part of the slip 
surface. The mudstones, which are effective aquitards, 
also cause ground waters to saturate overlying Dockum 
sandstones; as saturation increases, pore pressure 
increases and the strength of the rock mass is reduced.  
In this sense, ground water has affected the retreat of 
he escarpment by facilitating slumping. Where 
jockum lacustrine mudstones are absent, slumping is 

-06nly a minor process.

Piping 
Piping is the process whereby water percolating 

through the subsoil erodes narrow tunnels or pipes by 
removing soluble or granular soil material. Examples 
of both large- and small-scale piping occur in many 
areas along the Caprock Escarpment. Large pipes com
monly occur at the contact between rotational slump 
blocks and undisturbed strata. Large slump blocks 
typically have a back-tilted upper surface where precipi
tation and sediment are ponded. Precipitation and 
runoff ponded behind slump blocks partly drain along 
surfaces of rotation, and water movement along these 
surfaces erodes numerous large pipes. The pipes, some
times called pseudokarst features, begin as sinks or 
closed depressions as much as 10 m (30 ft) in diameter 
that drain downward into single or complex passage
ways as much as a meter or more in diameter (fig. 27).  
The exits of these pipes are large caverns at the eroded 
bases of slump blocks and may be as much as 4 m (13 ft) 
high (fig. 28). Small-scale piping occurs to a lesser 
extent in Ogallala sediments within a few meters of the 
edge of the canyon. These pipes are narrow and short, 
rarely exceeding a few meters in length. They are 
usually related to erosion and transport of surface sedi
ment through fractures in well-cemented calcrete.
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FIGURE 27. Entrance to a large pipe in Caprock Canyons -FIGURE 28. Outlet for a large pipe in Palo Duro Canyon 
State Park. The pipe developed in thin-bedded Permian State Park. Approximately 3 x 5 m (10 x 17 ft), this pipe is 
mudstones and sandstones that were subjected to 50 to located on the southwestern side of Palo Duro Canyon at 
100 m (165 to 330 ft) of subsidence induced by dissolution the contact between Permian mudstone of the Quarter
of Permian salt. Most of the pipe has collapsed, leaving a master Group and a large mass of debris from a rotational 
15-m- (50-ft-) long segment as a natural bridge on which slump. Several sinks exposed along the skyline are appar
the figure is standing. ent entrances to the pipe.

Stages in the Physiographic Development 
of the Eastern Caprock Escarpment

Drainage developing on most of the Eastern Cap
rock Escarpment is characterized by short, steep 
canyons with headwater tributaries arranged in a 
centripetal pattern (fig. 29). Higgins (1982) considered 
the centripetal pattern to be indicative of spring 
sapping. These canyons are developed in the same 
stratigraphic units as Luttrell Springs, Tub Springs, 
and Red and Capitol Peak Canyons and are morpho
logically similar (fig. 25). We can infer, therefore, that 
areas of spring sapping and pouroffs observed in the 
field are also present near the heads of canyons in 
many places along the scarp. The presence of pouroffs 
and springs along the scarp was confirmed by inter
pretation of aerial photographs. Furthermore, the 
headwaters of these canyons are developed in the same 
strata and exposed to the same climatic conditions as

the instrumentally monitored tributary canyon of 
Tierra Blanca Creek. Therefore, the processes that 
created the drainages shown in figure 29 are probably 
similar to those operating at the monitored canyon.  

Processes of erosion by surface runoff and spring 
sapping that are active at the Caprock Escarpment 
appear to have resulted in a characteristic morphology 
that evolves through time. Segments of the Caprock 
Escarpment shown in figure 29 illustrate postulated 
successive stages in the development of landforms that 
characterize a substantial part of the Caprock Escarp
ment. In the initial stages (fig. 29a), drainage segments 
are predominantly subparallel, and areas of converging 
or partly centripetal drainage along the western mar
gin of the scarp are poorly developed. Divides between 
areas of incipient centripetal drainage in the heads of
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"ý,iGURE 29. Maps (a) through (d) represent postulated stages in development of drainage at the Caprock Escarpment.  
(a) Early stage in development of partly centripetal drainage (pectinate drainage of Higgins, 1982). (b) and (c) Intermediate
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stages in drainage development. (d) A late stage in drainage development, where divides between areas of centripetal 
"- drainage are well established and in some instances have been separated from the Caprock Escarpment.
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TABLE 5. Dissolved chloride loads for streams, calculated salt 
solution rates for selected drainage basins, Texas Panhandle.

volumes, and salt dis-

Drainage 
basin 

Salt Fork of 
Red River 

Prairie Dog 
Fork of Red River 

Pease River 

North Fork of 
Wichita River 

Combined 
drainage 
basins

Years 
of 

data

Total 
dissolved 
chloride (tons)*

Mean 
dissolved 
chloride NaC1 
(tons/yr) (tons/yr)

Volume of 
NaC1 

(cm3/yr)
15 129,500 8,633 14,232 5.8222 x 10' 

14 6,595,000 471,071 776,576 317.69 x 10'

14 1,755,700 125,400

Cross
sectional 

area of salt 
(cm) 

7.0371 x 109 

137.56 x 10'

206,726 85.57 x 109 130.73 x 109

8 649,200 81,213 133,882 54.77 x 109

8-15 9,129,300 687,317 1,131,416 463.85 x 10'

0.7273 x 109 

276.47 x 109

Salt Fork of 
Red River 

Prairie Dog 
Town Fork of Red River 

Pease River 

North Fork of 
Wichita River 

Combined 
drainage basins

Mean horizontal 
rate of 

dissolution 
(cm/yr) 

0.82

2.33 

0.65 

75.31

Maximum annual 
rate of 

dissolution 
(cm/yr) 

1.69

3.97 

1.06 

90.60

Minimum annual 
rate of 

dissolution 
(cm/yr) 

0.21

1.35 

0.37 

60.12

1.68

* U.S. Geological Survey (1969-1983); values in English units.

The area of the salt surface undergoing dissolution 
was estimated from salt-thickness maps of all four salt
bearing formations (Salado, Seven Rivers, San Andres, 
and Glorieta Formations) (fig. 30). Each line was 
segmented in lengths of equal thickness of salt, and, 
using a map wheel, the length of each thickness seg
ment was measured and multiplied by the average 
thickness of salt along the line to obtain the cross
sectional area of salt. Salt thicknesses along the line 
were interpreted from geophysical logs. The total cross
sectional area of salt in the study area is the sum of the 
area along each of the contours crossing a given 
drainage basin.  

The horizontal rate of dissolution is the- mean 
volume of salt discharged per year divided by the total 
cross-sectional area of salt in the drainage basin 
(table 5). Maximum and minimum rates were deter
mined by taking the highest and lowest annual 
chloride loads for the years of data available and 
performing the same calculations (table 5).

Salt Dissolution Rates 
Dissolution rates determined for this report differ 

only slightly from dissolution rates for the same 
drainage basins determined by Gustavson and others 
(1980). For example, Gustavson and others (1980) calcu
lated a dissolution rate of 2.59 cm/yr (1.02 inches/yr) 
for the drainage basin of the Prairie Dog Town Fork of 
the Red River for the years 1969 to 1977, whereas the 
dissolution rate that we calculated for the same area for 
1969 to 1982 is 2.33 cm/yr (0.92 inch/yr). Current 
dissolution rates range from 0.82 cm/yr (0.32 inch/yr) 
for the Salt Fork of the Red River to 75.31 cm/yr 
(29.6 inches/yr) for the North Wichita River. The mean 
interstratal dissolution rate for salts in the study area 
is 1.68 cm/yr (0.66 inch/yr), close to the 2.33-cm/yr 
(0.92- inch/yr) dissolution rate for the drainage basin of 
the Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red River, the largest 
drainage basin in the study area.  

These dissolution rates are conservative estimates 
because they are based only on solute loads carried by
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FIGURE 30. Drainage basins and gauging stations in the Rolling Plains. Salt thicknesses are shown for the Salado, Seven Rivers, upper and lower San Andres, and Glorieta Formations at the eastern and northern limits 

of the next stratigraphically higher salt unit (from Gustavson and others, 1980, their fig. 29).
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surface waters. No data on solute load or discharge are 
available for ground water discharging out of this 
region, although numerical simulations suggest that 
ground-water discharge on the Rolling Plains could 

•J account for all flow out of the system. Furthermore, 
these dissolution rates are determined for a climate 
that was probably both warmer and drier than the 
Quaternary glacial episodes (Caran, 1984); both dis
charge and solute load were presumably higher during 
glacial periods. Although spring discharge has 
decreased substantially since the onset of irrigation on 
the High Plains, no corresponding decrease in stream 
discharge is evident. This probably results from the 
fact that most gauging stations on streams draining 
the escarpment lie approximately 60 to 100 km (40 to 
60 mi) east of the escarpment, and any change in 
spring discharge along the escarpment is likely to be 
masked by surface runoff.  

If the alignment between the Caprock Escarpment 
and zones of salt dissolution and subsidence (figs. 10 
through 12) is not coincidental, then the rate of regional 
mean dissolution of Permian bedded salt should be 
similar to the rate of scarp retreat, at least during the 
late Quaternary.  

Surface Erosion Rates 
The following discussion of estimates of long-term 

erosion rates for the Caprock Escarpment presupposes 
a series of critical assumptions, each of which could 
strongly affect the magnitude of the estimated rates.  

- For example, effects of climatic cycles are not con
sidered here because the number, duration, and inten
sity of cyclic climatic changes in the region are 
unknown. Rainfall and stream and spring discharge 
probably varied in the past with climatic cycles, thus 
affecting erosion rates. Furthermore, the original east
ward extent of the High Plains and Ogallala Forma
tion is assumed to have been approximately 320 km 
(200 mi) east of the present Caprock Escarpment on the 
basis of projections of the High Plains surface 
(according to Gustavson and others [1981], who 
reviewed the various published projections of the High 
Plains surface).  

Salt dissolution and subsidence were active during 
deposition of lower Ogallala sediments (Schultz, 1977), 
and the extensive deformation of Permian and younger 
strata in the Rolling Plains indicates that these 
processes were probably active throughout the late 
Tertiary and Quaternary. Ogallala sediments that 
originally overlaid the Rolling Plains were also at least 
partly water saturated, and therefore spring sapping 
and seepage erosion occurred along dissected margins 
of the Ogallala much as they do today. Consequently, 
processes affecting the Caprock Escarpment during the 
late Tertiary and Quaternary were probably similar to 
processes operating today.  

Three time periods were examined to analyze the 
westerly retreat of the Caprock Escarpment: (1) from 
about 9,500 yr ago, when a Holocene terrace was

deposited along Holmes Creek at the foot of the 
escarpment, to the present, (2) from about 620,000 yr 
ago, after deposition of the Seymour Formation, to the 
present, and (3) from about 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 yr 
ago, from the end of deposition of the Ogallala For
mation, to the present (Gustavson and others, 1981; 
Simpkins and Baumgardner, 1982). In addition, semi
annual measurements of erosion pins and headcuts in 
streams draining the escarpment at selected sites 
record short-term erosion and deposition rates 
(Simpkins and Gustavson, 1987).  

Holmes Creek in Briscoe County, Texas, has head
waters in the Caprock Escarpment and has incised its 
valley approximately 12.5 m (41 ft) during the last 8,010 
+ 110 to 9,360 ± 170 radiocarbon yr. The 12.5-m
deep incision equals the difference in elevation between 
the dated horizon (Harrison and Killen, 1978) and the 
present stream floor. If the longitudinal profile of the 
stream has not changed substantially over the last 
7,900 to 9,500 yr, an incision of 12.5 m (41 ft) would have 
been accompanied by approximately 1.1 km (0.7 mi) of 
scarp retreat. This is equivalent to a retreat rate 
ranging from 0.12 to 0.14 km/l,000 yr (0.08 to 0.09 
mi/1,000 yr). Because 12.5 m is the maximum incision 
that could have occurred within 7,900 to 9,500 yr, the 
retreat rate is also a maximum estimate.  

The Seymour Formation comprises sediments 
thought to have been derived from the Ogallala 
Formation at a time when the Caprock Escarpment 
was just west of the present western limit of the 
Seymour deposits (Meinzer and Slaughter, 1971). The 
presence of Lava Creek B Ash (Izett and Wilcox, 1982) 
in the upper part of the Seymour indicates that most of 
the silts, sands, and gravels were deposited more than 
620,000 yr ago. If the eastern limit of the Ogallala 
Formation (Caprock Escarpment) was immediately 
west of the Seymour Formation at the time of its 
deposition, then the scarp has retreated approximately 
114 km (71 mi) since the end of Seymour deposition 
(Simpkins and Baumgardner, 1982). An escarpment 
retreat rate of 114 km in 620,000 yr is equivalent 
to a maximum rate of approximately 0.18 km/1,000 yr 
(0.11 mi/1,000 yr).  

Lava Creek B Ash is also exposed along Duck Creek 
in Kent County, Texas, approximately 45 km (28.1 mi) 
southeast of the Caprock Escarpment. Although the 
context in which the ash was deposited is unknown, 
deposition was on the Rolling Plains; thus, the Caprock 
Escarpment lay to the west of the ash bed. In this case, 
assuming that the escarpment was immediately west of 
the ash when it was deposited, the maximum scarp 
retreat rate was approximately 0.07 km/1,000 yr (0.04 
mi/1,000 yr).  

Several authors have estimated the former eastern
most extent of the Ogallala Formation (Harris, 1970; 
Byrd, 1971; Meinzer and Slaughter, 1971; Thomas, 
1972; Gustavson and others, 1980; Osterkamp and 
Wood, 1984), and on the basis of these projections the 
Caprock Escarpment seems to have retreated as much 
as 320 km (200 mi) since deposition of the Ogallala 
Formation ended. Gustavson and others (1980, 1981)
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stated that the end of Ogallala deposition was approxi
mately 3 Ma ago; however, Schultz (1977) and Winkler 
(1985) suggested that deposition may have ended as 
early as 5 Ma ago. Clearly, timing of the end of 

"• Ogallala deposition is not well constrained, but the 
3-Ma age estimated by Gustavson and others (1981) is 
probably too young. To complicate matters further, the 
upper eolian part of the Ogallala and the Ogallala 
caliche caprock in the present area of the High Plains 
could have been deposited at the same time that the 
eastern margin of the Ogallala was undergoing ero
sion. Nevertheless, if we estimate that Ogallala deposi
tion ended 5 Ma ago, we can say that the rate of 
Caprock Escarpment retreat since then has been 
approximately 0.06 km/1,000 yr (0.4 mi/1,000 yr).  

Measurements of erosion pins and stream headcuts 
were made at least biannually since 1978 at selected 
sites along the Caprock Escarpment (Simpkins and 
Gustavson, 1987). These sites, however, were chosen 
because they appeared to be actively eroding. Erosion 
rates were monitored on a variety of slopes, vegetative 
cover, and substrate textures. Analyses of these data 
have yielded, for example, mean vertical erosion rates

for slopes of approximately 300 that ranged from 0.4 to 
0.6 cm/yr (0.16 to 0.24 inch/yr). These vertical erosion 
rates probably correspond to a horizontal slope retreat 
rate of 1 cm/yr, or 0.01 km/1,000 yr (0.4 inch/yr, or 
0.006 mi/1,000 yr). Retreat rates of headcuts along 
stream thalwegs ranged from 0.8 to 1.7 cm/yr (0.3 to 
0.7 inch/yr).  

Rates of scarp retreat calculated from estimates of 
the former position of the Caprock Escarpment range 
from 0.06 to 0.18 km/1,000 yr (0.04 to 0.11 mi/1,000 yr).  
Retreat rates based on short-term measurements of 
slope erosion and headcut retreat are about 0.01 to 0.02 
km/1,000 yr (0.006 to 0.012 mi/1,000 yr). Subsurface 
interstratal dissolution rates are minimum rates and 
average nearly 0.02 km/1,000 yr (0.013 mi/1,000 yr).  
Even though escarpment retreat rates calculated by 
these different methods exhibit some variation, these 
rates differ only by one order of magnitude. This 
suggests that westward scarp retreat and westward 
expansion of the dissolution zone throughout the late 
Cenozoic was about 0.01 to 0.20 km/1,000 yr (0.006 to 
0.12 mi/1,000 yr).

Effect of Diminished Spring Discharge 
on Geomorphic Processes

The discharge of most springs from the base of the 
- Ogallala Formation or from the base of sandstones of 

the Dockum Group along the Eastern Caprock Escarp
ment has decreased substantially during the last 50 yr 
(fig. 4, table 6). From 1900 to 1978, spring discharge 
decreased as much as 98 to 100 percent, averaging a 
drop in discharge of 86 percent. Only two springs 
(Roaring Springs and Wolf Springs) increased dis
charge. All measurements were made at about the same 
time of year, and therefore the possibility of discharge 
variation due to seasonal climatic fluctuations was 
minimized. Ground-water pumpage has substantially 
reduced the saturated thickness of the Ogallala aquifer 
since the beginning of this century, when irrigation 
began in the Southern High Plains (Knowles and 
others, 1982). Consequently, decreases in spring dis
charge probably resulted from ground-water pumpage 
(Brune, 1981; Gustavson, 1983).  

Although diminished discharge is clearly estab
lished for springs emitting ground water from the 
Ogallala aquifer, no comparable data are available for 
springs emitting ground water from the lower Dockum

Group aquifer. However, because pumping the Ogallala 
aquifer decreases the vertical head gradient between 
the Ogallala and lower Dockum and because the 
Ogallala is the source of recharge to the Dockum 
(Dutton and Simpkins, 1986), we speculate that leakage 
and hence recharge to the lower Dockum aquifer have 
also decreased. Consequently, spring discharge from 
the Dockum aquifer at the Caprock Escarpment has 
probably decreased since irrigation was introduced in 
the Southern High Plains.  

Sapping and other geomorphic processes associ
ated with spring discharge along the Caprock Escarp
ment are demonstrably important in scarp retreat.  
However, with pumping of large volumes of water 
from the Ogallala aquifer, spring discharge has 
decreased to a trickle in most areas. With continued 
mining of this aquifer, spring discharge may cease and 
the rate of scarp retreat will be reduced. Partly coun
terbalancing these effects are land-use practices in the 
region, including cultivation, overgrazing, and road 
building, which have probably exacerbated erosion 
(Machenberg, 1986).
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TABLE 6. Spring discharge rates, Eastern Caprock Escarpment, Texas 
Panhandle (from Brune, 1981). Figure 4 shows distribution of springs 
along the Eastern Caprock Escarpment (1 liter = 0.26 gal).  

Discharge Discharge 

County Spring name (L/9) (US) 

Potter Cedar Springs 0.79 (1937) dry (1978) 

Tecovas Springs 32.00 (1881) 2.50 (1978) 

Randall CCC Springs 0.38 (1937) 0.05 (1978) 

Armstrong Salt Fork Springs 8.80 (1940) 0.65 (1978) 

Baker Springs 0.31 (1940) seep (1978) 

Pleasant Springs 9.50 (1940) 1.20 (1978) 

Country Road Springs 0.19 (1940) dry (1978) 
Harrell Springs 0.63 (1940) dry (1978) 
Dripping Springs 0.95 (1940) seep (1978) 

Luttrell Springs 0.44 (1940) seep (1978) 
Dry Creek Springs 0.63 (1940) seep (1978) 

Donley Dunbar Springs 19.00 (1968) 13.00 (1978) 
Cottonwood Springs 15.00 (1968) 7.50 (1978) 
Luttrell Springs 14.00 (1968) 1.30 (1978) 

Chamberlain Springs 13.00 (1968) 1.60 (1978) 
Eagle Springs 11.00 (1968) seep (1978) 
Buck Springs 0.32 (1943) dry (1978) 
Parker Springs 0.32 (1932) seep (1978) 

Highway Springs 0.13 (1943) seep (1978) 
Browder Springs 12.00 (1968) 0.09 (1978) 
Broome Springs 1.60 (1943) seep (1943) 
Indian Springs 0.83 (1943) 0.20 (1978) 

Bitter Creek Springs 50.00 (1968) 3.70 (1978) 
West Bitter Creek Springs 10.00 (1967) 0.52 (1978) 

Sandy Springs 3.80 (1968) dry (1978) 

Swisher Rogers Springs 0.32 (1943) seep (1978) 

Briscoe Deer Springs 19.00 (1946) 1.30 (1978) 
Turkey Springs 25.00 (1946) 2.50 (1978) 

Cedar Springs 16.00 (1946) 1.00 (1978) 
Martin Springs 0.95 (1969) 0.12 (1978) 
Gyp Springs 6.70 (1969) 0.12 (1978) 
Haynes Springs 2.50 (1969) 0.35 (1978) 
Las Lenguas Springs 19.00 (1967) 1.90 (1978) 

Floyd Blue Hole Springs 14.00 (1968) dry (1978) 

Bain Springs 6.70 (1938) dry (1978) 

Motley Ballard Springs 0.95 (1938) 0.85 (1978) 
Willow Springs 1.50 (1938) 0.95 (1979) 
Mott Camp Springs 0.63 (1938) dry (1978) 
Burleson Springs 8.80 (1938) dry (1978) 

Roaring Springs 31.00 (1938) 40.00 (1978) 
Wolf Springs 1.90 (1938) 7.10 (1978)
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Summary and Conclusions

The Caprock Escarpment developed and is main
'•, tained by the interaction of surface and near-surface 

erosional processes, such as slumping, spring sapping, 
piping, sheetflood, sheet wash, channel flow, rockfalls, 
and the subsurface processes of salt dissolution and 
subsidence. Ground water provides the impetus for 
slumping, spring sapping, piping, and salt dissolution.  

Interpretation of geophysical logs, core, and out
crops indicates that a cumulative thickness of as much 
as 230 m (750 ft) of bedded Permian salt has dissolved 
from beneath the Rolling Plains and Caprock Escarp
ment. Furthermore, high solute loads in local streams 
indicate that dissolution is an active process and that 
as much as 15,000,000 m3 (525,000,000 ft3) of salt was 
carried out of the study area by surface streams 
between 1969 and 1983. Subsidence resulting from 
dissolution is locally expressed along the escarpment 
as clastic dikes, minor folds, extension fractures filled 
with fibrous gypsum, and a change in the regional 
southwesterly dip of the Alibates Formation to an 
easterly or northeasterly dip beneath the escarpment.  
Dissolution-induced subsidence beneath the Caprock 
Escarpment may account for as much as 75 m (250 ft) 
of escarpment relief. Dissolution and subsidence locally 
extend westward from the Caprock Escarpment and 
occur locally beneath the Southern High Plains, as 
evidenced by thinning of Salado and Seven Rivers salts 
and by deformation of the Alibates Formation in this 
region. The valleys of Mulberry Creek, Prairie Dog 

'-- Town Fork of the Red River, Tule Creek, the White 
River, and Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River 
(all reentrants along the escarpment) contain lacus
trine sediments in small structural basins that prob
ably formed by salt dissolution and subsidence.  

Downward leakage of low-salinity ground water 
from the High Plains aquifer to underlying Permian 
salt is partly controlled by fractures and steep head 
gradients at the Caprock Escarpment. Stream seg
ments and subsidence basins on the Rolling Plains 
tend to parallel fracture orientations, suggesting that 
dissolution was enhanced along fractures. Clastic dikes 
deep within the Ogallala Formation are filled with sedi
ment washed in from the overlying Blackwater Draw 
Formation, indicating ground-water flow through open 
fractures.  

The interpretation that low-salinity ground water 
moves downward from the High Plains aquifer to the 
salt beds is also supported by a numerical model that 
simulates two-dimensional ground-water flow through 
strata that underlie the High Plains, Caprock Escarp
ment, and Rolling Plains (Simpkins and Fogg, 1982).  
The model illustrates (1) downward flow of fresh, low
salinity ground water from the Ogallala aquifer into 
the salt dissolution zone at the Caprock Escarpment; 
(2) eastward movement of the resultant brines through 
transmissive dolomite/anhydrite beds of the Seven 
Rivers and San Andres Formations; and (3) discharge 

' of the brines into saline springs at outcrops of those

transmissive units in topographically low areas of the 
Rolling Plains. Saline springs occur in outcrops of the 
Seven Rivers and San Andres Formations.  

High-intensity convective storms supply most of the 
rainfall to the High Plains surface. Sheetfloods trans
port rainwater that falls on the eastern margin of the 
High Plains to the Caprock Escarpment, and sheet 
wash and rill wash scour the escarpment surface. Sheet
floods with flow depths of as much as 10 cm (4 inches) 
have little erosional effect on the High Plains surface.  
Climate and erosion rates were monitored in a deeply 
incised tributary of Tierra Blanca Creek, a stream that 
is developed in the same strata as the upper part of 
the Caprock Escarpment and is subject to the same 
weather conditions as the escarpment. As a result of a 
storm on May 28, 1978, which yielded 7.1 cm (2.8 
inches) of rain in 3.2 hr, slopes in the Blackwater Draw 
and Ogallala Formations, the upper units of the 
escarpment, were eroded an average of 2.2 cm (0.87 
inch) by sheet wash and rill wash. A storm of similar 
intensity on June 10, 1984, resulted in comparable 
erosion. Analyses of erosion and weather data collected 
continuously since 1979 suggest that erosion and 
transportation of sediment from first-order streams in 
the Caprock Escarpment occur in a series of incre
mental steps. The three-step process involves (1) rain
fall events of intensities less than approximately 
6.0 cm/hr (2.4 inches/hr) that move sediment on slopes 
and alluvial surfaces of first-order streams, although 
the sediment is stored locally; (2) intense rainfalls 
(more than 6.0 cm/hr [2.4 inches/hr]) that result in 
erosion of hillslopes, erosion and accretion on the floor 
of first-order streams, and deposition of sediment in the 
valleys of second-order streams; (3) storms capable of 
eroding the channels of second-order streams. Storms 
of step 3 magnitude, however, were not recorded during 
the study period.  

Spring sapping occurs primarily on the floors and 
slopes of canyons below outcrops of basal sands and 
gravels of the Ogallala Formation and below fluvial 
sandstones of the Dockum Group. It undermines resis
tant overlying sandstones and initiates rockfalls. Mass 
wasting contributes to escarpment retreat; at least 100 
large slumps are recognizable in the Palo Duro Can
yon. The lower part of the planes of rotation of many 
of these features are within or at the upper contact of 
lacustrine mudstones in the Dockum Group. Smectitic 
clays in these mudstones probably provided lubrication 
fot the movement of slump blocks. Along the slip 
planes of these slump blocks, large pipes have devel
oped. Physical disruption of sediments by slumping 
has accelerated erosion on the escarpment slopes.  

The Caprock Escarpment overlies and is roughly 
parallel to the western edge of the salt dissolution zone, 
suggesting that the rate of retreat of the Caprock 
Escarpment and the rate of westerly advance of the salt 
dissolution zone are similar. Rates of salt dissolution 
and scarp retreat have been calculated by several
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methods and range from 0.01 to 0.20 km/1,000 yr (0.006 
to 0.13 mi/1,000 yr). An average dissolution rate was 
obtained by dividing the annual volume of salt dis
charged by streams draining the study region by the 

• cross-sectional area of underlying salts. The rate of 
retreat is approximately 0.2 cm/yr, or 0.02 km/1,000 yr 
(0.8 inch/yr, or 0.013 mi/1,000 yr)-probably a min
imum rate because we did not consider the salt that 
may leave the study area by means other than stream 
discharge. The rate of scarp retreat derived from long
term monitoring of hillslope erosion is approximately 
0.01 km/1,000 yr (0.006 mi/1,000 yr) under current 
climatic conditions. Average scarp retreat rates based

on projected former positions of the Caprock Escarp
ment range from 0.06 to 0.18 km/1,000 yr (0.04 to 
0.11 mi/1,000 yr).  

Spring discharge in the Caprock Escarpment has 
decreased substantially in the past 50 yr. Springs that 
formerly discharged nearly 10 L/s (2.2 gal/s) now 
discharge barely 1 L/s (0.2 gal/s). Reduction in spring 
discharge has coincided with and is apparently the 
result of extensive pumping of the Ogallala aquifer for 
irrigation water. Reduction of spring discharge is likely 
to reduce the effectiveness of spring sapping as a 
process in the erosion of the Caprock Escarpment.
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We are usieng geologic mappino., remote sensing, relative 

datirA tec•lniques, and roCk varnish asniyle5 to constrain 

the history of tan aggradation xnd tectonilst in the 

</s aouthern Owens Valley.  
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Bouldery deposits adJacsent to Lem Pine Creek, a 
perennial stream draining a formerly glaciated basin In 

the Sierra Nesda. iextend eastvard up to 10k from the 

range front. An unusual sequsmm at Streak Oaettre 

events has isolated snd preserved alluviel Can surfaoas 

of four distinct agea. Comperison witb chronoeequsncee 

studied on other Slerran tans saugests that the surfaces 

at Lone Pine range In age troat Holocene to perhaps Tahoe.  

The younger tans are coepoeed predominately of poorly 

atratifled, poorly sorted. matrix-supported diamiotono 

probably deposited by debris flows. Limited exposures In 

older tans suggest that a greater percent&"e of these 

deposits are clast-supporlted and are likely of fluvial 

origin. All deposits contain a predominance of 

grsnodlortie and aplhiti cleats derived from the Mount 

Whitney pluton.  
A scarp of the Lone, Pine Fault of the Owens Valley 

Fault Zone offsets at least two of the fan surfaces 

(Lubetklin and Clark. 1988). In addition to using our "e 

estimates for offset fon units. we are using 

thermoluminescenco, varnish, radlocarbon,. and varnish 

cation-ratios to constrain the timing of movement on this 

fault scarp.  
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LATE IUJAT[RNARY AEOLItX GWA•Rr0L•t.t Of Te, DAIE 1 E(SAND SHI[T.  

NDJAVE DISERT. CAL IFMIA 

TCHAKERIAN. Vatche P.. .eograpty Departmeet. levas ALM University.  
College Statione. 1 77843 

The Dale Lake Sand Sheet consists of a Ser ite of climbtng dusý.  

deposited against the southws-t flank of Ihe Sheeplaole Mountains In 

the southern Mojave OAtert. Several ephe oral stream have lissected 

the ;and sheet exposina the underyltng sediments. The latter enhibit 

significant paleosols and other weathering horizons. The largest of 

the 'dune adis" is about 2 ko long, 90 to 100 5 Ide at Its contact 

wiltl the bedrock, and up to 40 ia deep. The surfoce of the %and sheet 

It eistly stabilized by vegetation and veneered with rock talus from 

the adjoining meuntains.  
Geotus-phtc and sedtsentologicdl analysis of aeolian sediment:.  

combined wtth scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of qWartz-grain 

characterlstics. suggest 6 to 8 dune-bulldino episodes during late 

Quaternary time. It is likely that at 'east 4 aeolian episodes have 

occurred since the last WlSiconsina. glacial masInae around 18 ka.  

with peat deposition during earlier Holocene time, followed by 

reduction of aeolian activity and the fo.,swtion of rock varnish 

around 5 ka. One major episode, with several depOsitionasl pulses.  

probabiy occurred between 8 aro 5 kh.  
The dune-building episode- most probably follow Significant 

lnimatic transitions. suct1 as the Plaistocene-Holocene5 transition 

during which atmospheric cowdItion Chanqred from CoWI and wet to hot 

and arid. The various aeolian sediments accusulated largely in 

response to the lowering of water levels in lak bastins and a 

consequcnt Increase In fine sediment availability, and to stronger 

and more persistent winds.
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New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources 
Socorro. NM 87801 

A DIVISION OF 
s s, ,* NEW MEXICO INSTITUTE OF MINING & TECHNOLOGY 

lnformation 505/835-5420 
Publications: 505/835-5410 

September 6, 1989 WBS 1.2.3.2.3 
QA N/A 
TWS-ESS-I-6-89-6 

Wayne A. Morris, Group Leader 
ESS-l, Geology/Geochemistry 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
P.O. Box 1663, MS D462 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 

Dear Wayne: 

Enclosed are ten (10) copies of the "Peer Review Report on Rock
Varnish Studies within the Yucca Mountain Project--LANL, ESS-l 
Group" by Peter Birkeland, Ted Oberlander and me. We really 
appreciated the opportunity to visit your facility on June 26 and 
27, 1989, and to have the chance to review the excellent Rock
Varnish-Dating program headed by Dr. Charles Harrington. We 
believe that the enclosed report adequately addresses the charge 
to our group contained in your letter to me of June 9, 1989.  
However, please feel free to contact any of us if further 
information and/or documentation of statements in the report are 
required.  

For the Peer Review Group, 

Sincerely, 

John W.'Hawley 
Senior Environmental Geologist 
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 
and Adjunct Professor of Geology, New Mexico Tech 

JWH:lm 
xc: P. W. Birkeland, Peer Review Group 

T. M. Oberlander, Peer Review Group 
C. W. Myers, ESS Division Head, LANL 
C. D. Harrington, ESS-1, LANL</ 
F. E. Kottlowski, Director, NMBM&MR

NEW MEXICO TECH IS AN EoUAL oPPoRTUNrITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION



PEER REVIEW REPORT ON ROCK-VARNISH STUDIES WITHIN THE 
YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT--LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY, 

EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION, 
GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY GROUP (ESS-1) 

August 1989 

Peer Review Group 

Peter W. Birkeland, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, Department of 
Geosciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0205 

Ted M. Oberlander, Ph.D., Professor of Geography, Department of 
Geography, Earth Science Building, Berkeley, CA 94720 

John W. Hawley, Ph.D., Senior Environmental Geologist, New Mexico 
Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, New Mexico Institute 
of Mining and Technology, Socorro, NM 87801; Group Chairman 
and Report Compiler 

INTRODUCTION 

At the invitation of Wayne A. Morris, Leader of the LANL 
Earth and Space Sciences Division, Geology and Geochemistry Group 
(letter of June 9, 1989--Appendix A), the above-named peer review 
group met at Los Alamos National Laboratory on June 26 and 27, 
1989 to critically review rock-varnish studies within the LANL 
Yucca Mountain Project. We were asked to "address, where 
appropriate, the validity of assumptions, alternate 
interpretations, uncertainty of results, appropriateness of 
methodology, adequacy of application, and validity of conclusions 
within the rock varnish work. A peer review report documenting 
the results of the peer review, including comments, suggestions, 
and conclusions is required . . .  

Scheduled activities on the morning of June 26 started with 
an orientation session on LANL rock varnish studies with P.I.  
Charles Harrington and ESS-1 Group Leader, Wayne Morris, and 
concluded with a tour of laboratory facilities. An 
"Organizational Diagram" (Appendix B--Item A) shows major 
components of, and key personnel in the LANL rock-varnish dating 
program. Also included in Appendix B is an annotated list of 
supporting documents given to us prior to or during the 2-day 
review session. Item B in Appendix B is a "progress report on 
rock varnish work" by Chuck Harrington that covers much of the 
material presented in the orientation session. The tour of 
office and laboratory facilities that followed emphasized sample 
preparation, physical and chemical analysis, and Quality 
Assurance record procedures (including very thorough sample 
archival operations). David Mann (head of the rock-sample
preparation and thin-section laboratory), Robert Raymond (with 
overall responsibility for rock-varnish geochemistry 
investigations), and Roland Hagan (SEM-XRF-Microprobe specialist) 
explained their respective roles in rock varnish studies during 
the course of the tour. They were also available throughout our
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visit for in-depth discussions and demonstrations of the very 
impressive LANL/ESS-I laboratory capabilities.  

On the afternoon of June 26, Chuck Harrington presented 
detailed overviews (illustrated with numerous slides of field 
research areas) of his draft "study plan for rock-varnish dating 
of geomorphic surfaces" (Appendix B--Item C) and his "sample 
collection procedure for rock varnish studies" (Appendix B--Item 
D). The latter, formally set forth in a standard operatinQ 
procedure document, has been used successfully for the past two 
years. Robert Raymond then joined us for an expanded discussion 
of analytical work being done to help resolve the "barium 
problem," and he described recent work he has initiated (with 
Chuck Harrington and Steve Reneau) on manganese-enriched 
stromatolitic structures within rock-varnish micro-basins 
(Appendix B--Item I).  

We spent most of the morning of June 27 in the ESS-1 SEN 
Laboratory participating in an in-depth review of analytic 
techniques and demonstration of SEM analyses of representative 
rock varnish samples by Chuck Harrington. We were also able to 
track several rock-varnish test specimens from Dave Mann's sample 
preparation laboratory through various stages of SEM analysis.  
Our review included an extended discussion with Roland Hagan on 
the exciting potential for greater use of the microprobe in rock
varnish analysis.  

The final meeting of the peer review group on the afternoon 
of June 27 included closing discussions with P.I. Chuck 
Harrington, co-workers Robert Raymond and Roland Hagan, and ESS-1 
Group Leader Wayne Morris. We then met privately to discuss 
preparation and organization of the final peer review report, 
following the broad guidelines set forth in Wayne Morris' June 9, 
1989 request for assistance (Appendix A), and the division of 
responsibility in this critique of the LANL rock varnish studies 
within the Yucca Mountain Project.  

The bulk of the following text is by Ted Oberlander and Pete 
Birkeland, with comments by John Hawley on "Sample Collection 
Procedures" in the section on "Methodology and Suggestions for 
Additional Work." Expanded comments on basic VCR assumptions and 
competing analytic methods are mainly by Oberlander; and 
Birkeland contributed most of the comments on calibration.  
Hawley wrote the introductory section and was responsible for 
report organization and compilation. The "Conclusions" section 
is a joint effort; and the entire report represents a consensus 
statement by our group.  

VALIDITY OF ASSUMPTIONS 

The fundamental assumption of this project is that 
derivation of the maximum age of a 10- to 300-micrometer-thick 
film of microbially-produced rock varnish establishes the minimum 
age for the rock surface underlying the varnish, whether this
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surface is a human artifact, an erosional feature, the clasts 
exposed on an alluvial or colluvial deposit, or a tectonically
generated surface such as a fault scarp. The principal question 
for this panel is whether the procedures employed in the research 
at Los Alamos do correctly establish the approximate age of rock 
varnish films.  

VCR Computation 

Varnish films are accretionary products, older at the base 
and younger at the surface, with the different levels having 
experienced varying numbers of climatic oscillations and 
associated leaching regimes.  

The use of the "cation ratio" (CR) as an index of the 
approximate age of rock varnish is predicated on the tendency of 
rock varnish to incorporate the range of elements composing the 
local dust flux, and that the proportion of less mobile elements 
increases over time as more mobile cations are partially leached.  
The cation ratio [(Ca+K)/Til is based on the well-established 
immobility of TiO0, which is sufficiently abundant to be 
represented in all varnish films, and the mobility of the 
leachable cations, K and Ca. Na and Mg are not measured because 
elements lighter than Al are not recorded accurately by the 
micro-analytical techniques used to characterize rock varnish 
chemistry. The CR determination obviously requires extremely 
accurate measurement of the key varnish constituents Ca, K, and 
Ti.  

The hypothesis that varnish leaching actually occurs 
(expressed as a cation ratio) seems to have been validated by 
comparison of CRs on volcanic rocks having K/Ar ages ranging from 
40 ka to more than 1,000 ka (Dorn, 1983; Harrington and Whitney, 
1987). Three such studies have indicated linear relationships 
between varnish CRs and the logarithms of the K/Ar ages of the 
rocks in discrete volcanic fields. The specific leaching 
mechanisms and kinematics affecting varnish films are not known, 
and the accumulation of other stable residues (in addition to 
T1O2 ) has not been investigated.  

We can suggest two major areas for future research: 

1. In studies of soil and rock weathering profiles, Ti 
also is used as an immobile element (see review in 
Birkeland, 1984). However, in work with weathering 
profiles it has to be proven that Ti content is 
constant with depth in the profile, or between profiles 
being compared. This can be demonstrated only by 
immobile element: immobile element ratios. In future 
VCR studies one could use Ti:Zr or Ti:Y ratios from 
microprobe analyses of some varnishes to be certain 
that Ti content is indeed constant.  

2. Apparently bulk density of varnish can also be
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determined. If this can be done routinely, perhaps one 
could follow what is done with soils and weathering 
profilIs and cgiculate something like gm Ca depleted 
per cm per 10 yr. One could then compare these 
results with those obtained by the VCR ratio as 
presently calculated to determine which method is best.  

VCR Curve Calibration 

Wherever a CR is used to estimate the age of a surface, the 
cation-ratio curve (CRC) must be tied to one or more local 
calibration points. K/Ar or Ar/Ar ages of varnished volcanic 
flows or clasts, or fission-track ages of associated tephra units 
are ideal and being used; but U-trend dates are likewise employed 
in the present research. For example, the VCR curve for the 
Yucca Mountain Project is based on 5 calibration points. The two 
oldest points are for K/Ar dated lava flows, and so should be 
reliable. The three younger points are for Uranium-trend-dated 
alluvium. The Uranium-trend-dating method seems to give 
reasonable age estimates for a variety of deposits and 
environments, but has been published only as a U.S.G.S. Open-File 
Report (and thus without rigorous peer review). It is also an 
empirical method calibrated to "dated" deposits whose true age 
may or may not be well established, and going into the U-trend 
method in detail is beyond the scope of this report. What gives 
the Yucca Mountain Project VCR curve validity is that it plots as 
a straight line when plotted against log age, as do all other 
published VCR curves.  

The principal competing advocate of CR-dating also derives 
radiocarbon dates for very thin late Quaternary varnishes through 
accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) analyses of varnish carbon in 
what is defined as the "basal layer". To get to this layer, one 
has to remove the "upper 90 percent" of the varnish thickness 
with a sharp-pointed tungsten-carbide needle. We feel that AMS 
radiocarbon dates are innately questionable in view of the 
impossibility of scraping to a layer of uniform age in a 
micrometers-thick varnish film of widely-varying depth that has 
been deposited over an uneven substrate.  

Chemical Analysis of Varnish and Substrate 

A major difference between the Los Alamos study of rock 
varnish and the previous methodology (Dorn and Oberlander, 1982; 
Dorn, 1983) is the means of chemical analysis of the varnish 
film. The originators of the CR procedure scraped the varnish 
film from the substrate and bombarded the resulting powder with a 
proton beam to give a proton-induced x-ray emission (PIXE) 
analysis of all included elements heavier than neon. This 
procedure was first developed to characterize trace elements in 
very small samples (nanograms/cm2 ). PIXE analysis is not as 
successful in measuring major elements precisely, and in
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distinguishing elements having nearly coincident x-ray lines at 
different electron energy levels. Thus, in a PIXE analysis the 
Ti critical to the CR is difficult to distinguish from both V 
(rare in varnish) and Ba (abundant in varnish). Although both 
SEM and electron microprobe analyses of intact varnish films 
indicate Ba in all varnish--in amounts often exceeding Ti, Ca, 
and even Fe--Ba has not been recorded in numerous PIXE analyses 
of varnish powders, and may in fact be misidentified as Ti, 
invalidating the (Ca + K)/Ti computation.  

In the Los Alamos study intact varnish films and their 
substrates are examined morphologically and characterized 
chemically by scanning electron microscopy with energy-dispersive 
x-ray analytical capabilities (SEM-EDAX) which allows repeat 
observation and measurement, as well as "zoomed" examination of 
anomalies and questionable spectral signatures. This is 
supplemented with electron microprobe analysis to distinguish Ba 
from Ti, and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of vertical and 
lateral variations in varnish composition.  

METHODOLOGY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL WORK 

We are impressed by the scrupulous handling of specimens and 
by the detailed record of operations at every stage from sample 
collection to microanalysis. Accordingly, the history of any 
analysis can be retraced in detail from the field to the SEN. To 
the point of getting samples into the SEN for analysis, it 
appears that the current procedures could not be improved upon, 
except as noted below.  

Sample Collection Procedure 

VCR sample collection procedures involving sample site 
selection and identification, and sample collection, 
identification, and shipment were established for the Yucca 
Mountain Project in May 1987 (Appendix B, Item D). Not 
specifically defined, but clearly implied, in the standard
operating-procedure document (and in Harrington and Whitney, 
1987) is the requirement that varnished clasts or chips of 
varnished rock be sampled 1) from surficial deposits associated 
with mappable assemblages of erosional and/or constructional 
landforms that are definable in temporal and genetic terms 
(geomorphic surfaces), or 2) from outcrops of suitable bedrock 
units (e.g., datable upper Cenozoic volcanics). The "geomorphic 
surface" concept used here follows standard practice in modern 
pedologic-geomorphic research in arid and semiarid parts of the 
western states (Gile and others, 1981).  

Improvements can always be made in the quality of our 
understanding of a given geomorphic and surficial-geologic 
setting. However, VCR curve-calibration efforts to date have 
generally been restricted to areas where relevant field 
relationships have already been defined on the basis of
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independent geologic, geomorphic, and pedologic studies. The one 

area where significant improvement could readily be made is in 

the basic mechanics of collecting chips of varnished rock (from 

large clasts or outcrops). Portable coring equipment should be 

available to field personnel so that they can obtain the best 

possible varnished specimens for laboratory analysis, no matter 

where the sampled surface is located. In many field situations, 
rock hammer and chisel methods are not suited for the precision 

sampling required for rock varnish work.  

VCR Curve Calibration 

Calibration needs to be a continuing part of the project, 

especially as more detailed field work or discussions with other 

workers suggest potentially good sites. Additional calibration 
points should use all suitable dating methods (tephrochronology, 
magnetostratigraphy, K/Ar, Ar/Ar, U-trend, U-series, 
thermoluminescence, etc.), particularly in a collaborative effort 

with the U.S.G.S. One potential new calibration site is Fish 
Lake Valley in central Nevada, where Marith Reheis (USGS) and 
Janet Slate (U. Colorado) are developing a detailed stratigraphy 
of alluvial fan deposits and documenting soil/geomorphic-surface 
relationships. Almost all of the deposits can be dated by 
association with volcanic ashes. Although Fish Lake Valley is in 

an environment different than Yucca Mountain, but still semi

arid, perhaps a VCR curve for that area would add credence to the 

curve used for the southern Nevada Test Site.  

Geochemical Studies 

We are impressed with and encouraged by the geochemical 
studies underway. One common criticism of the VCR method is that 

it does not rest on a good theoretical basis. For example, where 
do the Ca and K go, if they really are being depleted; or where 

do the massive amounts of Mn and Fe come from? The on-going 
studies on the chemistry and mineralogy of dust, on both a 

regional and micro (within varnish) basis, will help address 
these concerns. Planned biogeochemical research on the role of 
microbes (Dale Couce?) and amino acid components (Tom Stafford?) 
should be started as soon as possible.  

The technique of deriving an average chemical composition 
for the varnish film (by penetrating, the varnish normal to its 
surface with increasing electron energies until the Mn 
concentration peaks and begins to decline) does not seem entirely 
convincing in practice. It appears impractical to increase the 

electron voltage much beyond 30 keV (above which x-ray excitation 
decreases), but our observation of the SEN procedure left us 
unsure whether the thicker varnish films had indeed been fully 
averaged (completely penetrated) at 30 keV. We would feel more 
secure seeing a marked change in chemistry as the varnish 
substrate begins to be penetrated. This would require more than 
40 keV--regarded as the practical limit of the technique.
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Supplemental microprobe analyses, discussed in the next 
paragraph, may help resolve problems involving characterization 
of particularly thick varnish films.  

The consistency of their results suggests that the Los 
Alamos investigators know by experience when the varnish is 
correctly averaged--without requiring an obtrusive display of 
substrate contamination. Nevertheless, we believe that there 
should be a check on the procedure. This could be done by 
expanding the role of the electron microprobe that is already 
employed in verifying the relative proportions of Ba and Ti in 
the varnish--a crucial consideration in CR dating (see note on Ba 
in conclusions). We suggest that for some rocks sampled, a 
chemical transect of the varnish film, normal to the surface, be 
made by electron microprobe, at intervals of 2 to 5 micrometers.  
The transect could be closely related to the SEM analysis by 
splitting off a margin of the SEM wafer and rotating it 90 
degrees so that the varnish layer is viewed in cross section by 
the microprobe. Such a procedure would permit the problematical 
Ba to be compared to Ti throughout varnish transects, and reveal 
any significant chemical stratifications or associations at the 
same time that the full varnish chemistry is averaged as a check 
on the SEM-EDAX average. We realize that production of such 
transects is time-consuming, and thus suggest that they be used 
only as a periodic independent check on SEM-EDAX results, not as 
the major analytical procedure. Once the transect location is 
determined, the transect itself is purely mechanical and could be 
performed by support personnel. This would require an increase 
in time allotted to the varnish project by the microprobe 
specialist.  

ADEQUACY OF APPLICATIONS 

The "Study plan for rock varnish dating of geomorphic 
surfaces (APPENDIX B, Item C)" describes the kind of studies 
being pursued with rock varnish data. The VCR method is 
appropriate for age estimation of deposits as outlined in the 
seven studies of the study plan.  

CONCLUSIONS 

We are in agreement that the procedure for rock varnish age
determination at Los Alamos will set the standard for future work 
in this area. However, it is disturbing to us that the Quality 
Assurance Program, for all the good intentions, has resulted in a 
doubling of the time needed to produce VCR age estimations. We 
would hope that some streamlining of "paper trail" procedures can 
be done so that the time needed for age determinations can be 
significantly decreased, not increased.  

We urge expanded use of the electron microprobe to produce 
varnish transects and chemical averages as a check on SEM 
results, particularly where thick varnish films may not be fully
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(or unequivocally) penetrated by the 30 keV electron beam. As 
the enhancement of Ba in varnish, relative to ambient levels, is 
1) frequently as great as that of Mn, 2) complicates the 
quantification of Ti, and 3) provokes questions on the relative 
merits of PIXE vs SEM-EDAX and electron microprobe analyses, work 
should be done to clarify the physical nature and mineralogy of 
the Ba present, its mode of enhancement, and its long-term 
stability in rock varnish films. The behavior of immobile 
elements (in addition to TiO ) should be investigated to better 
define the leaching process that is the basis of cation-ratio 
dating.  

We are impressed with the excellent work being done on VCR 
age determination by the LANL research and technical staff and 
their associates at the U.S.G.S. and the University of New 
Mexico. The members of this high-quality team, primarily in the 
ESS-I Group, are extremely careful in all phases of the work, 
from the initial field sampling, through the laboratory work, to 
the final age estimation. Moreover, they are adequately cautious 
in terms of recognizing and dealing with the limitations of the 
method. We conclude that the VCR age determinations by C. D.  
Harrington and his collaborators are the best presently being 
done. We also encourage them to continue their pursuit of other 
aspects of VCR dating, as given in the reports cited in Appendix 
B (items B, C, and G).  
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following the peer review.  
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Monday, June 26, and the morning of June 27 with scheduled departure from Los Alamos 
possible either late on June 27 or the morning of June 28. The Geology Group will make housing 
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APPENDIX B

List of Supporting Documents Provided to Peer Review Group, 
with notes on general content where appropriate.  

A. Organizational Diagram of LANL Rock-Varnish Studies Program 

showing primary tasks of key scientific personnel (page 2).  

B. Progress Report on Rock-Varnish Work by Charles D. Harrington 

This undated overview of rock-varnish studies for the 
Yucca Mountain Project comprises: 

1. Neotectonics. These studies assist in establishing the 
number of faulting events and in constraining their 
timing and include dating of geomorphic surfaces 
disrupted by faulting or formed by post-tectonic 
sedimentation.  

2. Erosion studies. Determination of timing and rate of 
erosion of bouldery colluvium from Yucca Mountain 
slopes.  

3. Paleoclimate studies. Paleoclimate/paleoenvironment 
studies use ages of hillslope, fluvial and eolian 
deposits to construct and refine a chronology of 
inferred climatic transitions for the Yucca Mountain 
area.  

4. Volcanism and tectonics. Studies of recent volcanism 
and associated tectonic events include assessment of 
the timing, aerial extent, and complexity of volcanic 
eruptive episodes at volcanic centers near Yucca 
Mountain.  

5. Rock-varnish geochemistry studies and refinement of 
rock-varnish dating curve. Determine geochemical basis 
for and processes operative in varnish formation and 
cation depletion with increasing varnish age.  

C. Preliminary Draft of Study Plan for Rock-Varnish Dating of 
Geomorphic Surfaces (NNWSI-LANL--SP 1.2.3.2.3.A) 

This draft study plan defines the nature of rock
varnish studies during characterization of the Yucca 
Mountain repository site in support of SCP activities 
including: 

1. Analysis of the paleoenvironmental history of the YM 
region (Study 8.3.1.5.1.4) 

2. Distribution and characteristics of present and past 
erosion (Study 8.3.1;6.1.1)
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3. Characterization of volcanic features (Study 
8.3.1.8.5.1) 

4. Quaternary faulting within 100 km of Yucca Mountain, 
including the Walker Lane (Study 8.3.1.17.4.3) 

5. Quaternary faulting proximal to the site, within 
northeast-trending fault zones (Study 8.3.1.16.4.4) 

6. Quaternary faulting within the site area (Study 
8.3.1.17.4.6) 

7. Tectonic geomorphology of the YM region (Study 
8.3.1.17.4.9).  

The Draft Study Plan also includes expanded statements on: 

1. The rationale for the overall study approach addressing 
concerns such as types of measurement selected and 
constraints related to field sampling.  

2. Sample collection and preparation activity 

3. Descriptions of tests and analyses 

4. Schedule and "Milestones" 

Of particular note is the discussion in section 2.3 (p. 3-4) 
on the rationale and advantages for selecting the SEM method 
of Harrington and Whitney (1987) for rock varnish analysis 
over the "scraping-PIXE" method (Dorn, 1983).  

D. Sample Collection Procedure for Rock Varnish Studies (TWS
ESS-DP-114, RO, April 14, 1987) by Charles D. Harrington 

This standard-operating-procedure document contains.  
brief statements on the purpose, scope, and principles of rock
varnish dating, and expanded descriptions of quality 
assurance procedures for: 

1. Sample site selection and identification 

2. Sample collection and identification 

3. Sample shipment 

E. Reprints of Refereed Journal Articles on Rock-Varnish Dating 

1. Harrington, C. C., and Whitney, J. W., 1987, Scanning 
electron microscope method for rock-varnish dating: 
Geology, v. 15, p. 967-970.
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2. Harden, J. W., Reheis, M. C., Sowers, J. M., and Slate, 
J. L., 1988; and Harrington, C. D., Dethier, D. P., and 
Whitney, J. W., 1988, Comment and Reply on above paper, 
Geology, v. 16, p. 1051-1052.  

3. Dethier, D. P., Harrington, C. D., and Aldrich, M. H., 
1988, Late Cenozoic rates of erosion in the western 
Espahola basin, New Mexico: Evidence from geologic 
dating of erosion surfaces: Geological Society of 
America Bulletin, v. 100, p. 929-937.  

F. Abstracts of Oral and Poster Presentations at 1988 GSA and 
AGU Fall Meetings 

1. Harrington, C. D., 1988, Recognition of components of 
volcanic ash in rock varnish and the dating of volcanic 
ejecta plumes (GSA) 

2. Raymond, R., Jr., Harrington, C. D., Bish, D. L., and 
Chipera, S. J., 1988, Mineralogic characterization of 
rock varnish from Nye County, southern Nevada (GSA) 

3. Whitney, J. W., and Harrington, C. D., 1988, Middle 
Pleistocene colluvial boulder flows on Yucca Mountain 
in southern Nevada (GSA) 

4. Harrington, C. D., and Whitney, J. W., 1988, Age 
discrimination of low relief geomorphic surfaces by 
varnish cation ratios (AGU) 

5. Raymond, R., Jr., Harrington, C. D., and Bish, D. L., 
1988, Role of geologic substrate in rock varnish 
formation (AGU) 

G. Letter Report (TWS-ESS-1-6-8-89-8) on Calibration of the 
Holocene Part of the Yucca Mountain Rock Varnish Dating 
Curve by Charles D. Harrington 

H. Preliminary Draft of Paper on Relict Colluvial Boulder 
Deposits: Indicators of Climate Change and Slope Stability 
on Southern Nevada Hillslopes by John W. Whitney and Charles 
D. Harrington 

I. Abstract of Poster Presentation for 1989 Fall Meeting of 
GSA: 

Raymond, R., Jr., Harrington, C. D., and Reneau, S. L., An 
SEN view of rock varnish sedimentary micro-basins.
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studies" within the Yucca Mountain Project at Los Alamos as a member of the peer review 
committee.  

The peer review of rock varnish work at Los Alamos is being conducted because it is a new 
dating method involving relatively untested analytical procedures for which detailed technical 
criteria are not yet developed and for which there is disagreement within the technical community 
regarding the applicability or appropriateness of alternate means of deriving the scientific 
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interpretations, uncertainty of results, appropriateness of methodology, adequacy of application, 
and validity of conclusions within the rock varnish work. A peer review report documenting the 
results of the peer review, including comments, suggestions, and conclusions is required 
following the peer review.  

If you are willing to serve on the peer review committee, your arrival at Los Alamos is requested 
on June 25, 1989. The peer review of rock varnish work at Los Alamos will take place on 
Monday, June 26, and the morning of June 27 with scheduled departure from Los Alamos 
possible either late on June 27 or the morning of June 28. The Geology Group will make housing 
arrangements for you, if requested. Reimbursement for expenses will be made according to 
Laboratory travel regulations; travel to and from Los Alamos, up to the cost of a round trip coach 
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participation in the peer review. We hope that you will be able to participate in this activity and 
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peer review group will address, where appropriate, the validity of assumptions, alternate 
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results of the peer review, including comments, suggestions, and conclusions is required 
following the peer review.  
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is stoungly infouenced by clevatio. slope ouientation. local rfier, and substrate Iiholugy. About 

Mt occu bctwcna 22420 and 30M m elevation, and nearly 50% ae situated on noe~h.a hwetF 

I0 ¢ast-nbheast-lfaciig slope&. They occur mai•ly is a eas or ¢alcly s l ter and 

modcralct local relief, and they we prferentially developed on relatively iscotpoetnt substatets 

includmn oClimemrous sedinsatary deposAt, vokanic and moetaývOslt rocks of intrmedliate com

position, and deeply weathered granitoid rods. Nearly nIt of these avatioN hollows arc relict.  

They are most abundal ntewar srt of late Pleistocene glaciation but rarely occur whikn such 

arcas. Most are veneered with colluviotm and arc well vcgetaeid, and many hollowls in the Monto 

Basin area a•e veneered with volcanic ish at least 700 yr old. Distributions of nivation hollown 

SUtgissl that l1) the full-glacial nrvat" thresthold altitude tNTA) rose from north to sooth at 190 

In pCr degfte of latitude. subparallel to. nnd appioximaicly 740 m lowci than. the full-lacial 

equibbrium-line attitude IELA) and about 0)•0 m lowet than the estimated mroern ELA: Ill the 

difference betwece the full-glacial and modern ELAs indicates an approkimnatc 'C full-slacia 

Cean-annual-tenmpefXaric depression throughout she Great Basin: and 431 the tull-glacial mean 

annual lempelnlur at the NTA is eteimated to have bCen approximately 0' to M'C. na,"snnitg Wile 

chansg in accumulation-scason pr¢cipitattlO. € nsa Ua.,ai ar a. .
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processes that are focused or intensified near the edges of long-lived snow patches.  
In upland areas, large snow patches tend to 
form in appropriately oriented surface ir
rcgulariltcS such as the ile flanks of ridge 
crests and the Ice slopes of gullies and first

order stream courses. Weathering and cro

sion processes concentrated al the margins 

of a snow patch cause the original irregu

larity and the snow patch to enlarge and the 

processes themselves to intensify. Specific 

processes thought to be involved include 
frost shattering, chemical weathering. gcli.  
fluction. basal sliding of the snow patch.  
and both channelizcd and unchannclized 
slopswash (Emblcton and King. 1975). In

strumentation of snow patches in the cen
tral Rocky Mountains indicate that coniceIt
tralion of chemical weathering and slope
wash processes duc to meltwate( in th1" 
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INTRODUCTION 

More than 10.000 nivation landforms.  

ranging from subtle hollows a few tens Of 

meters across and a few melers deep 10 

bold terraces as much as 1.6 km long and 

V.2 km wide. occur within the higher ranges 

of the Acstern Great Basin. These land

forms are useful paleoclimatic indicators of 

a marginal periglacial environment, and 

their numbers and wide distribution make 

them ideal subjects for analysis: however.  

they have gone essentially unrecognized in 

this legion.  
ThE term "'nivation" w2s introduced by 

ialtthes (1900) to denote th erosive effects 

associated with an immobile and patchy 

snow cover. Since then the term has been 

refined to include the combined action of 

various pcriglacial weathering and erosion 
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vicinity of snow patches appears to domi- cntly, thcse highest alpine areas were not 
nate the nivation process in the western suitable for nivation hollow formation 
United Slates (thomn. 1976). v* during lalt ]'leaitocenc lime.  

Nivalion hollows in the Great Basin lyp. (2) The orientation of supporting hill 
ically occur as subparallel swarms of slopes also affects nivation. Approximately 
shallow curvilinear depressions on middle 78% of all nivalion hollows in the west and 
to upper pans of hill slopes (Fig. I). In plan. central Great Basin occur on hill slopes 
they usually describe curvilinear to arcuale facing within a 90W sector (north.northwest 
forms that are almost always concave in the to east-northeast).. Snow patches tend to 
outward or downslope direction. In profile, accumulate and be preserved on slopes 
they are concave hillside depressions facing away from both prevailing accumu.  
marked by prominent uphill and somewhat lalion-scason winds and direct sunlight. In 
less distinct downhill breaks in slope, the Great Basin. where prevailing winds at 
Upper scarp slopes typically range between range crests generally blow from the wesl 
191 and 30. lower scarp slopes between P and southwest, these two influences arc 
and i7. and tread slopes between I*and 7r mutually supportive.  
(where present). Overall dimensions are (3) Nivation hollows are most abundant 
widely variable, ranging from less than 100 and most fully developed on broad, mod
mn long. approximately 10 m wide, and just erately sloping upland surfaces of low (less 
a few meters high to as much as 1600 in than 200 m) local relief. Such terrain pro
long. 200 mn wide, and 30 m high. vides an ideal source for the drifting snow 

required for snow patch accumulation. Me
chanical disaggregation and sublimation of Cotrowh oJomiealroi blowing snow probably limit average wind 

Houllow Dc-relopment1 transport distances to less than I km (Tabler 
Nivation landforms are abundant in all of and Schmidt, 1973); thus, nivation areas 

the higher ranges of the central and must be located within or immediately ad
northern parts of the Great Basin (Fig. 2). jaceno to such source areas. Slope steep.  
Their distribution, however, is strongly in- ness is also important in localizing nivation.  
fluenced by several factors: elevation. Hollows are most abundant on moderate 
slope orientation, local relief, and substrate slopes; gentle slopes do not offer sufficient 
hithology. protection and steep slopes arc generally 

(I) The elevation above which nivation subject to more vigorous dcgradational pro
hollows occur (the Nivation Threshold Al- cesses that ovcrwhelnt nivation effects.  
tiWude. or NTA) ranges from less than 2000 (4) Nivation landforms are also more 
in, above latitude 41N, to more than 2900 abundant, larger, and better formed on rcl
on. below latitude 36N (Fig. 3; Table I). alivcly incompetent rock types. Such rock 
This strong correlation between the NTA types include poorly indurated terrigcnous 
and latitude indicates significant climatic sedimentary deposits and relatively nonres
control. The relative abundance of nivation istant intermediate to basic volcanic rocks.  
landforms is also related to elevation (Fig, including laharl. luffs, flow brcccias, and 
4). Above the NTA, densities arc initially flows. Nivation hollows arc less abundant 
very low, increasing slowly, and then more on metavolcanic rocks, moderately indur.  
rapidly to a maximum at about 600 m above aled sedimentary rocks, and some mecla
the NTA. Densities decrease rapidly at sedimentary rocks including phyllite and 
higher elevations, and nivalion hollows schist. They also occur locally on the grus 
only rarely occur above the full-glacial mantles of deeply weathered coarse.  
equilibrium-line atitudc (ELA). Appar.-" grained granitic rocks, In addition, these

substrata characteristically form the undu- conclusion that nivation hollow formation 
loming upln~d topography of mioderate slope is. in the Grcal Basin at least, a relatively 

and relief that is ideally suited to nivation. sensitive process that requires the coinci

These observations lead to the important denct or a number of closely conmmtraincd

(

ItG. *. Snow-Sfitcd nivoit hllOw-s ia the wvsti. Great is. Basinh 'be Cauca" tW Seitia 
sinausity, "•a espaic Joins that ctumstcriat theme 4Onitte coupled kerns aft indicative of eamal 

aivatiaof hbow developament on Tbis region. The appeosimsnte dimensions of lhb coamp-d hallow tn 

tue terh forcsround to mkidibiance arc knith. IMO m; width, 70 to 19O m; and scarp ki&. tO to I1 

in. Vie- wttlisht i. the central taied. Hllst.
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vicinity of snow patches appears to domi. ently. these highest alpine areas w 
nate the nivation process in the western suitable for nivation hollow fofn• 
United Stales (Thorn. 1976). V. during laie Pleistocene time.  

Nivation hollows in the Great Basin typ- (2) The orientation of supporting hill 
ically occur as subparallel swarms of slopes also affects nivation. Approximately 
shallow curvilinear depressions on middle 78% of all nivation hollows in the west and 
to upper parts ofuhill slopes (Fig. I). In plan, central Great Basin occur on hill slopes 
they usually describe curvilinear to arcualc facing within a 90" sector (nonh-northwest 
forms that are almost always concave in the to east-northeast).. Snow patches lend to 
outward or downslope direction. In profile, accumulate and be preserved on slopes 
they are concave hillside depressions facing away from both prevailing accumu
marked by prominent uphill and somewhat lation-scason winds and direct sunlight. In 
less distinct downhill breaks in slope, the Great Basin. where prevailing winds at 
Upper scarp slopes typically range between range crests generally blow from the west 
19 and 300. lower scarp slopes between Y and southwest, these two influences arc 
and 17., and tread slopes between I0 and r mutually supportive.  
(where present). Overall dimensions are (3) Nivation hollows are most abundant 
widely variable, ranging from less than 100 and most fully developed on broad, mod.  
m long. approximately 10 m wide, and just eratcly sloping upland surfaces of low (less 
a few meters high to as much as 1600 m than 200 m) local relief. Such terrain pro
long. 200 m wide, and 30 m high. vides an ideal source for the drifting snow 

required for snow patch accumulation. Me
chanical disagregation and sublimation of 

Controls oil At. ion blowing snow probably limit average wind 
Hollow Deralopment transport distances to less than I km (Tabler 

Nivation landforms arc abundant in all of and Schmidt. 1973); thus. nivation areas 
the higher ranges of the central and must be located within or immediately ad.  
northern pans of the Great Basin (Fig. 2). jacens to such source areas. Slope steep
Their distribution, however, is strongly in- ness is also important in localizing nivation.  
fluenced by several factors: elevation. Hollows are most abundant on moderate 
slope orientation, local relief. aid substrate slopes; gentle slopes do not offer sufficient 
liahology, protection and sleep slopes arc generally 

(I) The elevation above which nivation subject to more vigorous dcgradational pro
hollows occur (the NiVation Threshold Al. cesses that overwhelm nivalion eflects.  
titude. or NTA) ranges from less than 2000 (4) Nivation landforms are also more 
m, above latitude 4MN, to more than 2900 abundant. larger, and better formed on rel
m. below latitude 36N (Fig. 3; Table I). atively incompetent rock types. Such rock 
This strong correlation between the NTA types include poorly indurated terrigenous 
and latitude indicates significant climatic sedimentary deposits and relatively nonrcs
control. The relative abundance of niration istant intermediate to basic volcanic rocks.  
landforms is also related to elevation (Fig. including laharl. luffs. flow brcccias, and 
4). Above the NTA. densities are initially flows. Nivation hollows are less abundant 
very low. increasing slowly, and then more on metavokanic rocks, moderately indur
rapidly to a maximum at about 600 m above ated sedimentary rocks, and some meta
the NTA. Densities decrease rapidly at sedimentary rocks including phyllile and 
higher elevations, and nivation hollows schist. They also occur locally on the gris 
only rarely occur above the full-glacial mantles of deeply weathered coarse.  
equilibrium-line altitude (ELA). Appar-. grained granitic rocks. In addition, these

substrata characteristically form the undu- conclusion that nivation hollow formation 
lating uplaasd topugrapiy of tnodcrate slope is. in the Great Basin at least, a relatively 

and relief that is ideally suited to nivation. sensitive process that requires the coinci

These observations lead to the important dence of a number of closely conitraincd
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FbG. I. Snow-fillcd nivalio a hollows ia the w gCstm Greal Balin. tI e " CI kU ¢ c t tion. gtc rid 

ernurosily. and Cuspite Joi sl t hat chn rICteri6t the41 cOm plIx CoUPkd fkM 6s "t indicalive of Mn&ax d 

aivaiian hollow devetlopacent in ibis ietion. The approitisat dtilatsin, of the compound hollow in 

the kIta forcground to mniddismiace arc k ngab. 1500 us; width. 70. 0 ISO m; and sclrp heipils. tO 0 15 

in. View soalhwcul it the c¢nnial bodic Hils.
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LF _ .Four litnes of evidence indicate that mtost 
.-- o.-.-.W of the nivation tandforms in the Great Basin 

non arc relicts of at least late Pleistocene age.  
Is . - (I) An almost Complete absence ofnivalion 

a- hollows in moderately sloping terrain of 
areas glaciated during the late Pleistocene 
"oo but suitable for nivation under present con"ditionc indicates that thousands of years are 

required to form nivation hollows. (2) Head scarps of nivation hollows located as much 
- ,as several hundred meters above the full

glacial NTA arc veneered with pebble 
gravel to sill-size colluvium and are well 

W vegetated wilhtgrasses and low shrubs.' 
Modern snow patches in these features are 

small and shon-lived, and present rtues of 
F t,, A. Co I amA , Uf Its, l T n slope deg radation on the ms scarps appear to west. 3e. Cotal ourarso. Ntuhe oIntleaM4 NT atIo- be no greater than those On adjacent hill 

canons hold in " 1. €'.o. imcnal - a - slopes. (3) Along the east flank ofuie Sierra 
Tao t1AMtiedmleuutit o beRM.m , Mssitnh oue Nevada. a few nivation hollows occur on 
£atr1udta"a gbitlent It 'be Intl t TA Plrtled in Tahoe-age moraines (early late IlestoCene) 

but none have been identified on adjacent
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linatic. topographic, and geologic condi- for paleoclideatic recanstructions where tions. Nivation hollows should only be4 used they are plentiful and where the conditions 
,,,.,,,,necessary for tlteir fformation are wide.  

50 , " ., spread so that £heir dis tribution can be an

alyzed to identi~fy and correct for noncli

s._ oon malic itnfluences.  

Age ofNiren/o•in Latdfornns in, Ite, 
Great Basint

C

.8 
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TABLE I. FULL-GLACIAL No ov.Int TN &SIoi ALIII.tUL t (tNTA )I TiNN. I b ls Ns IN 

INC W&SRN GRE ArT BASIN 

Number of1 NTA 
Map No. Location holows Luat t l ota) 

1 S a n ta *o, R a1g e £9 4 t f 11 8 .9 0 

2 Shoshone ItanSc 149 4W!26" 2090 

3 Fish Crtck stountains 166 40'1t " 2130 

4 Mount Calltashn tN oah To abt MangeR ) 1 269 WAY) 2.00 
3 Sim pson £'ark Mloun tl ins £26 39 "32' 21 90 

6 M ount PF mclheus WI orth Toiyaob Logo) 1£3 39'22' 21.10 
7 D n.a itoy . M o nunt ta s 29 81 W3 :II92 22 .0 
* N orth ern M on rlaf Ra n•SC 3It 1 3V 8 ' 2380 

9 C enral Toiabe Ranste In 31r"14 " 2260 
10 Shoshone Nlounlains Am0 3707 2330 

1 8 S o u t h er n T o my a be Ma n g e 34 3 3 t "4 5 " 2 4 4 0 
£2 T suIt m a R•n gc 363 3::41" 251a 

£3 SoutheCn MNintltr Mango 194 31"t8 2540W 
14 G ta n R a nt e £9 31 2! ." 23 £) 

80 LeAiathan Peatt 301 3r40" .20)0 

£6 Pine tul M oountai ns Ita 39'5!' 21193 

17 PIne G nvc 11 ,11 243 3W 5., ! 60 

t .M o un t G ra n t tw as. oL K L o g ) 2 tW 7 3W 3A 23 20 
19 Smectatct Ntounnstn 6143 31310' 2189 
20 Table Ntou o in tG ibb s V allc y Mtan ge) 3s*3 " * 23.20 

2£ au tie H i ts 8596 3 08 14' 2070 
22 Southern Wassuk Range I83 36,19, 23190 
2 3 E sc c ls to e h o o n t m s 8 2 3 2 16 " 2 2 3 0 
24 o .n d .tIry P e a ,k tW t oe S t u n lta tiA ) 2 7 3 7 " -43 2 3 3Y O 
2. Southern W hilte hountains 1£84 37 "25 27.30 

"26 P almetto Mo ontatms 9 37'.0 . 2620 
27 ,lMagruJe Miountains 87 37'.23* 26SO 
20 New Yiork tutic tInyo Ntauntains) 26 W'401 1111) 

29 Roger, Peak IPanantint Mlountainst) 7 36'15 .1920 

Tioga-agc moraines (lazes) Pleistoccne). (4) PALEOCLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE OF 

Head scarps and treads of nivalion land- NIVATION IN THE GREAT BASIN 

forms up to 640 m above the full-glacial Because the nivation hollows of the 
NTA in the Bodie Hills are blanketed by Great Basin are mostly relict features tha£ 
ash from the Mono Craters volcanic field formed under a t•arrow range of elimatic 
I to 40 km £o the south. This ash has a conditions and because they arc wide
probable minimum age of approximately spread and abundant, they constitute a re
700 to 1200 yr (Wood, 1977a, b), Because liable and useful indicator of full-glacial cli
climatic conditions during the early and Imatic conditions in this region.  
middle I lolutcnc were neither substantially 
cooler nor. welter than conditions prevailing 

during the last 1000 yr (Cole, 1982; Currey Tire FuI.Ght till NIA in ihe •e'serrn 

and Jamn•t. 1982; LaMarche. 1973). niva- Great Basit 

tion hollows inaclive for Ithc last 700 to 1200 The full-glacial nivation threshold ahti

yr have psobablby been Inactts ivc since latsla ude, the Iowc•t elevatiott at s hich nivallon 

1l'cistloctc tlitlte. was asi -c in l'hetmeost cItet lilnt. is prubably
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te ,a.i io f ni e m du sivn doesy in loastma aiSs~iopit above the NTA. This araph is a basuatid 
Cempo~ae of amean is'sijon lassdfairs &.iaay woo, 
elevatng tot ninue matoitai Isaqes inah Well "rIn'm Great Basin. The .is;. 'his sh is the Itowier tluil 
of the lo"Watics thoui~h Zqcn.  

the most reliable measure of nivalion that 
is relevant to palcoclminalic inllcrpretlaion.  
Determining the full-glacial NTA for a given 
area, however, requires care. Requisite 
geologic and topographic conditions for de
velopment of nivation hollows must Occur 
both above and below the NTA. Also the NTA is an indistinct boundary that may lo
cally span as much as I50 in of elevation.  
Nivauion landforms within this boundary 
Zone arc typically small and poorly devei
oped and, therefore, difficult to recognize I 
and verify. To resolve Ihis problem, a more workable definition of the full-glaciW NTA I 
was used: that elevalion above which 95% g 
of the recognizable nivalion landforms in a g given area occur. This convention circum. a 
vcnls the need to identify and verify all E 
marginally developed nivation landforms p and significantly lessens the skewing effect al 
Ora few anomalously low landtorms devel, 0o 
Oped under caccptional conditions. More. I5 
over, the distribution of nivalion hollows be 
relative to elevation, as generalized in ga 
Figure 4. shows that Ihi$ level is consis- mi Ically related to the lower limit of the nIl- ih 

v&lion threshold zone. of 

The full-glacial NTA was determined for am

29 areas in the western and central Great 
Basin (Tble I). A contour map of these le.  "livaons (Fig. 3) describes a gently sloping 
surface that rises from nornh to South and is distinguished by only one major irregu
larity, a deep and abrupt depression along the east flank of the Sierra Nevada. Away 
from this depression ile full-glacial NTA 
rises fairly smoothly at an average gradient 
of approximately 190 m per degree of lali
tude (Fig. 5A).  

Relation, befieen Equilibrium.-Lile 
Al hitudes and Mhe NTA 
Although nivalion hollows form in a rel

alively narrow range of climalic conditions.  
those Conditions have not been precisely defined. Several areas of active nivatlion 
have been described. but only one active 
nivation area with reliable long-term 
weather observations. Niwot Ridge in the Front Range of Colorado. has been reported (Barry, 1973; Thorn, 1976). Of more 
significance would be climatic data related to areas at the modern nivalion threshold 
but such data are not available. Therefore.  
the climatic significance of the full-glacial 
NTA must be estimated indireclly by com.  
paring relations between relict niration hol.  
lows and other indicators of full-glacial cli
mate.  

The concept of the glacial equilibrium.  
inc altitude has been widely used in one form or another to infer both modern and 
ale Pleistocene climatic conditions. The ELA is the elevation on a glacier where the 
glcier's net balance is zero, that is, %,where 
ccuniulation equals ablation (Meier. 1962).  LAs for steady-state glaciers can be ap.
roximaled by the elevation that delineates 
n accumulation area ofapproimately 6.% 
Sthe glacier's toal area (Meier and Post, 

62). ELAs for Pleistocene glaciers have en approximated by a number of surro
It parameters, including estimated accu

Ulalion.area ratio elevations, glaciation reshold elevations, maximum elevations "lateral moraines, and mIean elevations of 
iall cirque floors (Mtcicrding. 19112). One

I-
+~

FbG. S. Latitudinsal artdilts of climtatic and patiocumatie indicilors in she western Great Basin.  
4A). Ful..ltt ciai NTA centered adong titW consimile; 193 m uldtlre of latiludc. Y - - -ta9i.g A ,.  
S- -0.o (data hiorn Table tI; (ut, tull-tlAcial Et.A centered ion; tt7*W longiltude; .31 masideps 
olbaisd , - 1Y- - It t ., -0.9O Id0 t oo foon T[alk . (2 1 . nm ctrs t ELA centered Wlon: 
a molt.nonhwo c l line from appioxinai. tly 1Il'W at 43'N to o rpro oin alatly I I*W at 351N. I1 

olfegcte of t" lude., V - - 137X+ S0.O. fz - -0.9 .tdala boon Tale; 3t.

study in the Front Range of Colorado in
dicates that all of these parameters, except 
glaciation threshold, yield approximately 
equal mean values and that the accumula
lion-area ratios and cirque-floor elevation 
paranmeters are subject to less variability 
tIhan glacialion thresholds and lateral-mo
raine elevations (MNicirding. 1962).  

hlodicn glaciers in the Great Basin arc 
extremely small and only occur itt deep.  
north-facing cirques. Most Pleisloccne gla
cicrs in the Grcat Basin were also relatively 
small and also occupied wcll-protected 
satcs. Therefore, comparison of modern 
ELAs (as estimaitcd from the mean cleva
lions of small cirque glaciers) with full-gla
cial ELAs (as estimated from the mean ele
vations of cirque floors and small glaciated 
valley floors of late Pleistocene age) en.  
abis a reasonable comparison of modern 
versus full-glacial Climatic conditions in the 
western Great Basin.  

The full-glacial ELA in the western Great 
Basin rises from north to south at approx.  
imatcly 230 in per degree of latitude (Fig.  
5B. Table 2). This trend is subparallcl to and 
from 570 to 7•0 in above that of the full
glacial NTA. rThe mean elevations of

modern glacices in and adjacent to the 
Great Basin show a similar trend (Fig. SC.  
Table 3). Because of their extremely small 
size and highly protected locations, the two 
southcrnmost of these glaciers probably 
mark the lowest possible limit of the 
modern ELA in the central Great Basin.  
The distribution of modern cirque glaciers 
in the Sierra Nevada. as mapped on 
1:24,000 topographic maps and verified by 
phologeolugic interprelalion, suggests that 
the modern cirque-glacier ELA in the 
Sierra Nevada lies 200 to 230 m above the 
mean elevations of the lowest extremely 
small glaciers that still survive in this range.  
By analogy, the mogrn I3LA in the Great 
Basin is estimated to be approximately 250 
In above the mean elevations of the two 
southernmost glaciers in this region, an av
erage of 740 in above the trend described 
by the full-glacial ELA and an average of 
1370 In above the trend described by the 
full-glacial NTA.  

Afecin Annual Trinp-raliure lit ihe Vestern 
Greai Basin 

Moean annual temperature is. of the var
ious temperature parameters, probably the
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Nonkm Tnia RooP t(M ou~nt Calla, 2470 
Sckheu Cree Ro-P 2 261110 

SimleUnl J(ime 1 301'105 Cemnta Tolmk Rlaic ISmlG~lt. r6 Soulth.Twrgalsbca Range 12 2ftS 
9 3040 

3100 

S s lecg a ra t r w o , " . 3n2 8 1 $ m a4 0 

t0.wn inal omat ed rtica analysis or 1:24.0 .Swap ndl4toa n Wclude oy tloic cirque, anirhut00 a. Pi n mua ngsoa of . he .eLi" 1 4n a "mNpsIY indicate us, appro 11iali lCi,.ed vnaoes htv-nlain ra+,nlcs or Pou .+,+ - .  
o ay oxinsi-le ln vacyi i/• arn•ea --+ o lc Co re ia. They 

fia~" o illadvnces .ille in saitey

most rclcvant to analysis 
vation and glaciation are inf nivalOn Ni
Sum total of climatic Cond d by Ihe 

tulons throughout the yar, and not .just by the Conditions of 
a single season. Miller r, al. (1975) found 
no Significant relation between the July OFC 
isotherm and the glaciation threshold in the 
high Canadian arctic. Moreover analysis of 
Present and past glaciation thresholds in hef 
Cascade Range of Washington indicathe a 

strong correlation betwieen glaciation 
threshold, mean annual temperalure, and 
accumulation'sesson precipitation (Porter.  
1977).  

Unfortunately. climatic data for upland 
areas of the western Great Basin are c%-

(

C

trcmcly lintited; only three long-ltsri 
weather observatinpitseSs at h 

r ooitty l hese stations to the Sierra Nevada lintits their usefulness as represenla.  live indicators of climalic COnditions in the 
Great Basin. Climatic conditions for Great 

Basin uplands, therefore, must be csti.  mated using data gathered from sce 
observation points situated on stcfloered and ~ ~ ~ v.. flnso 1 efoors 

and flanks oft he intervening basins. To Cs.  timate mean annual temperatures in these uplands at least three types Of informalioan 
arc necessary: mean annual temperatures in basin areas. mean annual lapse-ratl con dihions between the basins and uplands.  and knowledtge of an,, see,•.o ,

TABLE 3. CI. . ...av tt . , lemps-ra.  
Gl.•. [e IN ~n N -TH 1 .OrL. PL/4IPLNV0 F"' G*l E [A1 BASIN 

L.atiion Nuenmber of Mtan 

glorcieft al elevation 
Sn' Rana s" l . New.Lat itu (lde tin) 
t
Vsatcb a•jCh . Ulit. 34..Ila.l t" 
(MoWn TisopN "Tam HI sis•3 

Sallssioeg Loge. Mali.4&) 
Log Riser Range. idaho 2 40"3' 3" 
Wailkso- 5Onnt, M oun .2T I "Film 

(Eagl e Cap) 41 7 (A o 4115976) 
2 47,12, 2'750 FI"l.-j

4 11197, 8

tale siIg*l:.IjiciS Or discouulinuilgcs in the 
rcp:iun.  

It is often assumed that temperature 
lapse rates in the lower atmosphere are ap.  
Proximately - 0.6' to - 0.65C'-Jl00 m; how.  
ever. these free-air averages are not repre.  
sentative of temperature variation with cle
'ation along the earth's surface. Mean 

annual terrestrial lapse rates estimated 
from empirical data for eight mountain 
areas in the western United Slates indicate 
a general increase in mean annual lerrcs.  
trial lapse rates with increasing elevation 
faont between - 0.44' and -0.567C/l00 m 
below 2000 na to between -0.68- and 
-0.76"CI100 m above 2000 m (Table 4).  
Low-level inversions, more common in the 
Great IBasin, than in almost any other area 
of tIhe Uaaiaed Slates, further complicate 
tentmcralure estintatcs for this region. Cold 
air flow front the nmouitain areas into ad.  
jacena basins during latc-night and early
morning hours produces low-level inver
sions during an estimated 45% of the year 
(Houghton et at.. 1975). The precise effect 
of these inversions is difficult to estimate.  
but they probably produce very low mean 
annual lapse rates over the first *few 
hundred meters of elcsation above basin 
floors.  

These general characteristics of aemper
ature variation with elevation can be ap.  
proxianaaed by the following generalized model: up to 300 m above basin floors,

TABtLE 4. 61LAN ANN..AuL Ti.aaLSnIIL LA•IL RAILS roa SaLLtc-i.i NtuaTsi. AkL.A i IsNL WLcLSaiL 
UNITED STAILS 

Ekl-ios a nude Laps rate 
Location tflat 4l01 m) Rcfeoncc 

Front Ran;g. Colo. 22100-3730 0.70-0.76 Daffy i19718 
WhIte MossUissins, Calif. 1110-3110 0.74' PFCC to of. 8110741 
Sicm Nevada (Caos Aail). Caiw. 1310-5110 0.18 Cnsly 41909) 
Cmntral Caiufor•ria 0-2310 0.37 Axelrod and Dailey t1946) 
Sitera Nc-adol twi-l flanLl. Calif. N00- 1600 0.t4 1i4or" 419771 
Sierra Nevada t twmn. Cal•. caw0-00'l0 0.44-0.3$ Cuorr 1l16) 
Eas$ern Mojave Dew"n. Calif. 210-1440 0.32. Mn• t "1107 
Cascade Range. Wash. .00-1800 0.47 hine, 41977) 

This csli111nalm is based on W eamn .1 r ather o •isrfallonn at t1 hogp and white i4otaosUn n No. 2. •Cali..  
adjusgcd (ll 'bh 11cci uct4-d air rnldong in Ons ' V.dky.

mean annual terrestrial lapse rates arc up.  
proximately zero; in excess of 300 m above 
basin floors, mean annual terrestrial lapse 
rates arc -0.S7*C/i0o m for elevations 
below 2000 an and -0.76C/100 m for ele
vations above 2000 m.  

Relations between Aean Aniuu.t 
Teiaperatrer, EL,4. and NTA 

Estimated mean annual isotherms in Ihe 
western Great Basin. calculated by ap
plying the above lapse-rate model to U.S.  
Weather Bureau data from 42 standard in.  
struancnat shelters in basin areas of the re
gion. arc graphed versus latitude in Figure 
6. Also ploited in Figure 6 are the full-gla
cial NTA, the full-glacial ELA. and the 
modern ELA for the western Great Basin.  
This graph facilitatcs five significant obscr
vations. First. the present mean annual 
temperature at the estimated full-glacial 
ELA in the Great basin averages approxi

mately 2.5'C. 5.5"C warmer than the 
present mean annual temperature at the es
timated position of the modern ELA: there
fore, full-glacial mean annual temperatures 
tit h'asi S.5C colder than at present can be 
inferred. Second. the present mean annual 
temperature at the full-glacial NTA aver
ages approximately 7.51C, about 5-C 
warmer than at the full-glacial ELA and 
about 10.5'C warmer than at the modern 
ELA. Third. the nonti-south gradient of the estimated modern ELA (137 m/ldegrce

(
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oflalitude) is very close to that ofeslimat 
modern mean annual isolherms in the 
gion (129 m/degree). This suggests a sign 
kant relation between the ELA and me; 
annual temperature. Fourth. the latiludin 
gradients of both the full-glacial NTA (14 
rn/degree) and the full-glacial ELA (231 P 
degree) are similar. This suggests that cI 
matic controls for nivation are similar I 
those for glaciation. Fifth. the laistudin.  
gradients of the full-glacial ELA and Ni1 
are significantly steeper than the laliludina 
gradients of'lhe estimated modem mean an 
nual isotherms and oflthe modern ELA. Be.  
cause these thresholds arc influenced b) 
precipitation as well as by temperature, ihis 
difference suggests a sleepcning of either 
the north-south temperature gradient or 
the south-north accumulation.season pre
cipitation gradient or both during full-gla
cial time.  

Iffre-s of Precipitatoe on v1.. EA "d NTA 

The "osition of the ELA as apProximated 
by the glaciation thresholdj is also strongly 
influenced by precipitatio, Mlultiple step.  
wise correlation of glaciatiOn threshold. de.  
lined as a function of climatic parameters 
s10OW1 that more than 90% of the variance 
in glaciation threshold altitude across the 
Cascade Range of Washington is explained 
by accumulalion.season precipitation and 
mean annual temperature (Porter. 1977).

Moreover. analysis of April I snowpack water content (a parameter largely deter.  
'• mined by accumulation-season precipila.  

lion and temperature) along an east-wesl transect from the Pacific Ocean tO central 
Wyoming. shows a clear inverse relation between snowpack water content and Ilti.  lude at the position of the Pleistocene gla

ciation threshold (Pierce. 1982; Porter e, al., 1983). These correlations enable con
struction of an approximate rclalion be.  IatC tWeen mean annual tCmperature and accu

canu mulation -sasoo precipitation at the glacia
t. lion threshold: within a mean annual 
temperature range of - Y" and + 3*C, an in.  

cd crease of I*C in mean annual temperature 
re. requires an increase of between 2 10 and 350 if- mm in accumulalion.season precipitation 
in Of a decrease of 100 mm in accumulation.  

al season precipitation requires a decrease of 
92 between 0.3 and 0.YC in mean annual temt.  
n/ peralure to maintain threshold conditions i. for glaciation (Fig. 7).  
o If evidence exists regarding full.glacial 
.1 accuniulation.season precipitation in a re
k gion, this approximate relation can be used I to refine estimates of full-glacial tempera.  
- lure based on changes in snow line ali
. ludes. ELAs. or NTAs. In isolated moun

A 

*.a .-,o--o .,o a • •oe s7 .' 

Feo. 7. Retlaiiooagbictnmeragc .iet~d.te.W 
PIrsneeviIafi and mcan annaat temrurr at tk sib
imaio. threshold in flat Ca.ad "aMe At Asnnt•a. precipia no - .ie It& h aihivta.u 

mue Rier. I977); Y 0& j . IllS?. o0.t. s.  an pc.cat: M- Sm pTCipi . i. o pt, •. 0 
In O &hi&&:r. F- "M091o. j 2.a.,,-

(

tain rangsc, of the western United States.  
nsn annual precipitation increases with 
attitude at gradients of 40 to 60 mm per 100 

at of attitude (Landsburg, 1958; Barry.  

1973): acCurnulation-season precipitation, 
#%' islimstcd front snowpack water content.  
increases a lith altitude at gradients of 30 to 
70 mni. per Ioo m (Pierce. 1982; Porter et 
pl.. 1983). Therefore, full-glacial tempera
line eslimatcs for this region, if derived 
lhuci application ofa temperature lapse rule 

i.ean ILA change, implicitly assume an in
ceace'c in accumulation-season precipita
lion avcraging approximately 50 mm per 
Sttol m of ELA depression if glaciation 
threshold conditions are to be maintained 
I Pierce. 1982). However, palcoecological 
Leeolcdge of the Great Basin supports a 
Vcner I inference that full-glacier winter 
poc.ciptialiun was probably no more than 
nele.itecly greater than present levels 
It•ip;,ldineig aI l.. 1983). Assuming (I) an 
awcr,,c precipitation gradient of approxi
nctcly 50 mm per 100 m of altitude, (2) a 
nmean annual temperature lapse rate of 
7.6'C pet l0nI m. (3) an additional temper
atnei reduction of 0.4'C for each 100 mm 
e ics, ccurnulation-season precipitation at 
th.- Il.'cr altitude of the full-glacial ELA.  
;md 14-. at best, a modest increase in ie
€..miieion-season precipitation at all alti
tuIcs, then a 740-m lowering of the full
pI;*cial ELA indicates conditions ranging 
frote a 5,5"C lowering of mean annual eam
pcraiire. with a 370-mm increase in accu
nicectation-scason precipitation, o a 7*C low
cr1ing of mean annual temperature. with no 

igineificant change in accumulation-season 
piccipitalion. if, as palcoceological evA.  
dence suggests, full-glacial accumulation.  
scason precipitation was only slightly 
ricater than at present, conditions closer to 
the dry side of this range (approximately 
7'CI arc most likely. Applying this estimate 
Io modern temperatures at the full-glacial 
NTA indicates a temperature threshold for 
active nivation of approximately V to MC.  
assuming little change in accumulation 
siaon precipitation.

i 
I

DISCUSSION 

These conclusions can be %crificd only 
by further studies focusing on naore plccise 
definition of modern climate. more coin
plete analysis of active nivation in the Great 

Basin. and additional documentation of the 

relations between temperature and precip
itation at glaciation and nivalion thresh
Olds. However. the results of other palco
climatic investigations in the southwestern 
United States are generally supportive of 
these conclusions.  

Previous Esieutaes of FnlI-Glhacei Af,'n 
Annneial Temnperatures 

Estimates of mean annual temperatures 
for the full-glacial climate of the American 
Southwest have been summarized by 
Brackenridge (1978). Mifflin and Wheat 

(1979). and Spaulding et al. (1983). These 
estimates, based upon either analysis of 
geomorphic indicators of relict snow lines 
or estimated hydrologic budgcts for pluvial 
lakes, vary significantly (Table 5). Some 
variability may be due to local climatic dif
ferences, but most is more likely due to the 
assumptions used to develop these esti
mates. Lack of reliable climatic data. for 
example, led both Leopold (1951) and An
tevs (1954) to assume (I) that the modern 
orographic snow line can be defined by the 
mean summer 0`C isotherm (Leopold) or 
the mean summer 2"C isotherm (Antcvs); 
(2) that changes in precipitation do not sig
nificantly affect snow line positions; (3) that 

the mean terrestrial lapse rate in summer in 
the high. southern Rocky Mountains is ap
proximately -O6"CIl00 m; and (4) that 
weather data from a few remote observa
lion points can be successfully used to ap
proximate high altitude temperature con
ditions over several degrees of latitude and 
longitude. As neither report includes 
enough information to allow recalculation 
using more reliable climatic data. these two 
estimates should be viewed as approxima
lions. Snyder and Langbein's (1962) an 
Reeves" (1966) estimates are both based
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related within the Great'Basin does not sub
stantiate this assumption; rather. it only 
demonstrates that temperature and precip
itation vary with elevation and with posi.  
lion relative to major orographic barriers in 
the Great Basin today. Moreover. palco
botanical evidence indicates that precipi
tation in the Great Basin was probably not 
much greater in full-glacial time than at 
present (Spaulding el at.. 1983). an infer
once that is supported by the likely en
hancement of orographic rain shadows as 
a result of lower sea and land surface 
Icmperalures. Consequently, Mifflin and 
Wheat's estimate of 2.8"C should be con
sidered as speculative.  

Although the estimates compiled in Table 
5 are only general approximations, it is 
probably reasonable to assume that they do 
define the range of most likely values for 
full-glacial lowering of mean annual tem
peralure in the American Southwest: the 
approximate 7"C estimate of the present 
study falls near the midpoint of this range.  
Also, it is perhaps significant that applicn.  
tion of this estimate to Leopold's analysis 
for Lake Estancia predicts cia than a 1S';I 
(30-mm) decrease from full-glacial to 
modern precipitation Levels.  

Poleo'edaogicaI Eridenta- Counce.rling sie 
Full-GlaiaI South.-tes 

-Full-glacial depression of the lower ele
valional limits of selected trees and shrubs

in and adjacent to the Great Basin range 
from less than 400 mn to more than 1000 m 
(Thompson and Meade. 1982; Cole. 1982; 
Spaulding et at.. 1983). Although these 
shifts indicate cooler temperatures and 
shifting precipitation patterns, they arc not 
yet a suffcient basis for specific paleocli
matic reconstructions (Spaulding it at..  
1983). lIlo-ever, the prodigious amount of 
palcoccological knowledge concerning 
latest Plciiocene lime in the American 
Southwest allows sevetal general infer
ences to i, diawn rcgail igs the full-glacial 
Climate of tLis region. Full-glacial summer 
precipitaioun was piobably less than at 
present, and full-glacial winter prccipitation 
was probably greater. at least in more 
southerly areas; however, mean annual pre
cipitation in the Great Basin was probably 
not substantially greater. Also, full-glacial 
summer temperatures were almost cer
tainly lower than present summer temper
atures, but it is not clear whether winter 
temperatures wcrc also significantly lower 
(Spaulding et a/., 1983).  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Nivaiion hollows are conspicuous and 
abundant in many alpine arcars of the 
western Great Basin. Their distribution is 
strongly influenced by elevation, slope ori
entation, local relief, and substrate lith
ology. They are concentrated along or near 
ridge crests and hilltops on north-north
west- to east-northeast-facing slopes be
(ween 2200 and 3000 m elevation, and they 
occur preferentially in upland areas of mod
crate slope and local relief underlain by rel
alively incompetent substrata. Most of 
these landforms are relict features or late 
Pleistocene age; their age in combination 
with their wide distribution and climatic 
sensitivity makes them useful indicators of 
full-glacial climate in the western Great 
Basin, 

Comparison of the full-glacial NTA with 

the full-glacial cirque-floor ELA and with 
the modern cirquc-glacier ELA enables 
three tentative conclusions to be made re-

(

garding full-glacial palcoclimate in the 
Great Basin.  

(i) Mean annual temperatures in the full

glacial Great Basin were approximately 7"C 
colder than present mean annual tempera.  
lures; this estimate is generally supported 
by other temperature reconstructions Iar 
the southwestern United States.  

(2) The full-glacial climate of the Gireat 
Basin was probably characterized by sit

ilar precipitation levels and by either a 
stceper north-to-south teuzupcraturc gra
dient or a-steeper south-tu-noith accumu

lation-season precipitation gradient thani 

exists today.  
(3) The full-glacial mean annual temper

ature at the full-glacial NTA in the western 

Great Basin was on the order of 0' to lC.  
assuming little change in accumulation

season precipitation.  
Additional work is necessary to define 

more carefully the precise climatic signifi
cance of the naivalion process and to de
scribe more carefully the distribution of 
relict nivation landfortns. Systematic anal

ysis of nivation landforms. nonetheless, is 

clearly useful in analysis of Pleistocene cli
mates in the southwestern United States.  
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charge can be determined friotm the avail
able record of flood heights, gradients, bed 
forms, and bed materials. In this paper we 
therefore describe an independent ap
proach. based on glaciological data. for cs
timating flood intensity. The results are ob.  
tained by computer simulation of the phys
ical equations governing outbursts floods 
and yield predictions of the complete flood 
hydrograph as well as maximum dtscharge.  
Our cstimates of maximum discharge lie 
within the range set by palcohydrologic cs
titnaite atid lend crcdibiltiy to them.  

The leakage of Water through. or be' 
neath. a glacier dam to form an outburst 
flood or "'j6kulhlaup" has been invcsti
gated by Mathews (1973) and Nyc (1976).  
who reached the general conclusion that 
peak discharge is 1o a large extent deter
mined by the volume of water that had 
drained through the developing conduit up 
to that time. In a more recent study. Clarke 
(1982) provides a formula for discharge 
which takes into considcraion not only the 
amount of rater passing through thc con
duil. but also its lesnpIfralture. ice temper-

C

INTRODUCTION 

The Pleistocene "Spokane Floods." out
bursts front glacial Lake Missoula (north 
Idaho and northwest Montana), arc the 
most intense floods known from the geo
logic record. The maximum volume of ima.  
pounded water was approximately 2184 
kml. Paleohydrologic estimates of max
imum discharge made at a critical constric
lion. Wallula Gap. were 1.9 x t0r 0) sec5-I 
(Bretz. 1926. p. 257-258) and 9 x lW' m 
sec'-I (aker. 1973). For sites closer to the 
source of the floods the estimates have also 
differed: Pardee (1942) estimated a max
imum discharge at Eddy Narrows of 10.9 
x 10' ns sec-

t 
and Baker (1973). using a 

much more sophisticatcd formula, obtained 
a figure of 21.3 x W0' m) sect for Rath
drum Prairie at the Idaho-Washington 
border. [In comparison the mean flow of all 
the world's river to oceans is 1.2 x l01 mi 
s$c-I (Anon., 1978).3 None of these esti
mates was based on data from the flood 
source, the ice dam near the Montana
Idaho border. Moreover only peak dis-

ml'
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IN THE AREA OF THE CIMA VOLCANIC FIELD, MOJAVE DESERT, CALIFORNIA 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pediments are one of the least understood and most controversial of all arid 
landforms. "Disagreement often begins with the problem of definition .... and continues 
throughout all subsequent phases of inquiry" (Cooke and Warren, 1973, p. 188). Lack of 
reliable long-term time control in most pediment related research is one of the primary 
reasons for this limited understanding. This paper uses detailed radiometric dating of 
late Cenozoic lava flows in the Cima volcanic field of southeastern California and 
extensive exposures of remnant pediment surfaces buried by these flows to document 
four million years of pediment evolution. Topographic positions of remnant and modern 
pediment surfaces are compared and both temporal and spatial variations in pediment 
erosion rates are determined for selected areas of the field.  

PEDIMENTS OF THE CIMA AREA 

The largest and best developed pediment domes in the eastern Mojave Desert are 
located in the area immediately surounding the Cima volcanic field. In this area, eleven 
pediment domes have been continuously evolving over the past several million years, and 
the remnants of at least three other pediment systems have been partly buried and 
preserved by flows of the Cima field (Fig. 1). These pediment domes are more nearly 
conical than domelike in overall form (Fig. 2), and slope profiles are essentially straight 
(Sharp, 1957). The domes are broad, 5 to 16 km across; low, 0.1 to 0.4 km high; and 
gently sloping with 1.4 to 4.5 degree average gradients. Although occasionally 
interrupted by prominent irregularities including inselbergs and atypically deep 
drainageways, overall dome form is smooth and regular with a local relief of generally 
less than 5 meters. Locally, this general surface uniformity gives way to more complex 
morphology (Fig. 3). Numerous shallow drainageways, radial in plan, incise the pediment 
surfaces into irregular patchworks of dissected and undissected topography: (1) areas of 
temporary aggradation and transport that are mostly flat and featureless with 
anastomosing drainageways and low indistinct interfluves (Fig. 2); and (2) areas of 
degradation scored by well-defined subparallel drainageways (3 to 10 m deep) that form 
shallow regularly-spaced valleys separated by rounded interfluves (Fig. 4).  

Lithology has significantly influenced the distribution and development of 
pediments in the Cima area. Most pediment surfaces cut indescriminantly across 
Cretaceous plutonic rocks, primarily the Teutonia Quartz Monzonite, or across Tertiary 
terrigenous clastic rocks (Hewett, 1956; Sharp, 1957). However, inselbergs of 
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Figure 1. Generalized map of the Cima volcanic field showing the locations of 
major pediment domes: Tv - late Miocene flows; Tv9 - latest Miocene 
and early Pliocene flows; ý v - Quaternary flows. Letters mark the 
locations of pediment domes: A = Cima dome; B = Cimacita dome; C = 
Cow Cove dome; D = Granite Springs dome; E = Halloran Wash dome; F = Indian Springs dome; G = Marl Mountain dome; H = Solomons Knob dome; 
I = Squaw Mountain dome; J = Turquoise Mountain dome; K = Yucca Grove 
dome.
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Figure 2. Cima dome, the largest pediment dome in the vicinity of the Cima 
volcanic field. This dome is approximately 16 km across and 0.4 km 
high. Aerial view east. Photograph by J. C. Dohrenwend.

Figure 3. Granite Springs pediment dome and the 100 to 200 m erosional scarp along 
the west flank of the Pliocene lava flows (on the skyline). These flows cap 
an ancient pediment dome that truncates quartz monzonite and 
terrigenous sedimentary deposits. The Granite Springs pediment dome, 
also cut across quartz monzonite, extends from the foreground to the 
erosional scarp. Note the irregular patchwork of dissected and 
undissected terrains on the flank of this dome. Aerial view east.  
Photograph by J. C. Dohrenwend.



Precambrian metamorphic rocks including biotite-hornblende gneiss and marble, stand as 
much as 250 m above the pediment surfaces. The Teutonia Quartz Monzonite is a lightgray holocrystalline rock composed of 20 to 75 mm diameter orthoclase crystals in a 
groundmass of 5 to 15 mm diameter quartz and feldspar grains with sparse plates of 
biotite (Hewett, 1956). This rock weathers rapidly into its constituent mineral grains, but this grus appears to be relatively resistant to further decomposition. Indeed, the 
entire piedmont surrounding the area of the Cima volcanic field is dominated by this grus. The Tertiary clastic rocks are poorly to strongly indurated and highly variable in composition and texture. Although fluvially deposited grus constitutes the bulk 01 -any 
exposures, clast-supported monolithologic boulder conglomerates of quartz monz ;te and intercalated beds of exotic gravel, sand, silt and mudstone are also present. -e 
exact nature of the contact between the Tertiary deposits and the underlying plutonic 
rocks is not well understood; however, it is characterized by substantial irregularity and 
high relief and may include both tectonic and depositional elements.  

The spectacular pediment domes of the Cima area have been the subject of several 
lengthy and detailed geomorphic analyses (Davis, 1933; Sharp, 1957; Warnke, 1969; and Oberlander 1974). Davis (1933) described many of the pediment domes of the Mojave 
region and proposed two general mechanisms of pediment formation, one involving 
backwasting of bounding scarps on upfaulted terrains and the other involving 
downwasting of upwarped masses. Sharp (1957) marshaled geomorphic, geologic, and geophysical eviddnce to explain the present form of Cima dome and adjacent granitic 
domes in the Cima area as the product of broad upwarping of an ancient erosion surface with subsequent erosion and regrading. Warnke (1969) concluded that pediment evolution 
in the Halloran Hills on the northwest margin of the Cima volcanic field could be 
described in terms of Davisian stages of geomorphic evolution. Oberlander (1974) 
developed a model of landscape inheritance wherein the present granitic domes were produced by erosional stripping of late Tertiary deep-weathering profiles. Th'e present 
paper resolves some of the differences between these previous investig2 -- ons by 
documenting a history of continuous pediment surface downwasting in the area of the 
Cima volcanic field.  

RELATIONS BETWEEN LAVA FLOWS AND PEDIMENT SURFACES 

The majority of the vents and flows that comprise the Cima volcanic field have been superimposed across several of the Cima pediment domes. Volcanic activity within 
the Cima field has been sufficiently continuous to produce flows of widely ranging late Cenozoic age but sufficiently limited to produce small and spatially separated flows that 
have only partly buried these pediments. Field relations indicate that the pediment 
surfaces below these flows were either active or relatively stable just prior to flow 
emplacement. Many flows rest directly on planar bedrock surfaces; others bury soils developed in thin alluvial veneers. This combination of circumstances has created an 
ideal situation for the study of pediment evolution: a series of pediment remnants that can be radiometrically dated and whose vertical positions, relative to modern pediment 
surfaces and to each other, record progressive downwasting through an extended period 
of time.  

TIT basaltic flows of the Cima field collectively cover an area of approximately 
150 km (Fig. 1). These lavas flowed down pediment dome flanks and along major drainages between domes and coalesced into caprock veneers across the crest and upper 
flanks of at least one dome (Fig. 3; Turrin et al., this volume, Fig 6.) Three principal 
periods of volcanic activity span latest Miocene through latest Pleistocene time 
(Dohrenwend et aL, 1984; Turrin et al., this volume). An initial period, from 
approximately 7.6 to 6.5 m.y. formed a small vent and flow complex on the northwest 
flank of Cimacita dome. An intermediate period, from 5.1 to 3.3 m.y., veneered a large 
pediment dome in the northern part of the field with a voluminous sequence of coalescing
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Figure 4. The west flank of the Halloran Wash pediment dome is partly dissected 
into a washboard of subparallel valleys and low, rounded interfluves.  
Aerial view northeast. Photograph by J. C. Dohrenwend.

- �

Figure 5. Quaternary cones and flows of the southern part of the Cima volcanic 
field. Aerial view east towards Cimacita pediment dome and the New 
York Mountains. Photograph by J. C. Dohrenwend.
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flows. In addition, less extensive lavas of this period flowed down paleovalleys between the pediment domes immediately west and north of the field. The latest period of activity, almost uniformly spanning the last one million years, formed most of the southern half of the field (Figs. 5 and 6). Lavas of this period flowed westward down the lower flanks of Cimacita dome and across an irregular, partly dissected pediment terrain of low to moderate relief (Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Turrin et al., this volume).  The Cima lava flows, 0.1 to 1.7 km wide and as much as 9 km long, form a continuum between two distinct morphologic types: thin elongate flows having low gradients and low surface relief and thick equant flows having somewhat higher gradients and higher surface relief. Elongate flows, the most extensive flow type at Cima, are usually extruded during the earlier eruptive phases of a vent complex and commonly rest directly on nonvolcanic land surfaces. Consequently, these flows are more useful for analysis of pediment downwasting. Elongate flow thicknesses generally range between 2.5 and 4 m except where locally ponded, and constructional relief on flows greater than 0.25 m.y. seldom exceeds one meter. Flow surface gradients generally range between 3 and 6% and are essentially parallel to the underlying pediment remnants which they bury.  Topographic relations demonstrate that the cones and flows of the Cima volcanic field have been erupted into a progressively downwasting erosional environment that has been active since before inception of the volcanism. The Cima lava flows form caprocks that protect the relatively nonresistant grus-forming quartz monzonite and poorly indurated terrigenous clastic rocks from fluvial erosion. With the eruption of each flow, part of an active pediment surface is buried and removed from the active erosional environment. Progressively younger flows bury progressively younger and lower surfaces; thus each caprock protected remnant now stands at an average height above the modern pediment surface that is directly related to the age of its overlying basalt flow.  

TOPOGRAPHIC PROFILES OF PEDIMENT REMNANTS 

Longitudinal profiles were constructed for nine remnant pediment surfaces in the Cima volcanic field. Profiles were also constructed for modern pediment surfaces and fluvial valley floors immediately adjacent to these remnants. Profile locations are shown in Figure 6, and representative examples are presented in Figures 7, 8, and 9. To supplement these longitudinal profiles, pediment remnant heights were also measured in the field at random locations along the profiles and along other pediment remnants that were too small for profiling.  
Because elongate flows in the Cima field are uniformly thin and flow surfaces are nearly parallel to the remnant pediment surfaces which they bury, topographic profiling of these pediment remnants is facilitated. Longitudinal profiles of the surfaces of the overlying lava flows were first constructed using measurements from 1:62,500 scale, 40foot contour topographic maps. Profiles for the underlying pediment remnants were then approximated by subtracting 3 meters from each flow surface profile. Flow thicknesses were measured at several locations along each flow surface profile, and in all cases measured thicknesses were within one meter of the approximate three meter average.  Comparison of remnant and modern pediment surface profiles indicates that downwasting has been the dominant mode of pediment modification over the past four million years. Although remnant surfaces are, in all cases, nearly parallel to modern surfaces, they slope more steeply than the modern surfaces. Slope differences between 

Pleistocene and modern surfaces are 0.50 or less, and slope differences between Pliocene and modern surfaces range between 0.9 and 1.50.  

1 All radiometric ages utilized in this paper are from Turrin et al. (this volume). In the 
interests of readability, age ranges are given without the customary error estimates. For the exact radiometric ages refer to Turrin et al. (this volume).
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Figure 6. Generalized geologic map of the southern part of the Cima volcanic field 
showing the approximate locations of longitudinal topographic profiles on 
pediment remnants buried by the Cima lavas. Letters A through I -4 

correspond with the profile designations in Figures 7, 8, and 9.
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DOWNWASTING RATES

Average rates of surface downwasting in the vicinity of each pediment remnant were determined by dividing the average remnant height above the modern surface by the K-Ar age of the basalt flow capping that remnant. These average downwasting rates are summarized in Table 1 and plotted against time in Figure 10. Downwasting has ranged between 0.9 and 4.6 cm per thousand years (cm/10o yr). This variation is, in part, a reflection of local erosional perturbations induced by drainage diflection around lava flows. Downwasting has proceeded at an average rate of 2.1 cm/10 yr, and this average rate has not varied sybstantially over the past four million years.  The 2.1 cm/10 yr average downwasting rate on the Cima pediments is very similar 
to the 2.5 cm/10 yr regional dissecton rate averaged over the last seven million years for the west margin of the Colorado Plateau (Hamblin et al., 1981). However, the Cima rate is significantly (two to four times) less than average dissection rates for more tectonically active terrains such as the Grand Wash-Hurricane fault area of the western Colorado Plateau or the Mount Taylor area along the west margin of the Rio Grande Rift (Hamblin et al., 1981; Grimm 1982), and it is substantially (two to ten times) greater than average rates in tectonically quiescent areas such as the east flank of the Great Dividing Range in New South Wales, Australia (Young, 1983).  

PEDIMENT DOME EVOLUTION 

Stratigraphic relations between the Cima lava flows, the pediment surfaces underlying these flows, and the rock units truncated by these pediment surfaces indicate that pediment domes have been a dominant landscape element in the Cima area since at least late Miocene time. The late Tertiary lava flows of the Cima field cap extensive pediment surfaces cut across both Cretaceous quartz monzonite and Tertiary terrigenous clastic rocks. The contact between these two rock units is characterized by high relief and substantial irregularity, yet the pediment surfaces pass smoothly and uninterruptedly across this contact. This indicates that a substantial period of time elapsed between deposition of the Tertiary sediments and formation of the pediment surfaces and that a significant part of that time was required for pediment formation. However, absence of precise chronologic control prevents any detailed reconstruction of the actual process of pediment dome formation or of early dome evolution.  After emplacement of the late Tertiary lava flows, rates and trends of dome evolution are relatively well documented. Over the past four million years, pediment dome degradation has followed a general pattern of crestal lowering and slope decline (Fig. 11). Crestal and upper flank areas have downwasted at a nearly constant rate through time. Downwasting has been greatest in crestal areas and has progressively decreased downslope. Mid flank areas have remained in a state of near equilibrium, with little or no net downwasting or aggradation over the long term, and lower flanks have probabaly aggraded to some extent.  

CANYON FORMATION BY DRAINAGE SOURCED ON LAVA FLOWS 

An instructive constast to the general scenerio of uniform downwasting on the Cima pediments is provided by canyon downcutting within areas capped by lava flows.  Deep, steep-sided and locally flat-floored valleys have been cut into several of the older lava flow complexes of the Cima field. These canyons, as much as 400 m wide and 65 m deep, were carved by surface drainage heading on the lava flows. They are carved through the flows and cut deeply into underlying pediment surfaces. The floors of these canyons lie as much as 45 meters below the pediment surfaces surrounding the lava flows, and longitudinal gradients along the lower reaches of these canyons are signifiantly less than the gradients of the modern pediments (Fig. 9).
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Table 1. Downwasting rates in the Ciaa volcanic field 

Flow Flow Maximum Height Above Approximate 
Designation Age (m.y.)a Modern Surface (m) Downwasting Race (cm/10 3

yr) 

21 0.27 + 0.11 6.5 2.4 
t 2  0.27 4. 0.05 6.6 2.5 

1'l 0.33 + 0.03 4.0 1.2 
m3 0.39 + 0.08 3.5 0.9 

LX 0.58 + 0.16 12 2.1 
22 0.64 + 0.05 17 2.6 

11 (t 2 )b 3 .0 b 

23 0.67 + 0.13 18 2.7 

10. 5 (zl)C 
2 . 6 c 

r2 0.70 +. 0.06 32 4.6 
r 3  0.85 + 0.05 25 2.9 

k3 0.99 + 0.07 19 1.9 
Tv 3.88 + 0.09 120 3.1 

Rediometric ages from Turrin et al. (this voilme); + values are 2 sigma 
error ranges.  Difference in height between the base of flow 62 and the base of flow t2; 
dissection rate for the period 0.64 to 0.27 m.y.  c Difference in height between the base of flow z3 and the base of flow zj; 
dissection rate for the period 0.67 to 0.27 m.y.
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An insight into the development of these canyons is provided by dated lava flows and associated pediment remnants in the southeast corner of the Cima field. In this 
area, a canyon that has incised a 0.99 + 0.07 m.y. flow is partly floored by a 0.33 + 0.03 
m.y. flow. The canyon is 60 meters deep and the base of the 0.33 m.y. flow stands only 4 to 5 meters above the modern canyon floor. Lack of dissection of the younger lava flows 
at Cima indicates that at least 0.2 to 0.3 m.y. are required to initiate canyon cutting. In addition, soils developed in boulder-protected alluvium on canyon side slopes suggest that these slopes have been stable for probably more than 0.1 m.v. (These soils are characterized by 2 m thick Bk horizons (7.5 YR 5/4 dry) with abundant thin clay films and stage II to m carbonate accumulations). These relations can be summarized as a generalized plot of canyon downeutting through time (Fig. 12). After extrusion of a lava 
flow, little downcutting occurs for at least 0.2 to 0.3 m.y. Then an i tense pulse of canyon downcutting is initiated and proceeds at rates as high as 20 cm/10 yr, almost an 
order of magnitude faster than the average rate of pediment downwasting. After a period of probably not more than 0.2 to 0.3 m.y., downcutting slows abruptly to the 
average downwasting rate of the surrounding pediment and canyon side slopes stabilize 
beneath a veneer of boulder talus.  

Canyon downcutting within areas capped by lava flows probably occurs because of (1) sediment load differences between streams draining the pediments and streams 
draining the lava flows, and (2) concentration of lava flow-sourced drainage between caprock protected valley walls. Pediment-sourced drainage is highly charged with grus derived from weathering and erosion of the granitic rocks and terrigenous sedimentary 
rocks that underlie the pediment surfaces. Moreover, pediment-sourced drainage is widely dispersed in large numbers of laterally migrating, braided drainageways. In contrast, lava flow-sourced drainage is confined and relatively sediment starved. The lava flows, serving as caprocks for the underlying pediment surfaces, inhibit general 
erosion of these pediments by concentrating drainage between canyon walls while yielding little sediment of their own to feed the streams that drain them. The resulting 
excess energy of lava flow-sourced streams is expended in downcutting. This downcutting continues until the canyons are deep enough to equilibrate with drainage 
from the surrounding pediment surfaces.  

SUMMARY 

Lava flows of the Cima volcanic field, superimposed upon several evolving pediment domes, provide precise time control for documentation of four million years of pediment downwasting. Progressively younger flows spread across and partly bury progressively younger and lower pediment surfaces. Comparison of topographic profiles 
of remnant and modern pediment surfaces indicates that downwasting has been the dominant mode of pediment modificat on over the past four million years. Downwasting 
has ranged between 0.9 and 4.6 cm/10ý yr and has proceeded through time at an average 
rate of 2.1 cm/10 yr. Degradation of pediment domes has been greatest in crestal areas and has progressively decreased downslope. Mid flank areas have remained in a state of approximate equilibrium, and lower flanks have probabaly aggraded to some extent. In contrast, canyon downcutti!ig localized in areas capped by lava flows has proceeded at rates as high as 20 cm/10 yr, approximately an order of magnitude faster than the 
average rate of pediment downwasting.
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ABSTRACT 

Basaltic cinder cones in the Cima volcanic 
field record a detailed history of progressive 
erosion in the aid environment of the eastern 
Mojave Desert. These cones range in age 
from -0.015 m.y. to 1.09 ± 0.08 m.y., as 
dated by radiocarbon or K-Ar analyses of the 
youngest lava flows from each cone. Cone 
heights range from 50 to 155 m, and basal 
widt range from 400 to 915 m; on younger 
cones, height/width ratios average 0.17, and 
crater-width/cone-width ratios average 0.42.  
The degradational morphology of these cones 
diaplays several trends that are closely related 
to cone age. (1) Crater-width/cone-width ra
tin decrease from 0.48 on the youngest cone 

'1 on the oldest cone with a preserved 
"• (2) Mean maximum side slopes (Tan 

"* cr" from 0.575 on the youngest cone 
to an average of 0.41 on the oldest cones 
studied. (3) Debris-apron-height/cone-height 
ratios increase from <0.10 on the youngest 
cone to an average of 0.34 on the oldest 
cones. (4) Cone drainage evolves from irregu
lary spaced rills and guies on the youngest 
cone to regularly spaced gullies on 0.20- to 
0.3 5-m.y.-old cones to valleys as much as 110 
* wide and 10 m deep on cones 0.59 mny. old 
and older.  

ThMe trends form the basis of an empirical 
model of cinder-cone degradation In ard en
*OWmments. This model documents (1) an 
"edelOal los of- 15% of cone volume during 
the frt million years; (2) progressive decline 
of cone slope (at an average rate of 
0.0060/103 yr) and cone height (at an average 
Me Of 2.25 cm/10 3 yr); (3) Initial rapid strip
Piug of the loose cinder mantle from upper
cone slopes accompanied by rapid debris
apron formation; and (4) a gradual transition, 

S0.25 and 0.6 m.y., from relatively 
9Mei St*kping of upper slopes to localized 

of both cone slopes and de
This transitio, is apparently con

I by a concomitant change from diffuse

subsurface drainage within the pervious 
cinder mantle to concentrated surface flow 
across the heterogeneous assemblage of ag
glutinate layers, dikes, and ponded flows of 
the cone interior.  

INTRODUCTION 

Cinder cones of similar composition and 
structure frequently occur in large populations.  
The ages of cones commonly can be determined 
by 14C or K-Ar methods, and their original 
morphology can be reconstructed with reason
able accuracy. Cinder cones thus are ideal 
landforms for quantitative analysis of degrada
tional evolution. Wood (1980a) presented 
morphometric data for cinder cones from five 
volcanic fields on three continents, indicating 
that cone heights, height/width ratios, and 
average side-slope angles systematically decrease 
with time. In addition, the degree of cinder-cone

degradation has been used qualitatively to pro
vide generalized temporal frameworks for vol
canic fields around the world (for example, 
Kear, 1957-New Zealand, Colton, 1967-Ari
zona; Scott and Trask, 1971 -Nevada; Bloom
field, 1975, and Hasenaka and Carmichael, 
1985-Mexico). In recent years, cone mor
phometry has been used in attempts to analyze 
eruption styles and to interpret the eruption 
dynamics of volcanic fields (Bloomfield. 1975; 
Settle, 1979; Wood, 1980b; Hasenaka and 
Carmichael, 1985). Long-term degradation of 
cinder cones, however, has not been used to 
study the surficial processes that have operated 
to affect that degradation. This paper quantita
tively documents degradational morphologic 
changes (spanning a period of - 1.1 m.y.) on 11 
cinder cones in the Cima volcanic field of south
east California (Fig. 1) and discusses these 
changes in terms of the types and rates of 
surficial processes that caused them.

37.

Figure 1. Location map of the Cima 
volcanic field, northeastern Mojave 
Desert, -120 km southwest of Las 
Vegas, Nevada. _ f
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DOHRENWEND AND OTHERS

"-ENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE 

4A CONES 

Morphology 

More than 30 cones of Pleistocene age are 
located in the southern part of the Cima vol

canic field (Fig. 2). These cones form a progres
sive morphologic series from relatively undis
sected cones to deeply eroded, irregular hills 

with exposed agglutinate layers and feeder dikes.  
Mean cone heights range between 50 and 155 

m, and mean widths range between 400 and 

915 m. The craters surmounting the younger 
cones are as much as 45 m deep and 330 m 

wide. On the younger cones, height/width ratios 
(H0/We) range from 0.15 to 0.19 and average 

0.17, crater-width/cone-width ratios (Wa/Wc) 
range from 0.32 to 0.48 and average 0.42, and 
maximum side-slope angles (Sc) range from 260 
to 300 and average -28.5". These values are 

similar to values of the same morphometric

parameters determined for cinder cones on 
Mauna Kea Volcano, Hawaii (Porter, 1972), 

and for younger cones in the San Francisco vol
canic field, Arizona (Wood, 1980a).  

Geolou 

Cinders, bombs, agglutinate, and flow rock 

(ranging in composition from alkali olivine ba

salt to basanite) are the primary constituents of 

the Pleistocene cones in the Cima field. The 

cinders, although unconsolidated, are generally 

tightly packed in well-defined, moderately to 

well-sorted strata oriented subparallel to outer 

cone slopes. They vary in size from coarse sand 

to irregular cobble-sized clasts as much as 15 cm 

in maximum dimension. The bombs, generally 

fusiform to approximately equant in shape, 
range from a few centimetres to as much as 2 m 
in length. Although many bombs have been 

broken into cobble- and boulder-sized frag

ments, unbroken bombs are common even on

older cones. Thick mantles of cinders and 
bombs typically cover the crest and outer slopes 

of the less degraded cones. Beneath these unoon.  

solidated mantles. layers and irregular masses of 

agglutinate or welded spatter as much as several 

metres thick are commonly intercalated within 

the cinder layers. These agglutinate masses are 

frequently exposed in the deep gullies and small 

valleys of the more degraded cones, and they 

commonly form discontinuous collars around 

the crests and upper flanks of these cones. In 

combination with remnants of feeder dikes, 

rootless flows, and crater-ponded lavas, the ag.  

glutinate forms relatively impervious and erosion
resistant cores within most cones.  

Tephra rings flank four closely spaced vents 

(vents H, I, M, and 0 in Fig. 2) in the south.  

central part of the Cima field. Exposures within 

these rings reveal low-angle cross-bedding and 

antidune structures characteristic of base-surge 

deposits. Owing to significant differences in 

clast-size distribution, bedding structure, and
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Figure 2. Generalized 
geologic map of the 
southern part of the Chna 
volcanic field showing the 
locations of cones dis
cussed in the text.
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DEGRADATION OF QUATERNARY CINDER CONES, CALIFORNIA

original constructional form, cones associa 
with tephra rings were excluded from 
mnorphometric analysis of this study.  

Cinder cones are typically constructed b, 
single eruption, and when activity ceases, i, 
rare for a second eruption to occur from 
same vent (Williams and McBirney, 19 
Wood, 1980a). Detailed K-Ar dating and gi 
morphic analyses of multiple flows from in 
vidual cones in the Cima field indicate, howei 
that several of the Cima vents have erupted c 
continuously over periods of hundreds of thJ 
sands of years (Tun'in and others, 1984; Wi 
and others, 1984). On account of this discont 
uous style of eruptive activity, determining i 
age of the youngest constructional form of es 
cone requires identification and K-Ar dating 
the youngest flow associated with that cone.  

Cone Ages 

The cones and flows of the Quaternary p 
of the Cima volcanic field range in age fr( 
0.015 to 1.09 m.y. (Table 1). The 0.015-m 
age of the youngest cone and its associated fl( 
is based on four independent lines of eviden 
relative soil development (McFadden and othe 
1984), a highly diagnostic paleomagnetic din 
tion (Duane Champion, 1984, oral commur 
'ock-vamish chemistry, and 14C dating of ro 
arnish (Dorn, 1984). Ages for the other t 

-•-dated cones were determined by K-Ar analyl 
of whole-rock samples from the youngest la 
flow associated with each cone. Samples wt 
processed according to the procedures describ 
in Dohrenwend and others (1984a) and Tun 
and others (1984). The accuracy of these K-, 

A 
--- WCR .

is supported by several independent lines of 
ience. (1) Paleomagnetic polarity measure
Its of all dated flows are consistent with the 
st revision of the paleomagnetic time scale 
rland and others, 1983). (2) Replicate ages 
2 of the younger flows suggest analytic re
ducibility within 0.06 m.y. (3) The K-Ar 

accord well with progressive changes in 
'-surface morphology (Wells and others, 
4), soil-profile development (McFadden and 
:rs, 1984), and rock-varnish chemistry 
mn, 1984). Because the Cima cones are sim
in lithology, structure, and original construc
al form and because their ages are more or 
uniformly distributed over the past 1.1 m.y., 
constitute a precisely dated series of land

ns that can be used to measure rates and 
:esses of long-term erosion.  

ASUREMENT OF 
*RPHOMETRIC PARAMETERS 

[orphometric data and morphologic descrip
of the Cima cones are derived from a com

tion of field-based measurements and 
rvations supported by photogrammetric and 
togeologic analyses. The morphometric pa
eters used to describe the cones are defined 
igure 3. The mean maximum slope angle 
of each cone was determined by averaging 
o 15 Abney level measurements of maxi
n slope taken at selected locations around 
cone perimeter. Only unbreached slopes 
" measured. These averages were verified by 
bogrammetric determinations of maximum 
e measured from multiple photographs of 

profiles. At least four different profiles 

ration 

Figure 3. Definition of mor
phometric parameters. A. Cone 
cross section showing cone 
height (He), cone-slope angle 
(S), cone width (WJ), and cra
ter width (Wr). Debris apron 
not shown. Vertical exaggera
tion 2x. B. Cone-dope cross 
section showing cone height (HJ), apron height (Ha), cone
sdope range (S•), mnean apron
slope angle (SJ, eone-slop 

Hc length (La, and apron-sope 
length (L.. No vertical exagger
aton.

were measured for each cone. Cone width (We) 
and crater width (W,) were estimated by 
averaging photogrammetric measurements on 
1:20,000-nominal-scale, vertical aerial photo
graphs. (The lower parts of the original cone 
slopes are buried beneath debris aprons, and so 
cone perimeters cannot be precisely located but 
are judged to lie beneath the zone of maximum 
curvature of the overlying debris apron.) These 
measurements were calibrated with 1:24,000
scale, 10-m-contour topographic maps. Debris
apron-height (Ha), apron-height/cone-height 
ratios (H./Hc), and apron-slope-length/cone
slope-length ratios (La/Lc) were estimated from 
field measurements and analysis of horizontal 
photography of cone profiles. Mean dimensions 
of gullies and small valleys on cone slopes were 
estimated from field measurements of randomly 
selected drainage ways on each of six cones.  
Descriptions of drainage networks were devel
oped from analysis of vertical aerial photographs 
and verified by field measurements and 
observations.  

Only 11 of the 31 Quaternary cones in the 
Cima field were selected for morphometric 
analysis. Of the 20 cones that were not analyzed, 
5 are associated with tephra rings, 2 are multiple 
composites of several vents, and the remainder 
have not been adequately dated. In most cases, 
the youngest flows from these undated vents are 
either too altered or too poorly exposed to yield 
datable material.  

CONE DEGRADATION 

Slope Morphology 

The Cima cones show several progressive 
changes in morphometry and slope morphology 
through time (Table 2; Figs. 4 and 5). Cone
height/cone-width ratios (He/We), crater-width/ 
cone-width ratios (Wa/Wd), and mean maxi
mum slopes (tan Sc) generally decrease with 
increasing cone age, whereas debris-apron
height/cone-height ratios (H,/Hc) and apron
slope-length/cone-slope-length ratios (LL.) 

. TABLE I. CdMA VOLCANIC FIELDI CONE AGE DATA 

cow AP (.y.) AVla mrod -WMap-r poty 

A 0.015 . 0.005 14C. CRD- Normal 
U 0.16 . 0.07 K-Ar Normal 
G 0.22 0.03 K-Ar Norml 
Be 0.33 0.16 K-Ar Noml 
E 0.35 0.04 K-Ar Normal 
1 0.

4 6  
0.05 K-Ar Normal 

F 0.59 0.09 K-Ar Normal 
P 0.59 0.12 K-Ar Normal 
R 0.70 0.06 K-Ar Normal 
K 0.99 0.07 K-Ar Rewed 
cc 1.09 , 0.06 K-Ar Re'C lM 

*Ca0-ma2-o daut of rod vamsh

Wc
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TABLE I. CONE MORPI4OMETRY

-e Mvma maximum Tu S. Cone 
Ihasm

Man Cone H'W1  Meanc aae 
WKM W/%wc H, HH LeL,

SC () H, imi WC (mJ W (MI 

A 0.015 29.9 0.575 90 540 0.17 260 0.48 0.06 0.13 
U 0,17 28.6 0.545 too 570 0.18 220 0.-9 0.25 0-39 
G 022 28.7 0.547 t55 915 0.17 370 0.40 0.30 0.35 
BB 0.33 25. 0.483 90 620 0.15 300 0.4 0.28 0.3M 
E 0.35 28.5 0.543 130 690 0.19 220 0.32 0.24 0.36 
1 0.46 26.3 0.499 50 420 0,12 170 0.40 
F 0.59 26.5 0.499 100 560 0.18 170 020 0-35 0.43 
P 0.59 23.5 0.435 95 650 0.15 190 0.29 032 0.39 
R 0.70 24.0 0.445 100 570 0.17 
K 0.99 22.1 0,406 75 630 0.12 130 0.21 035 0.38 
CC 1.09 22.9 0.422 60 400 015

A 

0 20[ 

S0151 
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0 05

10 32 34 06 08 3 12 

CONE AGE (m.yy.

B
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0 3- ~ 
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2 )4 06 30 2 

CONE AGE (m.y.) 

Figure 4. Variation of cone morphometry 
with time. A. Cone-height/cone-width ratios 
versus cone age. He/W, = 0.174 - 0.028 t (t in 
m.y.); correlation coefficient = 0.403. B.  
Crater-width/cone-width ratios versus cone 
age. Wr/Wc = 0.474 - 0.270 1 (t in m.y.); 
correlation coefficient = 0.859. Refer to Table 
2 for data values.  

generally increase with increasing age. Hc/W 0 , 
decreasing from an average of -0.17 for the 
younger cones to an average of -0.14 for the 
oldest cones studied (Fig. 4A), shows a weakly 
,4ofined inverse correlation with cone age.  

/Wc decreases from a maximum of 0.47 on 
'• youngest cone to a minimum of 0.21 on the 

oldest cone with a preserved crater (Fig. 4B).  
Tan Sc decreases from a maximum of 0.575 on 
the youngest cone to an average of 0.414 on the

oldest cones studied (Fig. 5A). H,/Hl increases 
rapidly from a minimum of 0.06 on the young
est cone to a nearly constant maximum of 0.35 
on cones 0.59 m.y. old and older (Fig. 5B).  
L,/L, follows a similar trend, increasing sharply 
from a minimum of 0.13 on the youngest cone 
to attain an apparent maximum of 0.41 on 0.59
m.y.-old cones (Fig. 5C). These systematic 
changes in morphology indicate a pattern of 
degradation dominated by (1) maximum ero
sion on upper cone slopes, reducing cone height 
and average slope, and (2) deposition of the 
eroded debris as aprons around lower cone 
slopes, increasing apparent cone width and 
further reducing the average slope. Erosion 
within cone craters undoubtedly also occurs; 
however, agglutinate armoring of crater walls 
and a lack of thick slope deposits within most 
craters suggest that this factor is relatively unim
portant in the Cima field.  

Qualitative morphologic evidence also indi
cates a general pattern of cone downwasting 
(Table 3). The sharp crests and well-defined cra
ters of the younger cones gradually give way to 
the partly rounded crests and profoundly de
graded craters of the older cones. On the oldest 
cones, the vestiges of craters survive only where 
a relatively resistant spatter-fed rootless flow or 
small crater-ponded flow remains to mark lower 
crater walls or floor. The depths of unbreached 
craters on the younger cones average -25 m, 
and the absence of craters on most of the older 
cones suggests a comparable reduction in the 
heights of these older cones. The general lower
ing of outer cone slopes also argues strongly for 
a significant and progressive decrease in cone 
height over time.  

Drainage Morphology 

Progressive changes in cone height and slope 
morphology are accompanied by concomitant 
changes in drainage morphology (Fig. 6). The 
outer slopes of the youngest cone are only partly 
scarred by unevenly distributed rills and gullies.  
On 0.15- to 0.25-m.y.-old cones, numerous reg
ularly spaced gullies occupy lower and middle

A 
z'.  

SX z- _
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02" 

r,
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z3 00~ 
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Figure 5. Variation of cone morphometry 
with lime. A. Tangent of mean maximum 
cone slope versus cone age. Tan Sc = 0.585 
0.241 t + 0.732 t2 (t in m.y.); correlation coef
ficient = 0.927. B. Apron-height/cone-height 
ratios versus cone age. H./H, = 0.100 + 
0:692t - 0.456 t2 (t in m.y.); correlation coeffi
dent = 0.891. C. Apron-slope-length/cone
slope-length ratios versus cone age. Lu/L4 = 
0.178 + 0.796 t - 0.615 t2 (t in m.y.); correla
tion coefficient = 0.873. Refer to Table 2 for 
data values 

cone slopes. Cones 0.30 to 0.35 m.y. old are 
marked by parasol-like patterns of straight, regu
larly spaced gullies that extend from the toe to 
the crest of most unbreached slopes. Mean gully 
cross-sectional areas on these younger cones 
(<0.4 m.y. old) remain relatively constant,
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however, gully depths average between 0.4 and 
0.5 m, and gully widths average between 1.5 
and 2.5 m. In contrast, gullies on older cones are 
arger, are more widely spaced, and intersect 

"ýmore frequently. Gully cross-sectional areas av
erage as much as five times the mean cross
sectional areas of gullies on the younger cones.  
On cones 0.59 m.y. old and older, these larger 
gullies feed second-order valleys that are as 
much as 10 m deep, 110 m wide, and 200 m 
long.  

Initial development of gullies on the Cima 
cones appears to be strongly influenced by 
debris-flow processes. Most gullies on the 
youngest Cima cone are characterized by chan
nels with approximately parabolic cross sections 
and 0.2- to 0.4-m-high levees of pebble- to 
cobble-sized cinders. Several of these channels 
terminate abruptly in lower mid-slope above the 
base of the cone, and conspicuous, lobate masses 
of poorly sorted cone debris extend beyond the 
downslope ends of these channels. The mid
reaches of many other channels are partly filled 
with smaller debris lobes and/or lobate sieve 
deposits. Similar relations exist on all of the 
younger dated cones at Cima. The abundance 
and wide distribution of these features on the 
younger cones suggest that debris-flow processes 
are significant in the early stages of degradation 
of the Cima cones. The similarity in form and 
nean cross-sectional area of gullies on cones 

TABLE 3. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION 
OF CONE DEGRADATION 

Come Are (m.y.) MoQi0W dtancamut 

A 0.015 Shup am weU-detdw caauW. 30'.  
WP99e arom e wry enew to 

a mm rww m d*uwid f& an 

U 0.17 SM to moderatey AM a wei
G o1.25 defiWj aism, 28*w3' dopm 

-w deku spqn eve* o-d 
ilia o=ip mdd tad wImm pem 
of daMo po prlae.  

EE 0.7 Shar so mode&rwsy usha a well.  
Be 03 Md aaw. 23' io 291 dam Msly 

E 0.35 d eoopd ddm&pow evly 
Veadm Smllw -d frm •zwe tam -am ADaO Sima asnof 

F 0.59 Noeemtdy lAp to Patl roude asm 
0.59 xlrivdey dod" am m.mm 

mrum apos4 24* to 27 Amme 

-cgWu meet ody I *&a 
Ww - wd* weced PH= 

0.70 Ptly munded crm cam eem-dy 
. d.nided or abstn mM mum 

cc• 1.09 cw ame km 22* Lo 24* 

dnimeige sa wileya a muih U 110M 

Pv 3.00" Imnt emral m domme to k.  

*Sdw l ban& of cob d sephes fepaM ta ban&s 
wre a " 5 M Wo uvde. mm in plenfam. sd onlymwre

younger than 0.4 m.y. and the existence of many 
partly filled gully channels suggest a general 
scenario of channel excavation by large debris
flow events, followed by gradual channel burial 
beneath smaller debris-flow lobes and sieve 
deposits. Repeated channel excavation and 
filling apparently continue until the bulk of the 
pervious cinder mantle is removed and concen
trated surface-water flow is established across 
the relatively impervious materials of the cone 
interior. This process provides a plausible expla
nation for significant cone-height reduction 
preceding the formation of large surface drain
age ways.  

Piping may also contribute to gully develop
ment on the Cima cones. This process is com
mon in areas with steep hydraulic gradients 
underlain by noncohesive materials of variable 
permeability, particularly where pervious hori
zons are interbedded with less pervious horizons 
(Embleton and Thornes, 1979). The uppermost 
0.3 to 0.5 m of the cinder mantle on the Cima 
cones is commonly impregnated with eolian silt.  
This silt is irregularly distributed. Ponded silt at 
least several metres thick occurs in unbreached 
craters, cinder pavements underlain by at least 
0.3 m of relatively cinder-free silt occur on the 
crests of some of the older cones, and irregular 
zones of partial silt impregnation are exposed in 
gullies and road-cuts on cone flanks. Beneath 
this silt-rich surface, the cinder mantle is rela
tively silt-free, and piping is common. Pipes ex
posed in road-cuts across cone slopes are as 
much as 0.5 m wide, 0.3 in high, and several 
metres long. Pipe formation at gully heads and 
upslope migration of pipe collapse thus are 
likely mechanisms of gully elongation on the 
younger Cima cones.  

In summary, erosion of the cone crest and 
upper slopes begins with broadly distributed and 
relatively uniform stripping of the loose cinder 
mantle by intermittent debris flow, pipe flow 
and diffuse subsurface water flow, and limited 
surface water-flow processes. Over time, this 
relatively uniform stripping via a parasol-like 
network of shallow, straight, nonbifurcating gul
lies is gradually concentrated into a radial net
work of small valleys fed by deep, bifurcating, 
tributary gullies. This transition is apparently 
controlled by a change in the hydrogeologic 
characteristics of the eroding substrate, from a 
pervious mantle of loose pyroclastic debris to a 
relatively impervious framework of agglutinate 
and flow rock that forms erosion-resistant cores 
within most cones.  

MODEL OF CONE DEGRADATION

The progressive morphologic changes in the 
Cima cones and the relations between the var-

ious morphometric parameters used to quantify 
these changes permit quantitative description of 
cone erosion and debris-apron construction over 
the past I m.y. (Fig. 7; Tables 4 and 5). This 
model is based upon three major assumptions.  

I. Age is the only factor that varies signifi
cantly among the Cima cones, and, therefore, 
time is the only factor that significantly affects 
the progressive morphologic changes exhibited 
by these cones. The Cima cones are all of similar 
composition and structure, and they are all situ
ated in a more or less uniformly downwasting 
erosional environment characterized by an al-

CONE A-O.5nm.y.

CONE G-O.22m.y.

CONE F-O.59m.y.

CONE P-0.59m.y.  

CONE R-O.7Om.y.

CONE BB-O.33m.y.

CONE E-O.35 m.y.
CONE K-O.99m.y.  

EXPLANATION

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 Km 

0 0.5 1.0 mi ORANMAM

Figure 6. Drainage network development 
on dated Cima cones. Refer to Figure 2 for 
cone locations.
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TABUL 4. MODEL OF CONE DEGRADATION: SIGNIFICANT PARAMETERS 

Time MMWt MeWm •r N,'H, LiLe Apma cow Mer aPon Mu Apme Ia.yj . doopee -* - lohftqi *W Tan 
H, (m) H, (w) S. M Ta S, 

0.0 30.5 0.590 0.0 100 02 28.7 0.547 024 0.35 22.5 95.5 16.0 0.28 0.4 26.2 0.492 0.30 0.40 26.5 W85 16.4 0294 0.6 24.4 0.454 0.34 0.42 A.5 84.5 16.9 0.304 0.8 23.2 0.429 0.36 0.40 29.5 $I.5 20.1 0.366 1.0 22.5 0.414 0.37 0.38 29.5 79.5 21.8 0.399 way 
me 

TABLE S. MODEL OF CONE DEGRADATION: CWMULATIVE EROSION EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGE OF CONE VOLUME 

ruse Dow--ftn rmamW-uy Dew-~p-o TotaI syw 

(m.y.jto ITo'lam 
66 elme 

15 m 
10S3 d 105 W3 0vuhme1 

1.0 0-4.8 -3S -0.03 -0.02 -5.1 -3.7 -0.3 ,02 

1 0 0.4 -10 1' -7.4 -0.4 -0.3 -V6. *4.9 -3.9 - 18 
0.6 -13.6 -9.9 -1.6 -12 -7.5 *5.5 -7.7 -5.6 0.8 -16.0 -11.6 -3.1 -L3 *512 43 -13.9 -10.1 1.0 -17.6 -12.8 -6.4 -4.7 *3.9 .2.9 -20.1 -14.6Figure 7. Degradation of an "averal

Cima cone over the first million years. Cu 
mulative volumetric change (expressed as I 
of original cone volume) versus time. Refer t, 
Table 5 for values of the volume estimate 
expressed as l10 m3 and as percentage o 
original cone volume. Refer to Table 4 for tho 
values of the morphometric parameters usec 
to calculate these volume estimates.  

,.A t complete absence of tectonic activity 
-'_Dohrenwend and others, 1984a, 1984b). The present condition of cones of different ages, 

therefore, can be considered to represent differ
ent stages in the degradation of a single cone in a 
generally downwasting, tectonically quiescent 
environment.  

2. The foregoing assumption implies that the 
erosional morphology of the Cima cones has 
been relatively insensitive to Quaternary cli
matic variations. The present form of each cone 
undoubtedly reflects the cumulative effects of 
several significant middle to late Pleistocene 
climatic fluctuations; however, the effects of any 
one change have been overprinted and obscured 
by tens to hundreds of thousands of years of 
subsequent erosion and by the effects of all suc
ceeding climatic changes. The degradational 
changes exhibited by the Cima cones are pro.  
gressive and do not preserve a sensitive record of 
climatic fluctuation.  

3. Mean maximum slopes (Tan Sc), apron
height/cone.height ratios (H./H.), apron-slope
length/cone-slope-length ratios (LL), and 
drainage characteristics of the I I dated cones 
are representative of all cinder cones in the Cima 3-I (excluding cones associated with tephra

I- The initial condition for this empirical model 
I is an unbreached, undissected cone that approx
o imates a truncated right, circular cone in over-all 

form. The dimensions of this initial cone closely 
f approximate the average dimensions of the 

youngest Cima cones: -c = l00 m; Wc = 590 m; 
I Hc/Wc = 0.17; Wa/Wc = 0.42; and Sc = 30.50 

(Tan Sc = 0.590).  
To determine the volumetric change of this 

initial cone during the first million years of deg
radation, values of S,, (H,/Hj1 , and (L4L/4 
were estimated for 0.2-m.y. intervals from the 
plots in Figure 5 (Table 4, columns 2-5). Ht (apron height at time t) and 1Lý (cone height at 
time t) were then calculated from the following 
two relations: 

Sin S== (Ha - H.)0/ (Lc - Lsd (1) 

and 

Tan So= (Ht - Hv)/ (2) 
[((wco - Wc) /2) - (H, / Tan S.)3 

where S% is the cone slope angle at time t, S" is 
the cone slope angle at time t = 0, WC is the 
cone width at time t = 0, and Wc, is the crater 
width at time t = 0. (Equations I and 2 are 
derived from the geometric relations shown in 
Fig. 2.) Values of H1 t and HI are listed in Table 
4, columns 6 and 7. Sat (average apron slope 
angle at time t) was calculated from the relation: 

Sin Sat = HuSin Sct / (3) {(Ho- Ht), [(Lst / Lct / (I -(Lt / Lct))]}1.  

(Equation 3 results from an algebraic rear
rangement of equation I to solve for Lt and

substitution of the resulting expression into the 
equation, Sin S.t = H8 t/L1 t.) Values of S. are 
listed in Table 4, columns 8 and 9.  

The dimensions of the initial undissected cone 
and values of H-d, H8 t, S,, and Set from Table 4 
were used in volumetric calculations of the ap
propriate combinations of truncated, right, circu
lar cones to estimate the amount of material 
removed from the cone slope and deposited in 
the surrounding debris apron for each 0.2-m.y.  
interval. In addition, estimates of drainage-way 
volume at the end of each 0.2-m.y. interval were 
approximated from measurements of drainage.  
way dimensions on several of the Cima cones.  
Cumulative totals of all of these estimates, ex
pressed in terms of the percent of volume of the 
initial undissected cone, are listed in Table 5.  

Comparison of the changes in cone volume, 
drainage-way volume, and debris-apron volume 
over the first million years of cone degradation is 
facilitated by Figure 7. During the first 0.15 to 
0.25 m.y., loss of cone material, mainly from 
crestal and upper-slope areas, approximately 
equals debris-apron gains. H,/H, and LI/Lc ra
tios increase rapidly during this period (Fig. 5).  
During the next 0.3 to 0.4 m.y., this approxi
mate balance between cone erosion and apron 
growth gradually gives way. Debris aprons grow 
more slowly, stop growing, and finally decrease 
in size. H '/HI and L,/L, ratios increase slowly 
during this time. The peaking of debris-apron 
growth signals completion of stripping of the 
loose cinder mantle from upper cone slopes and 
initiation of large-gully and small-valley erosion 
as surface-wash processes become established on 
the less pervious materials of the cone interior.  
During the final 0.4 m.y., total system losses 
accelerate as fluvial processes continue to en-
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large surface drainage ways at the expense of 
both cone slopes and debris aprons; however, 

,ne downwasting, as measured by either cone
ght or slope-angle reduction, decreases to 

"\'---0% of initial rates.  
It should be emphasized that this model is an 

empirical approximation and that it is subject to 
several sources of uncertainty. (1) The mor
phometric data used to develop the model were 
collected from a limited sample of I I cones. (2) 
Significant morphologic variability occurs on 
several of these cones, and although most of this 
variability can be traced to identifiable external 
influences (for example, local burial by lava 
flows and/or pyroclastic debris, lateral fluvial 
erosion of cone flanks, eruptive breaching of 
cone flanks) and thus was excluded from model 
calculations, the useful sample size was further 
constrained. (3) Measured values of the various 
morphometric parameters are probably only 
significant to ±10% to 15%. Cone and apron 
boundaries are typically gradational, and many 
measurements were made from l:24,000-scale, 
10-m-contour maps and 1:20,000-nominal
scale, vertical aerial photographs. (4) Precision 
of the K-Ar ages of the various cones is also 
limited, the average 2-sigma error being about 
±0.07 m.y. The rates and trends of cinder-cone 
degradation summarized in Figure 7 and Table 

thus are approximations that are only gener
applicable to other cinder-cone populations 

,._. d and semiarid environments.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Cinder cones in the Cima volcanic field dis
play progressive degradational changes that are 
closely related to cone age. (1) Wa/Wc de
creases from an average of 0.48 on the younger 
cones to 0.21 on the oldest cone with a pre
served crater. (2) Tan Sc decreases from 0.575 
on the youngest cone to -0.41 on the oldest 
cones studied. (3) H,/Hc increases from <0.10 
on the youngest cone to an average of 0.34 on 
the oldest cones. (4) Drainage networks gradu
ally evolve from widely scattered, irregularly 
spaced rills and small gullies on the youngest 
cone to small valleys as much as 110 m wide 
and 10 m deep on the oldest cones.  

These morphologic trends indicate that, for 
the past million years at least, a primary mode of 
degradation of the Cima cinder cones has been 
general downwasting, a progressive decrease in 
cone height, and a mrncornitant decline in mean 
maximum slope. Profound degradation or com
plete elimination of craters on cones 0.7 m.y.  
and older substantiates this conclusion. Crater

depths on the younger, unbreached cones aver
age -25 m, and the absence of craters on the 
older cones indicates a comparable reduction in 
cone height during the first 0.7 to 1.1 m.y. of 
cone degradation. This amount of height reduc
tion is consistent with the decrease in cone 
height predicted by the cone-degradation model.  

The cone-degradation model also provides a 
means to quantitatively estimate changes in cone 
volume, debris-apron volume, and drainage
way volume during the first million years of 
cone degradation. These changes include (1) an 
initially rapid and then more gradual downwast
ing loss totaling almost 15% of initial cone vol
ume after the first million years; (2) an initially 
rapid but then decelerating increase in debris
apron volume that reaches a maximum of 
-5.5% of initial cone volume after -0.6 m.y.; 
and (3) an initially slow but gradually accelerat
ing increase in drainage-way volume to almost 
15% of initial cone volume after the first million 
years. Initial gains in debris-apron volume ap
proximately offset downwasting losses, but after 
0.15 to 0.25 m.y., the system opens, and total 
system losses increase to almost 15% of initial 
cone volume by the end of the first 1 m.y. of 
degradation.  

Changes in the types and rates of degrada
tional processes acting on the Cima cinder cones 
appear to be controlled primarily by changes in 
the structure and composition of materials ex
posed at the cone's surface by degradation and, 
to a much lesser extent, by external factors such 
as climatically induced changes in surficial proc
esses. At any point in time, the general morpho
logic condition of each cone reflects the net 
effect, integrated over the cone's age, of all cli
matic changes that have occurred since the 
cone's formation. Consequently, an intelligible 
record of middle and late Pleistocene climatic 
change is not preserved in the progressive degra
dational morphology of the Cima cones; over 
the past million years, both cone heights and 
mean maximum cone slopes have declined uni
formly despite several shorter term (104 to 105 

yr) climatic fluctuations during this same time 
period.  

Analysis of the degradational morphology of 
cinder cones is a potentially useful relative
age-dating tool for mapping volcanic fields and 
for assessing frequency and volumetric patterns 
of volcanic activity. Any relative dating scheme 
based on comparative degradational morphol
ogy should be field specific: it should be based 
on a representative sample of morphologic data 
collected from the volcanic field being studied 
and calibrated by a carefully selected series of

radiometric age dates. Under these conditions, 
relative degradational morphology can be used 
to supplement radiometric dating. In arid and 
semiarid environments, age estimates based on 
relative degradational changes have a potential 
precision of approximately ±0.15 m.y.  
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ABSTRACT 
Backscatter electron microscopy of subaerial rock varnish reveals porous textures that are 

sites of cation leaching with lowered (K* + Ca2+)/Ti4+ ratios and concentrations of manganese 
and iron. Laboratory studies show that rates of potassium and calcium leaching increase with 
temperature, time, and surface area, and decrease when varnish interdigitates with coatings of 
amorphous silica. Only varnishes with continuous layering should be used in paleoenviron
mental research and paleomagnetic studies, not textures indicative of postdepositional 
modifications.

INTRODUCTION 
Rock varnish consists of clay minerals that 

are cemented to the underlying rock by manga
nese and/or iron oxides (Potter and Rossman, 
1977, 1979). With the realization that varnish is 

an accretion (e.g., Potter and Rossman, 1977; 
Allen, 1978) with distinctive layers (Perry and 

Adams, 1978), investigations into its use as a 
technique for determining past environments 
and dating began in earnest.  

Six distinct types of paleoenvironmental sig
nals have been identified within rock varnishes 
(Dorn, 1992), and paleomagnetic measurements 
have been made from iron oxides in varnish 

\%.-i (Clayton et al., 1990). For these records to be 
valid, however, postdepositional modifications 
must not have occurred where the varnish is 
analyzed. Cation-ratio dating of rock varnish is 
based on empirical observations that (K' + 
Ca2+)/Ti4+ decreases with time (e.g., Glazov
skiy, 1985; Harrington and Whitney, 1987; 
Pineda et al., 1988; Dorn, 1989; Liu and Zhang, 
1991). These studies have assumed that potas
sium and calcium are more mobile than tita
nium and are preferentially leached over time.  

A key piece of theory that has been missing in 
paleoenvironmental and cation-ratio dating 
studies of rock varnish is an understanding of 
why elemental leaching does or does not occur 
in certain locations.  

METHODS 
Samples were collected from sites used in 

previous studies of cation-ratio dating that used 
only subaerial black (Mn-rich) varnishes. We 
avoid proximity to the soil surface; crack var
nish; former crack varnish; orange varnish; 
dusky-brown varnish; ground-line band varnish; 
abundant microcolonial fungi, lichens, filamen
tous fungi, and cyanobacteria; and where water

or organic matter collects. These and other 
avoided variables have been described in detail 
elsewhere (Dorn, 1989; Krinsley et al., 1990).  

Two studies were conducted to test the hy
pothesis of cation leaching: an examination of in 
situ chemistry, and laboratory studies of factors 
that influence cation leaching of varnish. In the 
in situ study, small chips of varnish were 
mounted in epoxy and polished. Backscatter 
electron microscopy (BSE) was used to identify 
different varnish textures, and a JEOL Super
probe electron microscope (wavelength disper
sive mode) was used with a spot size of 10 utm.1 

Two laboratory leaching experiments were 
conducted: exposure of varnish scrapings to 
leaching solutions, and exposure of varnishes 
still attached to the rock. These laboratory tests 
were carried out in less than a year, hence, they 
cannot be completely analogous to natural proc
esses taking thousands of years. Our initial goal 
was simply to assess if cation leaching occurred 
and to better understand some of the variables 
that influence cation leaching.  

To examine the influence of temperature and 
to compare leaching from varnish scrapings with 
varnishes attached to the rock, one boulder on 
the Q3a surface of Hanaupah Canyon fan in 
Death Valley (Dorn, 1988) was cut into 12 
samples with a varnish surface area of -80 cm2.  
Exposed rock surfaces were coated with epoxy, 
leaving only varnish exposed to 200 ml of deio
nized water with an initial Ca and K concentra
tion of < 0.2 mg/l. The water was maintained at 
a pH of 5.5 throughout the experiment; minor 
amounts of HC1 were added in order to simulate 

I Electron Microprobe Analyses of Transects Given 
in Figures I and 2, GSA Supplementary Data 9132, is 
available on request from Documents Secretary, GSA, 
P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301.

the pH of rainfall. Four subsamples were kept at 
5 °C, four at 25 *C, and four at 40 °C. Subsam
ples within each temperature group were agi
tated, end over end by hand, five times a day for 
5, 20, 50, and 100 days. At the end of each 
period, the varnish was centrifuged and the 
water decanted and analyzed by inductively 
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy 
(ICP-AES). Twelve additional subsets of 20 mg 
of varnish were also scraped from the same 
Death Valley boulder, the scrapings were 
cleaned of rock contaminants as described by 
Dorn (1989). These were subject to the same 
conditions as the in situ samples.  

In order to assess the influence of interdigita
tion of rock varnish with coatings of amorphous 
silica, samples were collected from the Puu 
Waawaa Ranch lava flow of Hualilai, Hawaii 
(site 10 in Dorn et al., 1992). One group of 
samples was from varnish interlayered with sil
ica skin (cf. Curtiss et al., 1985) in a proportion 
of -60% varnish and 40% silica skin. Another 
group of samples from the same site was only 
Mn-rich rock varnish. Each group was divided 
into six even portions of 20 mg each. Deionized 
water (200 ml) was added to the varnish; 
temperature was maintained at 25 IC at a pH of 
5.5. They were agitated end over end four times 
a day for 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 days. At 
the end of each period, samples were centri
fuged, and the water was decanted and analyzed 
by ICP-AES.  

RESULTS 
Figures 1 and 2 present BSE textures of sub

aerial black (Mn-rich) rock varnish, and Table 1 
presents summaries of electron microprobe anal
yses keyed to numbers that identify transects in 
the figures. For most numbers there are analyses 
on layered and porous varnish. For number 10,

Note: Additional material for this article is Supplementary Data 9132, available upon request from the GSA Documents Secretary (see footnote 1).
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Figure 1. Electron microscope images of rock-varnish cross sections. All micrographs except B 
were made by means of backscattered electron microscopy, where material with higher net 
atomic numbers appears brighter (Krinsley and Manley, 1989). Numbers under scale bars are 
micrometres. Other numbers identify pairs of transects, where electron microprobe analyses 
were made on layered textures (black lines), leached textures (white lines), and detritus-filled 
hollows (I and J). A: Wharton Hill petroglyph 5, South Australia, showing layered and leached 
textures. B: Secondary electron image (showing topography instead of chemistry) of same 
frame as A. Porous, leached texture is almost impossible to identity with secondary electron 
imaging. Black particle trapped at base of varnish in A is white in B (arrow) and charging, 
-haracteristic typical of organic matter. C: Wharton Hill petroglyph 5, illustrating layered texture 

ropriate for paleoenvironmental analysis, but no areas of leaching. Arrows indicate cracks 
.ed with mobilized and reprecipitated Mn and Fe oxides. Large arrow indicates spot ana

'-,ýed by 2 Am probe with 53% MnO and 31% Fe 20 3; small arrow indicates spot having 44% MnO 
and 27% Fe 20 3. D: Yunta Springs petroglyph 2, South Australia. E: Karolta petroglyph K23, 
South Australia. F: Desert pavement on Pampa de Los Chinos, near Nazca, southern Peru.  
G: Petroglyph WP17, Wyoming. H: Petroglyph WP12, Wyoming. I: Artifact, Mojave Desert.  
J: Makanaka till, Hawaii. K: Little Cone basalt flow, Crater Flat, southern Nevada. L: Perry 
Ailken till, Chiatovich basin, White Mountains, Nevada.  

Figure 2. Backscattered 
electron microscope im
ages of leached and un
leached textures in rock 
varnish. A: Middle Creek 
till, Chiatovich basin, 
White Mountains, Ne
vada. B and C: Mount 
Van Valkenberg, Marie 
Byrd Land, Antarctica.  
D: Artifact, Mojave Des
ert. E: Makanaka till, 
Hawaii. F: Shoreline in 
Coyote arm ot Lake 
Manix, Mojave Desert.  
G: Petroglyph PC-40, 
southeast Colorado. H: 
Desert pavement, Dun
huang region, western .
China. 1: Beach ridge, 
Manix Lake, Mojave 
Desert.

there is a third set of analyses on a pocket of 
detritus mixed with varnish. For numbers 11 
and 12, the paired analyses are on iaverea var
nish (dark linel and Dockets of detritus mixed 
with varnish (white linei. (Table A [see footnote 
l] contains microprobe analysis results.) 

Figures 3 and 4 present results of the cation
leaching experiments. We acknowledge several 
limitations. Ti concentrations were usually 
below the limit of detection for ICP-AES (0.2 
mg/I), so cation ratios could not be calculated 
for these samples. We do not know the locations 
of K and Ca removal in the scrapings, but before 
and after BSE examinations of the in situ varnish 
suggest that leaching occurred in the same types 
of areas as prior natural leaching.  

DISCUSSION 
Our interpretation of Figures I and 2 is that 

the porous texture is a product of the breakdown 
of layered varnish. This is indicated by (1) the 
gradient of increased porosity away from the 
layered varnish, (2) the apparent disintegration 
of layering in the porous zones that continues on 
the other side of the porous area, and (3) the 
presence of "cracks" running through the porous 
zones that could channel capillary water. Some 
of these "cracks" have coatings of Mn-Fe similar 
to those identified by Krinsley et al. (1990) as 
deposits of remobilized material (e.g., Fig. 1, G 
and L). However, we do not understand why 
leaching progresses sometimes along cracks and 
other times parallel with laminations.  

Table I reveals a clear trend of lower Mn, Fe, 
and cation ratios in porous textures, compared 
with adjacent layered varnish. This is also indi
cated by the darker texture on a BSE image, 
from a lower net atomic number (Krinsley and 
Manley. 1989) in the porous zone. The simplest 
explanation is that porous textures are leached 
of MnO and Fe20 3, and cation ratios are 
lowered by leaching solutions.  

An alternative explanation for porous textures 
is a constructional origin, but this is most un
likely. If porosity is a primary depositional fea
ture, we would expect to see it in surface layers 
now forming. Other than leaching under lichens 
and other acid-producing agents. we have found 
only one sample where a leached zone occurs at 
the surface (Fig. 11), after examining hundreds 
of varnish cross sections with BSE in rock
varnish samples ranging from tropical rainforest 
streams to hyperarid southern Peru. In this case 
(Fig. I1), the porosity is from disintegration of 
adjacent layered varnish.  

In addition to layered and porous textures.  
there is a "detritus-rich" texture of a chaotic mix 
of large pieces of rock detritus (- > 10 Am) and 
Mn-Fe-clay varnish (Fig. 1. I and J). This tex
ture should not be confused with leached var
nish. Instead of porosity being created by 
postdepositional modification, large detrital 
grains create porosity much like that in sedimen
tary rocks. The way large pieces of detritus are
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incorporated into accreting varnish is encapsula
tion at the surface (Krinsley et al., 1990). These 
large fragments should not be confused with 
micron-size Fe-rich and Ti-rich grains that occur 
in layered varnish, but become noticeable as 
bright spots in porous textures after leaching oc
curs (Figs. 1 and 2).  

The generalized explanation for the decline in 
the rate of cation-ratio change at older sites is 
that it becomes progressively harder to remove 
fewer and fewer Ca and K cations, all while Ti 
remains (Dom, 1989). This has been found in 
the leaching experiments (Figs. 3 and 4). The 
probe data in Table A (see footnote 1) reveal 
that sometimes K, Ca, and Mg values are lower.  
In other cases, however, Ti increases in porous 
zones. This is consistent with the work of Aki
moto et al. (1984), who explained Ti enrich
ment by replacement of mobile cations with 
highly stable Ti. Morad and Aldahan (1986) 
found Ti oxides replacing weathered Fe-Ti 
phases, and Harden (1988) reported a net influx 
of Ti into soils over time.  

Figure 3 illustrates that leaching is influenced 
by coatings of amorphous silica (cf. Curtiss et 
al., 1985). In the Hawaii experiment- varnish 
scrapings interdigitated with coatings of amor
phous silica (cf. Curtiss et al., 1985) had less K 
and Ca in solution than varnish scrapings not 
associated with silica skins. One explanation is 
that amorphous silica acts to inhibit leaching of 
varnish constituents.  

Figure 4 illustrates that leaching of Ca and K 
from rock varnish increases with time and 
higher temperature, whether the varnish was still 

"•/ attached to the underlying rock or scraped off.  
Varnish scrapings, however, are leached of Ca 
and K faster and more extensively than varnish 
still attached to the rock, probably because more 
surface area is directly exposed to the leaching

I lipi.

10 

1
10 100

Days 

Figure 3. Laboratory leaching experiments on 
scrapings of Hawaiian rock varnishes. Two 
types of scrapings were leached: varnishes in
terdigitated with amorphous silica (cf. Curtiss et 

"• al., 1985) and lust rock varnish. See text for 
details.

solution. This illustrates that internal fracture 
systems (Figs. I and 2), perhaps initially pro
duced by desiccation of varnish clays (Krinsley 
et al., 1990), can be critical in opening up areas 
to leaching.  

IMPACT FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
1. Different types of rock varnish produce 

different results. At first our findings and those 
of Krinsley et al. (1990) and O'Hara et al.  
(1990) appear to be at odds with the conclusions 
of Reneau et at. (1990). Whereas Reneau et al.

(1990) found little evidence of elemental mobil
ity, we find remobilization and leaching to be 
common.  

These differences may be explained by sam
pling different types of varnishes. Subaerial rock 
varnishes that we sample for cation-ratio dating 
have abundant leaching sites (Figs. I and 2).  
However, varnishes that originated in rock crev
ices and were later exposed by spatling of the 
overlying rock characteristically have tightly 
laminated and virtually unleached textures.  
Whereas subaerial varnishes are exposed to al-

TABLE 1. ELECTRON MICROPROBE (WAVELENGTH DISPERSIVE) 

ANALYSES OF REGIONS DELINEATED IN FIGURES 1 AND 2.  

Layered textures Porous textures 

MnO Fe2Os CR MoO FeI0 3  CR Bulk CRt 

Transect* (%) (%) (%) (mdehod) 

I 23.86 ± 8.22t 16.87 ± 3.71 5.12 ± 0.86 10.26 ± 3.31 13.69 ± 4.26 3.46 ± 0.55 4.33 (Probe) 

2 28.76 ± 5.95 16.16 ± 2.20 5.28 ± 0.61 11.77 ± 2.97 14.20 ± 5.24 3.53 ± 0.47 4.33 (Probe) 

3 25.43 ± 1.32 9.47 ± 0.73 6.74 ± 0.22 8.76 ± 1.73t 7.90 ± 1.56t 4.10 ±0.54t 5.88(Probe) 

4. 12.81 ± 2.20 13.37 ± 0.49 7.14 ± 0.99 2.32 ± 1.20 9.93 ± 1.68 3.32 ± 0.44 4.85 (Probe) 

5t 16.86 ± 4.20 13.87 ± 1.85 5.74 ± 1.52 10.25 ± 1.62 11.46 ± 2.39 2.93 ± 0.60 4.85 (Probe) 

6 12.73 ± 0.73 22.00 ± 5.15 24.14 ± 9.06 2.75 ± 1.17 14.79 ± 10.37 10.11 ± 3.71 13.24 (Pobe) 

29.17 ± 4.30 17.08 ± 0.94 10.18 ± 0.01 11.23 ± 3.27 15.37 ± 0.81 6.61 ± 1.68 8.80 (Probe) 

8t 28.79 ± 1.86 17.52 ± 3.13 10.54 ± 0.41 10.80 ± 3.34 9.75 ± 3.54 7.97 ±0.98 8.18(Probe) 

9t 10.16 ±1.28 12.89 ± 0.29 6.71 ± 0.19 3.05 ± 1.33 11.95 ± 1.99 4.09 ± 1.55 3.81 (PIX.) 

10 27.83 ± 6.19 16.02 ± 1.03 7.99 ± 0.84 10.84 ± 4.63 16.04 ± 3.00 4.12 ± 0.16 3.81 (P1XE) 
It,* 16.27 ± 2.53 13.63 ± 1.60 7.04 ± 0.55 6.51 (PLXE) 

12t 9.87 ± 4.00 14.51 ± 1.18 6.89 ± 1.11 6.63 (Probe) 

13 13.37 ± 3.77 13.37 ± 5.69 2.73 ± 0.18 10.27 ± 2.96 10.90 ± 1.19 1.85 ± 0.37 2.71 (ICP) 

14 27.19 ± 2.08 13.44 ± 1.08 5.87 ± 1.28 4.28 ± 2.14t 10.34 ± 1.39t 4.83 ± 0.35t 5.05 (Probe) 

15 21.20 ± 4.61 15.36 ± 3.01 5.22 ± 0.17 10.40 ± 2.27t 13.79 ± 0.82t 2.54 ±0.22t 5.05 (Probe) 

16 16.73 ± 3.32 12.24 ± 1.20 5.25 ± 0.65 7.07 ± 1.65 12.57 ±0.37 1.75 ±0.32 4.94(Probe) 
17 8.65 ± 0.54 9.65 ± 0.31 6.26 ± 0.19 3.61 ± 1.08 7.90 ± 2.63 4.05 ± 0.49 7.99 (Probe) 

18 18.87 ± 3.86 9.91 ±0.20 3.54 ± 0.21 11.11 ± 1.21 11.46 ± 0.14 2.73 ± 0.05 7.99(Probe) 

19 9.73 ± 0.97 16.42 ± 2.62 5.79 ± 0.24 4.17 ± 1.34 10.65 ± 1.65 3.57 ± 0.34 5.10 (PLXE) 

20 15.57 ± 1.26 15.60 ± 1.14 6.42 ± 0.74 8.58 ± 1.09 12-82 ± 0.12 4.55 ± 0.94 6.51 (PUCE) 

21 22.25 ± 4.76 15.29 ± 1.84 6.07 ± 0.28 7.90 ± 0.58 14.88 ± 3.47 4.92 ± 0.07 6.63 (Probe) 

22 21.15 ± 4.30 14.90 ± 3.17 4.58 ± 0.15 11.66 ±4.92 12.86 ± 1.57 3.53 ±0.13 3.90(ICP) 

23t 4.42 ± 0.57 9.70 ± 1.55 10.71 ± 1.16 3.38 ± 1.21 8.86 ± 0.07 6.02 ±0.16 7.26 (Probe) 

241 4.30 ± 0.90 7.51 ± 0.28 15.17 ± 0.73 1.13 ± 0.10 8.13 ± 0.78 11.52 ± 1.45 not available 

25t 8.72 ± 1.97 14.40 ± 0.98 4.72 ± 1.23 3.36 ± 0.68 11.55 ± 0.88 3.27 - 0.81 4.12 (PIXE) 

Detritus-rich textures 

MnO% FesOs% CR 

10 5.12 ± 1.17t 11.43 ± 7.64t 4.90 ± 2.16t 
IH 1.20 ± 1.01 12.35 ± 11.2 6.45 ± 5.46 
12 2.28 ± 0.98 16.32 ± 3.81 1.78 ± 0.78 

Note: Errors are ± 1 sigma. Table A (see text footnote 1) gives complete details of analysis methods.  
Numbers correspond to c'ansects in Figures 1 and 2. Five analyses were made per coansect with W0 roscrottwtre spot size.  

except where not possible due to limited area.  
t Only 3 analyses possible, due to minitnal length of transect. Overlap was not desired due to loss of K and Na.  

t Bulk CRs are analyses of varnishes from the same sites as the microprobe transects. only on cubic millimeters of varnish.

Figure 4. Laboratory 
leachihg experiments 
comparing Death Valley 
varnishes still attached 
to rock with varnishes 
that were scraped off 
rock and cleaned of con
tamination. See text for 
details.
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ternating conditions of dust deposition, water 
flow, and acid-producing organisms, rock crev
ices provide an environment of wetting and 
drying buffered by long-term contact with col
lected alkaline dust. This promotes superior var
,nish cementation, while avoiding exposure to 

acidity of rainfall and rock-surface organ
in the subaerial environment. Recently 

exposed crack varnishes and ground-line bands 
are typically the darkest, best-developed, and 
smoothest varnishes because growth occurs in 
such favorable microenvironments.  

2. The nonuniform nature of leaching in var
nish poses problems and opportunities for 
cation-ratio dating. Bulk chemical methods used 
for cation-ratio analysis are based on analyses of 
cubic millimetres to cubic centimetres of varnish 
(Pineda et al., 1988; Dorm, 1989; Liu and 
Zhang, 1991). Although this approach is not 
spatially precise, it incorporates both leached 
and unleached textures. Because rigorous tests 
are used to assess and reduce the amount of rock 
contamination (Dora, 1989), the age-dependent 
trend observed in bulk cation-ratio analyses 
probably reflects cation leaching.  

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
method is based on the penetration of electrons 
into the upper < 5 um of varnish (Reneau et al., 
1991). Because the surface layer of varnish is not 
where zones of leaching occur (Figs. I and 2), 
our data do not contradict Reneau et al.'s (1990) 
hypothesis that the time-dependent change they 
observe with the SEM method is not produced 

cation leaching.  
he challenge now is to determine how much 

'-_..a/volume is needed to achieve a representa
tive cation ratio. Abundant research with fo
cused electron beams (-2 pm) shows great 
micrometre-scale variability in varnish chemis
try (Dragovich, 1988; Dora, 1989; O'Hara et 
al., 1990). However, when the beam is defo
cused to -10 um, chemical variability is de
creased somewhat (Table 1). We are investigat
ing whether it is possible to obtain representative 
cation ratios from cross sections with a wide 
beam (>- 10 pm) by controlling texture.  

3. Those attempting to extract a paleoenvi
ronmental signal from rock varnish must avoid 
areas of postdepositional modification. This in
cludes leaching, as well as previously docu
mented hazards of aeolian abrasion, refilled pits, 
remobilized varnish, deformed varnish, and 
crack-varnish discontinuities (e.g., Krinsley et 
al., 1990).  

The presence of leached and layered textures 
indicates that different parts of varnish can inte
grate and accumulate environmental effects;

however, samples with layered textures like 
those in Figure IC are most appropriate for pa
leoenvironmental analysis (e.g., Dorn, 1992).  
Similarly, information obtained from encapsu
lated organic fragments or tephra can be inter
preted as synsedimentary features, even though 
they may exist in leached zones. Interpretations 
of Mn:Fe microlaminations or paleomagnetism 
(Clayton et al., 1990), however, would be void 
if sampling occurred in leached zones. Of 
course, all methods will not work if the varnish 
has undergone erosion (Krinsley et al., 1990).  

The challenge is how to recognize and under
stand this complexity. The key to the use of 
varnish as a geochronometer or paleoenviron
mental indicator is understanding how the ana
lyzed varnish has formed.  
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"2ation-Ratio and Acceleratc 
"-i-ock Varnish on Mojave A

RONALD I. DoRN, D. B. BAMFoRTH, 
J. C. DOHWMWEND, B. D. TURMAN, 
A. LONG, M. E. MACKO, E. B. WElL 

The first asccelrato radiocarbor dates of 
potassiwn/argon ag" of lava flows and con" 
shorelhns, in an empirical caibration of rod 
in the Mojave Desert, eastern California. Mh 
cation-ratio'dates of 167 artifacts. Althougl 
method, some dates suggest human occu 
Pleistocene. VAsf Ci~a to-h 
S tRFACE SITES CONSTl'rlE A LARGE 

proportion of the archeological re
cord in the southwestern United 

States. These sites contain important infor
mation about prehistoric sctlcnient-subsis
Lrece systems (1). However, artifacts amc
nablk to dating, such as obsidian "or hydra
tion diting or chronologically diagnmstic 

artifacts, are not always present, leaving 
much of the archeological record at these 
sites effectively undatable. Similarly, precise 
19ces of desert landforms can be established 

ly rarely. It was demonstratcd recently 
'\ý,at rock varnish, a ubiquitous coating on 

stable natural and cultural rock surfaces in 
arid lands (2), can be dated by cation-ratio 
(CR) analysis (3). In this report we present 
the first "4C dates of rock varnish by tandem

S. " ~~~5~" S,,,,, -- ,.. '"~• • a• • ", " 
ea laye is concenutrated by remaing i 

~y~; ~J/A carboname with H43, silicate w i ronP 
oxides with sodium dithionite, and mang&.  
nese oxides with acidified hydroxylamint 

r hydrochloride (5). Details on the TAMS 
SRadiocarbon of given in (6). TAMS radiocarbon 

tifacts and Landforms analyses have been made of organic matter 
extracted from the lowest layer of varnish 

T. A. CAHIL, from six different sites (Table 1).  
There are uncertainties conccming these 

D. J. DONAHUE, A. I. T. JuLL, TAMS dares beyond analytical errors of the 
D. S. WHITLEY, T. H. ZABEL TAMS method. Organic mcthod from more 

youthful (overlying) layers of varnish may 
rock vanshes are reported along with be incoxporated, but contamination frerm 
entional radiocarbon date of pluvial lake the underlying rock is unlikely because con.  
k varnish Kg + Caat/Ti4 ratios with age crol samples had no measurable organi 

cla calibration was used to determine the matter. Possible fractionation of the organic 
cs cation-ratio dating is an experimental matter in varnish by the extraction proce.  

ation of the Mojave Desert in thi late durc (5) was evaluated by subjecting to this 

re...Th3#' 0Cg 1,A4I. iI/ treatment a sample that was previously ra
C IL diocarbon dated by gas proportional count.  

accelerator mass spectromery (TAMS) and ing at the University of California, Los 
we expand preliminary efforts establishing Angeles. The radiocatbon age of the sample 
CR dating as a chronometric method (3,. after treatment differed from that befort 

Organic matter is present in rock varnish treatment by 4.8 percent. That certain cat
in only small amounts, typically less than I ions arc leached from cation-exchange com
percent by weight (4). Because varnish coat- plexes in varnish and at least some of the 
ings are usually less than 100 zLw, thjqk, a organic matter is not suggests that organic 
large area of varnish is required to extract matter may tc fi)und in components of 
enough carbon for a TAMS analysis. Dc- varnish that arc relatively immobile (2, 3, 7), 
pending on the thickness of the varnish, perhaps in hirnessitc or goethite (8). Also, 
1,500 to 20,000 cm2 of varnish is needed. the nature of the organic matter in varnish is 

Organic matter in rock varnish is concen- uncertain, except that it reflects 613C values 
rated for TAMS radiocarbon analysis by of surrounding plants (4).  
first removing all but the lowest layer of Analysis by TAMS allows the bgc of rx'k 
varnish from the rock surface with a rung- varnishes on landforms to be determined.  
ten-carbide needle under 10 x 45 ) mag- liowcver, varnish on most arclw lo4gical 
iification. Then the basal layer of varnish is surfaces cannot be dated ir this fbhurn 
craped off. The organic matter in this low- because of the large surface ,rea required.  

Furthermorc, "C TAMS cannot be applied 
io landlorms beyond the range of the radio

' \. carbon mctold. It is possible, in these cascs, 
IN I 10.. to use CR dating.  

0. .Cation ratio dating is based on differences 
LM Slve r 15 in the rates at which minor chemical Cek

~Lak* ..o .-' ments are leached out of rock varnish. The 
, aker canonm used arc K', Ca' , and Ti" because 

they arc readily analy7ed by x-ray emission 
Stechniques. Since K" and Ca2  are more 

,, soluble than Ti"', they are removed more

Fig. 1. Lcations of calibration and archeolotical sites. CA-SBr-541 (Baker site) is near Baker. CA-SBr.  
"V). -2162, -2223. and .3183 are noted by site number and arc adj;acent to a poweiline road. 7h1 

er Lake artifacts and the radiocarbon-dated varnish sampk from the eastern Soda Mountain 
\• 2aront w¢,:c collected near the I.ake Mohave (I.M) calibration locale or. the .el side of Silver Iake.  

"-1"he TAMS calibration points are idcatified in Table I. The Cima basalt flows are at C.
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rsidly over tme tha Ti" fm varish 
catonexhagecony*xms The CR used 

hiere, K' + CQ' Mi"', is determined by 
pFotninduced xx-ray emision (PIXE) anal.  
IZi (9), The CR•' of varnish correlate well 
with the K/Ar ae o basalt flows and 
iyolitc domes in the Coso Range of eastern 

<\ Caifoirna (3), alowing consttnuc of a 
aionlea, ching curve to dare varnish in that 

region dhw~nterk-aily.  
A cadon-ltching curve is presented here 

for the MojaveRiver basin, eastern Califor
nia. It is based on the correlation of varnish 
gl + Cal' /Ti" ratim with K/Ar ages of 
basat flows in the Cirna volcanic field (10), 
TAMS "4C dates for rock varnish (Table 1), 
"1C dates forAxadew shells and tufa on the 
high shoreline of Lake Mohave at Silver 
Lake (11)' and an.estimate of the initial CR 
of the material incorporated into varnish 
(12-15). These locations are shown in Fig.  
1. At least five PIXE analyses were made of 
varnish from each calibration site. Each 
PIXE analysis is a separate composite of 
vamish colected fron several rocks.  

A semilogarith*nic keast-squares regrcs
sion forms the cation-keaching curve for the 
Moja3e River basin (Fig. 2). The line is 
decribed by the equationy = 12.71 - 2.07 
logx, whercy is rhe K* + Ca2 '/Ti" ratio 
of rock varnish and x is years before the 
present (B.P.). Uncertainties in this regres
sion line are caused by limited precision in 
"he youthfiul K/Ar dates, the age range of the 

're Mohave high shoreline (11), the limit
, number of calibration points, and diffi

cultics associated with TAMS "C dating of 
varnish. Possible syt.ematic errors include 
the lag between the age of a surface and 
onset of varnishing on that surface, uncer
tainty associated with preparation of varnish 
for CR dating (3), the necessity of thin 
targets for PIXE analyses (9), and the inher
ent problem with a semilogarithmic plot 
that only a small change in a CR produces a 
relatively large change in age, especially for 
older samples.  

The cation-kaching curve for the Mo ave 
River basin differs from an earlier curve for 

"he Coso Range (3), in that it has a more 
rapid leaching rate, a lower initial ratio, and 
no ke-ar ecak at the Pleistocene-Holocene 
boundary. These differences eiphasize that 
the reliability of each cation-leaching cu.ve 
is limited to the rcgion where it is estab
lished.  

Figure 2 has been extended to co,ver the 
archeological sites in the Mojave River bisim 
(Fig. 1). Support for this extension is three
fold. First, the chemistry of airborne fallout 
ai the archeological sit*= is sini'ar to the 
Calibra'ation locales (15). This is consistent 

"i other work indicating that thousands 
4uare kilomctcn can receive dustfall with 
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Tabi 1, TwA=du amkuusm MISS aMuncrny 0) "C dama 6nd C's fW vurnMW n, as n It -i 
te M4oaim Dasmt Radlocabon .W scen coi WWfjonfj "C yam ax1. (half-If at C'C 556 
years) Abbreviation in paircrtheses correspmnd to thms in Pip. I and 2.  

Sampling Ina "~C Years D.P. K' + Cal'/Ti" 
Cina volcanic fieM basalt fow (a-1) (10) 14,600, 800 (AA.366) 3.93 ± 0.05 
Alluvial fan near Silver Lakv (SLP) (11) 13.100 ± S00 (AA-671) 4.19:t 0.07 
Shoreline of Manix Lake (MI.) (543 m) 16,800 t 700 (AA-670) 3.88t 0.06 
Allh.-- ýin, East O'vnise basin (CR) 16,100t 800 (AA-714) 4.01 ± 0.06 
AlluviaJ fan, East Cronise basin (CR) 9,700 : 430 (AA-937) 4.67 ± 0.21 
Alluvial fan, East Cmnsse basin (C3.) 1.370 t 360 (AA-938) 6.15 ± 0.16

a si€mila composition over time (16). Sec.  
ond, the microcnvironmcnral factors affect.  
ing. varnish kahing (varnish micromor
phokWg, lichen developmenti, seasonality 
and amount of precipitation, vegetation, 
and so on) arc similar at these sites. Third, 
several TAMS calibration points are derived 
near these archeological sires.  

The CR ages of vamishes on 167 artifacts 
from six surface sites in the Mojave River 
basin are summarized in Table 2. A CR date 
for varnish on an artifact is derived from the 
average CR and sandard error .of PIXE 
analyscs of multiple samples. For example, 
PIXE anaiyses of three separar- samples of 
varnish on artifact UCL..A 657-1 .(Silver 
Lake site) yield an age estimate of 4800 
,years B.P. in Fig. 2 for the mean CR: of 
5.08. The upper standard erro*r of the PIXE 
analyses (5.11) yields an age of 4600 years 
B.P. and the lower standard error (5.05) an 
age of 5000 years B.P.. The date reads 
4800 -z 200 years (x = 3. If there is only 
enough varnish on an artifact for one PIXE 
analysis, the age unecrtaintryis based tm the 
experirenmal analysis code (9). Uncertain
ties about the regression in Fig. 2, as well as 
the minimal scatter (r = -0.99;, provide 
little meaning to the use of a confidence 
band about the least-squares line to generate 
error margins of CR age deterninanons.  

Most of the artifacts consist of chert flakes

and cores collected in well-defined work
shop areas (17). Theise :types of artifacts were 
chosen because they could be reconstructed 
or refitted, thereby providing assurance of 
human origin and an internal check on the 
CR dates of individual artifacts. The small 
number of dates before the late Holocene in 
Table I is likely from sampling only refitta
ble sequences, as. the probability of finding 
refitted sequences should decrease with age.  
Increasing population during the Holocene 
would have had an additive effect.  

Nineteen dares (I I percent) are bctwen 
7000 and 4500 years B.P., the approximate 
time of the hypothesized "altithermal" cii
mark period in the western United St--.sNf 
(18). Eight of these arc from sites CA-SBr
2162 and -2223 and are wind-abraded un- C7 
der the varnish coating; therefore, these date 
only the end of acolian abrasion. The rm-'Q 
roaining 11 CR dates are not from ventifact

ed artifacts and are distributed evenly from C2 
7000 to 4500 ye-ars B.P. These data suggest 
that the Mojave River basin was occupied by 
htumas during the hNpothersiwcd alitihermal 
e riod.  
Also of interest are the CR dates older r.  

than 10,000 years. They are listed b, site in 
the footnotes to Table 2. Almost all 4f th.se, c 
dates are fio varnish on primary chert was-te 
flakes. These late Pleistocene CR mcasure- N.  
ments are the oldest dates on surface arti-

U Fig. 2. Varnish cation-.4achmg-" 
curve for the Mojave River basin, 

f [ eastern California. The cation ratio 
used is K* + Ca2*/Ti'. Each ratio 
represents the average ot lea.t 
five PIXE ofvamifm that site.  

Sma 
-h 

l. it, and i2  repre ent K /A r-dated 
basalt flows in the Cima -okanc 
field (10); IN repreisnts the high 
s horeline of Lake Mohave at Silher 

ML "dates bet4wen 10,000 and 15,500 
years B.P. (I1). Correlations of 

h, CRb with TAMS "C datu ofvar
a, nish are listed in Table 1. MS is thc 

20 .. , <1-14m fraction of Moijve basin acohian deposits (15), representing 
YVar, beto,. IS. p'9soM the initid varnish CR. Brackets on 

the kf indame the standard doo
ation for MS. The horeizontal and vertical ban represent age uncerrainties and the standard deviations of 
the varnish CR's. The line is a sermiklgarithmic kas.mrqtuares rcgrecion that indicates the probabk rate 
of varnish cation kaching in the MNlaavc Rivci basin.
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Tabl 2. CAtion-ratd damn o( 167 ,ugfe aeriflicts fivrom six ,imt in the Mocim Desert (locadI! noe4 jh A&g~ 1).

facts from North America. Keeping in mind 
the sensitivity of a semilogarithmkc plot to 
register Iarg age variations with only smafl 
CR changes and the large error margins 
associated with a few of these dates, there 
a. e several reasons that suggest sonie degree 
of confidence for these early dates: 

1) The CR dates are in fivec refitted flake
core sequences. Each sequence is given an 

Sage that represents an average (and standard 
error) of the me-.= CR dates of the artifacts 

C-1 in the seq.uence. The seQuence ages arc 
21,400 ±t 700 (n = 2), 14,200 t 1,500 
(x~ (= 3), and 11,850 ±900 Years B.P.  
(n - 2) for site CA-SBr-2100 and 
16,400 ±840 (n =2) and 12,400 : 1, 100 
years B.P. (n - 4) for site CA-SBr-3183.  
The standard deviation within these five 
sequences averages 7.1 percent--much 
smaller than the errors associated with the 
individual artifacts. This indicate~s that older 
CR dates are mutually consistent.  

Cn 2)~ A vans ncoophlgclsrtg 

Nof a late Pleistocene age in varnishes in the 
study area (19), occurs in all examined arri
facts dated as Pleistocene by, the CR meth
od.  

3) Confidence is provided by four vat
nish-radiocarbon calibration points in the 
late Pleistocene.  

4) Varnish was sampled from the uin
worked surfaces of many of the artifacts. In 
all the artifacts rtsis varnish had substantially 
older (mowre kached) CR's than the varnish 
on the adpaccnt worked surfaces.  

'These CR dares suggest a tentative pre
Ckwi human occupation of .outheas-cm 
California. as only four CR dat.:s are older 
than 12,000 year B.P. A-hen two standard 
errors of the PI.XE inalvscs are used ro 
calculate the lower error margin of the CR 
dates. We -realize that this is co~ntrovecrsial, 
partic!!arlv bercause of the scarcity of well
dated and clearly human pre-Clovis matcr'al 
elsewhere in rthe Net%- World and because of 

' ~~Problems with claimns for a late Pleisto..,cnc

human occupation in the California Desert 
(20).  

Thei pre-Ckrnis occupation in- the Mojave 
Desert is thought to be represented by the 
Manix Lake Lithic Industry (21). The CR 
dates from sites CA-SBr-i100 and .3183 
and the nature of the archeological material 
support the idea that such Manix Lake sites 
represent quarries used for: lengthy time 
spans, rather than concentrations of debris.  
specific to relatively ancient periods of pre
history in this region (21). Artifacts from 
CA-SBr-541 (Baker site) were previously, 
thought to be older than about 9000 Years 
B.P. (22) on the basis of tvpologicAi consid.  
crations, but the best varnished, artifacts 
from the Baker site are no older than about 
4000 years B.P. In addition, a pre.-ious 
collection of varnish on five Manix Lake 
tools frani the surface of the Calico site (3) 
gives a CR date of 2lO 10 1550 years B. P.  

5n= ). Thus, sites thought to represent the 
Pric-Proiectile Point Hori..on on the basis of 
t)Tpolo~gkal considerations. appear to be in 
part middle to late Holocene in age.  

The precision of CR dating varies with 
the amiount of varnish present on an artifact 
and with the structure and hardness of the 
underlying surface. On artifacts with suffi
cien. varnish for multiple PNXE analyses., 
error margins average 10.3 perxcnt. Howev
er, on artifacts with enough varnish for only 
one PIXE anajysis, uncertainty was based on 
the e'xperimental analysis code, anni the ermrr 
margin of the dztes averages 28.6 pe rcent.  

Another method of evaluating the preci
sion of CR dating is to examine variations 
within S0 refitted wequences of Rlakes and 
corecs. The standard crrors of the CR dates 
within these sequences average 9 9 percent.  
Assuming that all the member-. efa refitted 
sequence were worked at the same time, the 
true CR date for any artifact fromt this 
region is likely to ',v within approxirnatdvy 
10 percent of the date obtained from the CR 
value.  

There are, however, several potential NMInt

tarions On the interpretation and accuracy Of 
CR dates for artifacts, These difficulties, 
combined with the uncertainties represcntd 
in Fig. 2, suggest that a precision of 10 
percent is only a minimum estimate. CR 
dating ony stim'ates the chronomnetric ager 
of subaerial ro~ck varnish, thus inferring a 
minimum age of the underlying surface.  
Manganese oxide deposits (23) and coatings 
of amorphous silica (24) may occur along 
with varnish or .;ome artifacts. While these 
are distinguishable from varnish under 4S x 
magnificat ion. special precautionsi must be 
taken-to avoid contamination of the varnish 
sample. In a few cases or youthtisl CR dates, 
artifacts fromn the same refitted sequence 
have significantly different percentages of 
varnish surface cover, even though titer have 
similar CR ages, because of microenviron
mental disparuiesc. This implies 'iat unvar.  
nished artifacts arc not nccssi y younger 
than varnished artifacts. Finally, tefise CR 
dares are tied to the part of the calibration 
that is based on radiocarbon years.  

In conclutsion, it is possible to obtain 
radiocarbon date-. on rock vat nishecs by 
TAMIS analysis. This has important implica
tions. for the study of desert geomiorpholo
gy., as the minimum ages of Iandfornis can 
now be determined radiometrically to the 
lIm~it of the radiocarbon method. Older 
Iandforms can be CR-dated, and accelerator 
dati.ig of '01 and 3Cl in varnish mnay be 
feasible. While TAMS radiocarbon dating of 
varnish on surface artifacts is not now psi 
ble, varnishes cm I 7 surface artifacts in the 
Mooive Icesert have been CR-dated. Al
thotigh the CR method is still =pcupen ental., 
these dates suggcst that the Moiave Decser 
may have been occupied by humans- during 
the late Pleistoccme.  
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Periodic Extinction of Families and Genera

DAVID M. RAuP AN!) J. JOHN SEPKOSKI, JR.  

',•_ght major episodes of biological extinction of marine families over the past 250 
million years stand significantly aboe local background (P < 0.05). Th1se events are 
more pronounced when analyzed at the level of genus, and generic data exhibit 
additional apparent extinction events in the Aptian (Cretaceous) and Pliocene (Tertia
ry) Stage. Time-series analysis of these records strongly suggests a 26-million-ytar 
p•riodicity. This conclusion is robust even when adjusted for simultaneous testing of 
many trial periods. When the time eres is limited to the four best-dated events 
(Cenomanian, Maestrichtint, upper Eocene, avid middle Miocene), the hypodwesis of 
randomness is also rejected for the 26-million-year period (P < 0.0002).

S EVERAL INVs-IGATOftS 1AV PRo
posed that ntaj)r bsiolig.xal cxtir
tions exhibit a stationar periodacory 

through geologic timrr (1-3), with cstimated 
period lengths ranging from 26 to 32 mil
lion years. Each proposal has includted the 
strong impi.catio- that the pcrvxdiciri itw-lf 
indkates a single driving mch-anism be it 
earthbound (1) or extraterrestrial (2, 3). We 
present new data and additional andlyse to 
support our conclusion that cxtinations dur
ing the last 250 milion years follow a 26
rnillion-year pcriodicitv (2). ' 

The claims of perodicity have prWducCd 
considerable controvry (4). Many of the 
negativc criticisms can be sumt-arurd In 
tWO fundarmntal arguments: first, piriýuic

:s juit an artifact of uncertaintics in tic 

ogic timc %cale or in the dictitfis'atum of

extinction events (5); second, pcriodicitv is 
the natural consequence of many- complex 
causes of cxtinction ope:ating independent
ly (S. 6).  

The firsn argument says that inclusion of 
random noise in the form of spurious data 
coud crcatc the appcarzncc. of pcriocwirv 
where notn actually exists. The analyses in 
qucstoin (2. 3) stan by asking whethcr 
exinction cvcnts are randomly distributed 
in time. This is the tundamental nul; hy
pothesis fin fIrmal statistical testing as well 
a: tl•c convcntional wisdom in paleonto+-o 
g-. Only if this hypt•hcsis of randonmr.  
can be iqected with high confuirece ua, a 
eartch For a nonrandom pattern begin, Inac

curate gcok-gi dates or nonexistent cxnnc
titan rvents will degrade the arnpk. in a 
direr llion f iard randomness uid away

from any regular signal. Thus, to include 
uncertain data is to make statistial testing 
more consevative. To argue that uncertain
ty in the data explains the observed periodic.  
ity is illogical.  

Thc second argument is based on a ris.  
conception of randomnes' If extinction 
events (as opposed to ii ,vidual species 
cxtinctions) are caused bv a co,,,plex of 
time-independent processes, the should ex
hibit a random (Poisson) distribution in 
time, typified by irregular clustcrs of closely 
spaced events separated by gaps of widcly 
varying length. Even if the individual evcnts 
in a cluster cannot be distinguished because 
of poor time resolution, the clux-trs them
selvcs will be irregularly spa%ed. The surpris
ingly uniform spacing oextinction events in 
Mesneom-CATnozoic time is thus distinctly 
atypical of phcnomcna driven by complexes 
of indepcn&nt processes.  

Considerable confusion surrounds the 
dcfinitim of" 'mass xtinction" and -cxtuiw
t.on event." At nee cxtrenm, about flive large 
events may be singled out as the mass extinc
tions and all others relegated to background.  
At the other extreme, a continuous range of 
extinction intensities may be treated, with 
the five largest events being anlogous to the 
100-year flood of hydrology and omhc, 
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mantlc, followed by licating of the crust and formation of silicic melts.  

A complex pctrogcnetic history of the volcanism is implied by ieotopic 

data, trace elcemnts, and whole-rock chemistry.  

GPAuITY MODEL AND STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE GODDARD PENDANT, 
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA 
RAY, E. A., and OLIVER, H. W., U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo 

'alifornia 94025 
NR._.bsurface geometry of contact-metamorphosed roof pendants in the 

Sierra Nevada has long been a source of controversy. Whether these 

remnants'are flat and shallow-bottomed or narrow septa extending to 

great depth has been argued since systematic geologic mapping in the 

range commenced. Our subsurface gravity model for the 6-mgal residual 

gravity high associated with the Goddard pendant utilizes specific 

gravity contrasts between granitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada 

batholith and the more dense metamorphic rocks of the pendant. The 

model predicts a thin, steeply westward dipping septum that tapers 

with depth and extends about 10 km below the surface into less dense 

granitic rock. The pendant, composed chiefly of intermediate 

metavolcanic rocks, separates two plutons of the batholith. Field 

relations support the proposed gravity model. Nearly a kilometer of 

subvertical contacts between the pendant and granitic rock of the 

batholith is exposed in relief, and projection of these contacts 

supports the gravity model proposal that a narrow wedge of 

metavolcanic rocks extends several kilometers farther below the 

surface.  
Structures in the Goddard pendant are similar in style and 

orientation to those noted in roof pendants throughout the central 

Sierra Nevada. We infer that deformation and movement of the pendant 

accompanying emplacement of individual plutons must have been minor; 

emplacement was a relatively passive process. The subsurface geometry 

of the pendant and the constraints set by its structures indicate that 

the Goddard pendant is a keel of in-place roof rock trapped between 

adjacent plutons, that are dome shaped in cross section.  

GEOCHRONOLOGY AND SR ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE NELSON BATHOLITH: 

A POST-TECTONIC INTRUSIVE COMPLEX IN SOUTHEAST BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Duncan, fan J., and Parrish, Randall R., Department of Geological 

ScleneeN, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. V6T IW5 

1l1w NIl]so,,t l lhol Lilt Is .t a lirg t! pomLposite IMlitt ll'ii iii ;ro11 I (tor iii Li0 

sonzoutile cuinpositltiot whidc post-dates ductile deournttlion ill L1- Shin;

wap Complex and Kootenay Arc. -Previous attempts to date tlhe baoholith 

by K-Ar resulted in dates ranging from 49-171 Ma, without systematic 

relation to mineral dated, rock type, or sample location. The oldest 

dates were mildly contradictory with geological mapping by Little 1960) 

suggested the Nelson Batholith intrudes rocks as young as Bajocian.  

yolve these problems three suites of samples were collected from 

:ent phases of the complex and analysed by Rb-Sr whole rock me

with the following results: 

1. Medium grained bioncit granodiorite from rho southern tail of the 

batholith at Nelson gives a 9 point whole rock isochron with an age of 

150±+9 Ma at an initial ratio of .7067±-.0002.  
2. Porphyritic monzonite with alkali feldspar megacrysts near Duha

mel Creek on the West Arm of Kootenay Lake gives a 6 point errorchron 

with in age of 104±8 Ma at an initial ratio of .7073±.0001.  

3. Mt. Carlyle pluton, a composite stock north of the main batholith 

gives a 5 point errorchron indicating an age older than 150 Ma. Pre

viously published mineral dates range from 120-164 Ha on this pluton.  

Mineral dates from the porphyritic ,mnzonite suite (1371±10 for Nd

Sr plagioclase, 139±5 for K-Ar homelands, 59±2 for K-Ar biotite) are 

older than the whole rock date. Field observations suggest the alkali 

feldspar megacrysts in suite 2 are metasomatic in origin and that their 

formation post-dares consolidation of the pluton. This metasomatic 

event likely caused reduction in the whole rock date.  

These data suggest that older phases of the batholith are 150-160 

Ma old and that most of the complex was emplaced during the Late 

.]urnsmIc, *i1though phttonic activity extended into rite Ic;Irlv Crit

ceous in some areas.  

HUNTER MOUNTAIN BATHOLITH: A LARGE, COMPOSITE ALKALIC INTRUSION OF 

JURASSIC AGE IN EASTERN CALIFORNIA 

DUNNE, C. George, Department of Geosciences, California State 

University, Northridge, CA 91330 

Hunter Mountain batholith is discontinuously exposed over at least 

500 km
2 

in the ranges between the Sierra Nevada and northern Death 

Valley. Field relations and radiometric dating show the batholith to 

be a composite of at least six plutons intruded during the interval 

185+ m.y.b.p. to 156 m.y.b.p. (late Early Jurasslc-)-early Late 

Jurassic). Three main petrographic facies are recognized. The most 

abundant facies is composed of monzonite and quartz-poor quartz 

monzonite with an average modal composition of principal constituents 

of quartz - 10%, K-spar - 39%, and plagioclase - 45%; samples with 

C 7Z IgIrLZ CheMesOnly COittLIlln clIopyrox,,Os lu aiddLititi 1, UIitiort, 

abundant hornblende and biotite. Scattered exposures o1 a nslle tacles 

composed of gahbro, syenodiorite, and monzodiorite have an average 

--dal composition of principal constituents of 4 1% quartz, K-spar 

and plagioclase - 68%; all samples contain abundant clinopyroxene, 

some samples contain olivine and minor orthopyroxene. The least 

,dant facies is composed of syenite and quartz-poor granite that

form numerous small intrusions along the northeast border of the 
batholith. Major element chemistries of these facies reflect their 

relatively quartz-poor, alkali feldspar-rich modal mineralogy. The 

Peacock index of these rocks is 52±2, which is well within the alkali

calcic field and substantially lower than the 58+ index for calc

alkalic granitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada batholith. Limited trace 

element and isotopic data indicate a mantle/lower crust source for the 

batholith. These data seem to preclude assimilation of substantial 

amounts of upper crust material as a method of generating the alkalic 

composition uL the batholith from primary calc-alkalic magma.  

ESTIMATION OF CENOZOIC EROSION RATES P1ROM EROSION SURFACES 

IN SOUTHERN K=-lYA 

DUNNE, Thomas, BRUNENGO, Matthew J., and DIETRICH, 

William B., Department of Geological Sciences and 

Quaterrnary Research Center, University of Washington, 

Seattle, Washington 9LS195 

In order to place present erosion rates in semiarid grass

lands of East Africa into historical perspective, we have 

tried to dtltermine long-term denudation rates by measuring 

the erosion between remnants of four erosion surfaoces in 

£enya. These sur-faces, identified by Saggereon and Baker 

(1965) are: the end-Cretaceous bevel, now at 2200-1400 m in 

elevation (west to east) and dated approx 64 m.yr; the sub

Miocene surface, lying beneath Miocene lavas kapprox 24 m.yr 

old) at 1700-1100m; the late-Tertiary plain, 1600-1000m and 

about 4 m.yr old; and the Recent landscape, 1300-900 m. The 

average difference in elevation between each pair of sur

faces divided by the age difference gives approximate ero

sion rates of 0.0007-0.0011cm/yr for the early Tertiary, 

0.0007-0.0012 for the late Tertiary, and 0.0029 for the Qua

ternary. The low Tertiary denudation rates agree with catch

ment denudation rates from basins under low gracing pressure 

and basins in more humid, thickly-vegetated central Kenya.  

The Quaternary erosion rate, over three times greater than 

the Tertiary rate, was associated with aridity and decrease 

in vegetation during cooler parts of the eleistocene. Math

ematical models of hillelope evolution based on field meaa

urements of modern erosion rates allow calculation of spati

ally averaged erosion rates over long periods of the Ceno

zoic; these indicate that the rats of erosion under fairly 

constunt climatic and vegetative conditions thought to have 

sxisted has not varied much throughout most of the Cenozoic.  

GEOLOGY AND LAND-USE PLANNING IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY, CALIF3INIA; 

A QUESTION OF SEISMIC RISK 

DUPRE, William R., Department of Geology, University 
of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004 

The California State Planning Law was recently ammended to require a 

Seismic Safety Element as part of city and county general plans. This 

requires geologic information to be made available to the planning com

munity in a timely and readily understandable way.  

Mapping of the Quaternary deposits in the Monterey Bay region aided 

in evaluating several potential seismic hazards, including the probabi

lity of surface faulting, liquefaction, and associated ground failure.  

Prior to this study, only the San Andreas fault was considered a capa

ble fault. More detailed work demonstrated that the Zayante fault, 

previously thought to be inactive, has had recurrent Quaternary move

ment. In addition, a previously unrecognized fault zone with evidence 

of Quaternary activity was mapped. The type and frequency of movement 

differs for each of these faults, hence the planning response to each 

must vary as well. Quaternary geologic units were mapped on the basis 

of relative age and depositional environment, hence they tend to have a 

restricted range of physical properties. These deposits were zoned as 

having a low, moderate, or high potential for liquefaction based on 1) 

physical properties as determined by field mapping, soils reports, 

drilling logs, and correlation with similar units in nearby areas, 2) 

depth to water table, and 3) response of these and similar units to the 

1906 earthquake. Criteria were then provided to evaluate the potential 

for liquefaction-induced ground failure.  

These geologic data have been incorporated into the General Plan of 

Santa Cruz County as part of its Seismic Safety Element. The implimen

tation of that Element involves the establishment of special risk zones 

which require geologic review prior to the issuance of building permits 

AGE OF THE AUBURN REVERSAL AND THE SALMON SPRINGS AND VASHON GLACIATIONS 
IN WASHINGTON 

EASTERBROOK, Don J., Department of Geology, Western Washington 
University. Bellingham, WA; and BRIGGS, Nancy, Scarborough College 
University of Toronto, West Hill, Ontario 

Silt beds at Auburn, Washington, previously mapped as Salmon Springs 

glacial deposits, are reversely magnetized (Easterbrook and Othberg, 

1976). Volcanic ash intebedded with the reversely magnetized sediments 
yielded a fission track age of 0.68 t.04 m.y. on glass. The date Is 

the oldest yet recorded for glacial deposits in the Puget Lowland and 

demonstrates that the Auburn reversal lies within the Matuyama reversed 

epoch, rather than an event within the Brunhes normal epoch. Reversely 

magnetized sediments between peat and volcanic ash also occur at the
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result, instead, from contamination by overlying ground water. Detailed 

study of fluid inclusions in quartz from open vugs at Creede, Colorado, 
indicates that large (60 tm to 2 mm) primary inclusions (PI) homogenize 

at 1g0
0
-270*C. have salinities from 4 to 12 wt % HaCl equiv. and 

6
DH20 

- -70O/oo, values similar to those from co-deposited sulfides. In con

*rast, small (I to 10 pm) pseudosecondary inclusions (PSI) homogenize 

I.ween 200
5
C and 260*C, but have salinities near 0% and 

6
DH20 

o°/oo. The difference in 6D020 is probably even larger due to diff

Kc dsltles in sampling only one ype of inclusion and because some PI 

"-Pere opened and diluted during PSI formation. PI are filled with deep

circglating fluids that deposited the ores, whereas PSI contain heated 

shanow ground water which entered the ore zone episodically during ore 

deposition. PSI occur along curved healed fractures possibly resulting 

from small thermal shock of the growth-strained quartz crystals upon 

incursion of somewhat cooler ground water. Previously reported SDH20 
values for Creeds quartz fluids (Bethke and Rye, 1979, Econ. Geol.. v.  

74, p. 1832) do not represent primary fluids of different 
6

DH20 from 

those that deposited the ore; rather, they reflect mixtures of PI and 

PSI which were not separated in the analytical procedure. This study 

suggests that in epithermal deposits, overlying ground water can be 

trapped in quartz In large enough amounts to bias stable isotope anal

yses. Consequently, SDH20 values from inclusions in quartz which 

are significantly different from those from Inclusions in coexisting 

ore minerals are suspect; careful heating/freezing studies of all 

types of inclusions may be needed to identify contaminated samples.  

STR1'ERAL, SI'RATIQ(AB.IC, AND GEM.UCAL PENT= OF 1, 04598 
SOUI) KAUSHWI 13N11TSIO, LUUJI OCOIPIEX, MfIE 

Foose, Michael P., U.S. Geol. Survey, Reston, Va. 22092 
The South Kawishiwi intrusion, one of several that make up the 1.1 

b.y.-old Duluth Complex, consists of two parts. The lower part is a 

70-200 m-thick sulfide-bearinxg layer that hosts large amounts of 

potentially important copper-nickel sulfides. This layer is mostly 

troctolite containing abundant hornfels inclusions and lenses of oxides; 

traceable layering is absent. In sharp contact are at least 3,500 m of 

overlying sulfide-free rocks that are mostly troctolites and minor 

anorthosites. Traceable layers in this upper zone are formed by cyclic 

crystallization of plagioclase and plagioclase + olivine. Cryptic 

variations associated with these cycles show patterns of both upward 

depletion and upward enrichment in calcium, magnesium, and nickel. The 

upwrd depletion trends are typical of those formed during the normal 

fractional crystallization of repeated influxes of compositionally 
similar liquids. In contrast, the patterns of upward enrichment may be 

o to pulses of more sodic and iron-rich liquids injected from an 

jacent and more evolved intrusion.  
s elcsmnt of the sulfide-bearing zone represnts a discrete moas 

pulse which initiated intrusive activity in this intrusion. In comtast, 

the overlyin sulfide-free rocks o repeated cyclic patterns that are 
evidence of mare open-system crystallization that may have developed 

after rift-related spreading had became mare established.  
Faulting sas active from th onset of igneousa activity and continued 

to be active during and after magm consolidation. Early faults formed 

troughs in which sulfide-bearing rocks are thickest. Stall offets 

associated with numerous later faults are important structures which 

complicate geologic relationships by severely disrupting the internal 
fabric of the intrusion.  

WDR(AfCI FOR PORPHR lM. DEOS-TS ) I N9 04604 
D=I CN: A TEST IN SUAERA N 

FORC, Eric R., U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Va., U.S.A.; 
511aM Djaswadi, Directorate of Mineral Resources, Bandung, 
Indonesia, and VAN LEPIFI, Theo, Rio Tinto Indonesia, Jakarta, 
Indonesia 

Where thick tropical soils over porphyries are leached of metals, 
additioal exploration methods are needed. The recently discovered 

Tangse porphyry copper deposit of northern Sumitera was used as a test 

of an exploration method that uses rutile. Rutile in porphyries is 
a secondary mineral; its origin is closely tied to that of the sul

fides. Rutile survives tropical weathering, and in deeply weathered 

porphyries, it is one of few potential surface indications of altera

tion and mineralization at depth.  
The distribution of rutile in soils at Tangse does indeed follow 

alteration zones determined by trenching and drilling. Rutile is 

found over the biotite-chlorite, quartz-sericite, and quartz-sericite

andalusite zones. The rutile is too fine to be separated by normal 

field methods, so a method based on washing and screening to remove 

clay and gravel, acid treatment to remove iron oxides, and petro

graphic microscope observation was devised for determining rutile 

distribution in soils. Proximal (soil and local stream) rather than 

distal (vigorous regional stream) exploration with rutile ias most 

•seful in "rediscovering" Tangse. hore tests are needed, but deter

ination of rutile distribution in soils over porphyries seems to 

"',.e a powerful addition to the existing stock of exploration tools.

MAGMA-CHAMBER REPLENISHMENT IN THE N? 07900 
DUFEK INTRUSION, ANTARCTICA 

FORD, A. B., USGS MS-90B, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025; and HIMMELBERG, G. R., USGS and Dept.  
Geology, Univ. Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211 

The Jurassic layered Dufek intrusion in the Pensacola Mtns is 

an unusually large (50,000+ km
2 

area, 8-9? km thick) body of 
differentiated mafic rocks and granophyre. Chemical trends in 

cumulus (inverted) pigeonite, augite, plagioclase, and Fe-Ti 

oxides suggest that a major part--at least 2 and possibly 5 
km of thickness above concealed basal rocks--of the layered 
sequence crystallized from a single very large magma body.  

Pyroxenes have general moderate Fe enrichment up to a height 
about 800 m below an about 250-m-thick granophyre cap layer.  
Double diffusion mechanisms may account for many crystalliza
tion features, but cut-fill structures, scours, and alined 

trains of xenoliths near bases of thick mineral-graded pyrox
enite and anorthosite layers mark episodes of major current 

activity. Magma addition at late stage is indicated by strong 
reversals in fractionation trends of all minerals at about 
1 km from the top. Reversal magnitudes suggest incursion of 

either less fractionated magma from elsewhere in the chamber 

or mixing of nonfractionated new magma with Fe-rich residual 
magma. Normal fractionation trends are renewed above this 
horizon. A 100 angular discordance in layering dip at the re
versal horizon was caused by regional downflexing of at least 

semiconsolidated layers before or during magma addition.  
Presence of a 50- to 100-m-thick megabreccia layer with chao
tic-appearing clasts of anorthosite overlying the discor
dance suggests that subsidence and magma addition were as

sociated with much disruption of chamber roof or walls.  

A MODEL oF QUATIERRY DESERT KILLSWPE EVOLUTION NQ 05200 
FORD, R. L., GRIM, J. P., MARTINE2, G. F., 

PICKLE, J. D., SARES, S. W., WEADOCK, G. L., and WELLS, S. G., Department of 

Geology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, t 87131 

slope morphology, grain-size data, SE0 and clay mineralogy data, and pedologic and 

stratigraphitc data support a model of desert hillslope evolution by replacement rather 

than parallel retreat. Selected basalt-capped andesitic hillelopes in the Basin and 

Rans province in Arizona ase characterized by debris-mantled slopes (24-33*) which have 

3 colluvial stratiSraphic units. The oldest colluvium, Qcl, is composed of 

matrix-supported andesite and basalt clots which occur at the footalope. QC2 is a 

clast-supported deposit composed of coarse basalt clats in which a stage IV calcic 

horizon has formed. This unit occurs on the fot- to midalope. The youngest deposit, 

QC3, is uncemented and is composed of extremely coarse, varished basalt clastr with a 

matrix of small andesite cleats and solias-derived, quartz grains. Qc3 mantles bedrock 

and older colluvial units. A similar atratigraphic sequence occurs on granitic gneiss 

hillslopes and suggests that the regionally controlled colluviation is the result of 

climatic chagge. The presence of stage IV carbonate on Qel deposits indicates a minimum 

age of 5xiO yrs and suggests that the foot- to midslope has been stable since mid 

Pleistocene. The presence of 1 ~akly developed soils, varnished cleats, and vegetation 

suggeast an age of 100 to IxlO yrs for Qc3 indicating that the upper portions of 

hillslopes have been stable during the Holocene. These deposits indicate that lower 

slopes remain stable as upper segments are rplaced by gentler slopes and that bedrock 

surfaces are progressively younger upslope. During slope erosion, the volume of basalt 

cap Increases relative to the volume of andesite, as indicated by increasing basalt

clast content in younger colluviun. Cleast are transported downslope by debris flows 

which are favored on debris-mantled slopes. Rough, debris-mantled slopes trap eolian 

fines to develop a matrix, enhancing surface infiltration of water. Dark basalt clasts 

promote precipitation of eolian-supplied CaCO3 and accelerate the formation of calcrete 

which promotes rapid saturation of matrix-supported clasts. Our model emphasizes that 

periods of colluviation are regional and climatically controlled, debris-flow processes 

are related to colluvial lithologic feedback, and basalt-capped volcanic slopes evolved 

since mid Pleistocene by slope replacement, not by parallel retreat.  

Amino Acids in Soil: Concentrations, Isoleucine N9 00165 
Epimerization and Geological Applications. 0 

FOWMAN, Steven L., BRIGHAM, Julie K., MILLER, G.H., 
Department of Geological Sciences and Institute of Arctic and 
Alpine Research, University of Colorado, Boulder. CO 80309 

Pre-Bull Lake, Bull Lake, Pinedale and Temple Lake soils from Colorado 
moraines and a calcareous paleosol sequence near Golden Colorado were 

sampled to investigate amino acid fluctuations in different soil environ
ments. Acid soluable and soil hydrolysate fractions were examined, the 

latter contained 5-10 times the amino acid concentrations. Hydrolysate 
extracts (<125pm) were analyzed to determine: 1) if changing concentra
tions or ratios could be related to time-dependent pedogenic features, 

and 2) if epimerization rates could be used geochronometrically.  
The morainic soils have a distinctive amino acid concentration pro

file. Despite differences in vegetation, all A horizons have similar 
amino acid concentrations. Amino acid levels rapidly decrease through 

the A horizons, but remain more consistent through the B horizons. The 
Bull Lake and pre-Bull Lake soils have consistent or slightly incrf-l-ing 

amino acid levels associated with the zone of maximum clay accumulation.  
With increasing soil age, B horizon amino acid concentrations exponen

tially decrease. The decreasing B horizon amino acid concentrations are 

highly correlated withl increasing B horizon development. As the solum 
becomes deeper and more weathered, amino acid concentrations decrease.  
However, as the solum becomes "plugged" by clays, amino levels slightly

I'mmeft .. owe
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Scanning electron microscope method for rock-varnish dating 

Charles D. Harrington 
Earth arid Scase Ssierces D.'!s~or. ;S .9:62. Los Aiamos [Nationa! Labora:Gry. Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545 

John W. Whitney 
U.S Oeoac-y:cc S,'rve/. YS 9 3. Eox 25046-J. Federal Center. Denver. Colorado 80225 

ABSTRAIL 
Rock-varnish coatings on cobbles from g•omorphic surfaces and exposed deposits In arid 

environments are in eflective nmedium for dating over a time range of several thousand to a few 

million years. A new =alytical method for dating of rock varnish Is presented wherein the 

varnlsh cation ratio (VCR) is determiind by a sconming electron mcroscope (SEM) equipped 

with an energ dsperýve X-r2y analyzer (EDAX).  
1he experlmenta. SEM mer':,d is a nondestrctive technique that has several potential 

advantages over the orgia merhod of analysis, descraid by RL 1. Dorn, that uses particle

Induced X-ray emission (PIXE) of vYarr.h wcraped from rock surfaces. The SEM method can 

potentially eliminate analytial errors due to contstrimntion fromn rock substrate becamse vara

tions In varnish thkkness and 'repUritles on the substrite surface are examined before cation 

ratios are determined. Because varnish surfaces remain Inwt, varnMsh sites that yield anorAal

ous resuhs may be reanalyzed or veriiXd. In addition, thoe Vral accessibility of scanning 

electron m.roscopes wifl make rmck-=ritl. datin sn ore wIdely available for use in Quitcf
nary • 

C,•1on ratios were calcul2ted rar rock v, nish from Epaf_ lia Hasin. New Mexico, and the 

Yucca Mountain region, Nevada. a4d were used to construct rock-varnish dating curves for

"., /RODUCTION 
-'_ ock varnish is a thin (usually <I00 Jm 
thick) coating of fcro-n'a1ngzrc oxide. c2zy 
minerals. and minor amounts of Niotcg-c mat
rial derived primarily frcm irborne rmatcnal 
that accireta on rocks (Powter and R=saan.  
1977, M979. Do And OClrlander, 1982). Var
nish is abundant in semiarid ard arid r.g-,onrs 
and is typically found on exposurs of bo.kc& 
and on gravel :l.shat mark stblee t-mo r

phic surtaces. For tbc~e reasons. o ~~Ara 
archaeologists have been iterested in ertailish
ing age-dependent charactbristics of rock var
nish. A review of earty work on rock varniah i 
found in Domr•.',d Uhrla..t (19312•9aI0U).  

Dora (1933) de'elopcd the fir cn-icnrtio 
dating method for rock varnish by mrmi; the rela
tive abundant., of minor elements to cstablish 
Jifferential lehcing rates of several cstiow-s in 
the varnish. The rado of mobile to immobile 

cations ([K.Ca]:Ti) was found to decrea.e wi:h 
time and provides a relative-age indicator for 
rock varnish from a given region.  

By Dorn's method, bulk samples Of varnish 
are scraped from rock surfscs tosing a tungsten

carbide needle under 10', ld 45y itcreo mAgnfi

-ition; these samplcs are analyred by particle

'iced X-ray emission (PIXE). Cation mros o1 
,. nishe were determined for K-Ar dated vo

canic rocks from the Cow voicanic field of raw 
em California And were used by Dorn (1983) to 

GErOLOGY, V 15. , %7-9730. (Xuolef 1957

constrict i cation-leachng curve (the relation of 
cation ratios to log age). Recendty. a cation; 
tcaching curve for the eastern Mojzve region 

w-n c:albratzd us ig isotop-caily dated volcanic 
rocks and r,,diocarbon-dated varnish (Dorn et 

al., 1996). Ve curves were used to calculate 

chronomctiric agm of varnish ",amples of un
krown age in the-e regiiom and to establish the 

minimum time since varnished surfaces became 
stable. (See Dorn (19933 and Dorn and Whitley 

19)841 for a dimuc.son of the vcraping-PIXE 
technique, 2nd rntcdxoxJo:cal a4um ptions.) 

Tbe Alterfraisve method of cation-ratio dating 
piesented here rcelis on a swanning electrcn mi
croicope (SZM) equipped with an energy 

dispcerive X-ray analy'zcr (EDAX). This meth
(A was used to construct- mpirical cation
le.aching curvc. for the E..psola Ba-nf, New 

Mexico. and the Yucca Mountain region in 
southern Nevada (Fig. I). Thie Department of 
lEncrgy's Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Inves.  
tigiatins (NNWSI) Pfrject is studying the 
"Yucca Mountain area a&s a candidate site for a 
hih.,lcvel nuclear waste repository. Because of 
variatiuns in climate, rates of dust dcpoition.  

and ddfercnces in dust chemisitry, new cation.  

leaching curves mut be constructed for each 
region studied. Our calibration curves were con

structcd by detcrmining varnish caton [atit 

(VCR) on surtfs that bid been previoculy 
dated by conventional isotopic techniques. An

important assumption in the curve calibration is 
that the varnish age is the same as the dated 
underlying deposiL Calibrated VCR curves can 

be used for the calibrawed time interval to esti

mate the VCR age of unknown-age deposits 

within the region, including many surficial de

posits that are not datable by conventional iso

topic techniques.  

SAMPLING METHOD 
Rock samples with dark. well-developed var

nish formed under subscrial conditions are se
lected for analysis. A suite of eight to ten rock 

specimens is collected and analyzed for each iso
topically dated geomorphic surface used in con

structing the calibration curve. To reduce 
potential variability in varnish thickness 
and composition. samples are collected from 

(I) stable, wellidrained geomorphic surfaces, 
(2) similar lithologic substrates, And (3) areas 
having similar environmental conditions. Sam.  
ples are not collected in close proximity to li
chens and other vegetation, to varnish formed 
along cracks, or to rock surfaces in contact with 
woil. Wind-abraded and spalled rocks are also 
avoided. We collect the best developed (i.e., 

thickest and darkest) varnish from the smootbAs 
vimibhed rock surfaces available. When cali
brating a curve, samples are collected from, or as 

clow as possible to, isotopically dated localitl,.  
CUam examined in this swdy ae of volcanic
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origin. % jlcanic rocks generally have prous 

-urface textures on which varnish coatings are 

readily accreted.  

"- SAMPLE PREPARATION 
Rock samples are rins.d in dionized water to 

,cmove surface detritus and then air dried. Two 
dfifferent areas on each sample are selected 

where the varnish is darkest, thickest, and/or 

smoothest. A circular core of the varnish and 

rock substrate (2 to 2.5 cm in diameter) is drilled 

from each area. A flat 0.5-cra-thick disk is then 
made from the core by grinding the rock sub
strate parallel to the varnish surface. The disk is 

mounted on a glass slide and carbon coated for 

SEM analysis.  

ANALYSIS 
Samples are analyzed by using an lSI (Model 

DS-130) SEM equipped with a Tracmr North
ern (TN-2000) EDAX. This SEM also has 
magnification compensation for voltage change 
For each analysis a takeoff angle of 40* wnd a 
counting time of 100 s is used, and counting 
dead time is held between 15% and 20%. A des
ignated sample disk is reanalyzod at the 

beginning of each day of machine use for pur
poses of standard comparison: before new anal

yses are r=n, variations of less than 1% from 
original VCR values are neceary. Al! data arc
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obtained using a standardlcs p-ogram wherein 
X-ray peak intensities atr- ZAF (factors for 

atomic number, absorption, and fluorescence) 

corrected before elemental weight pcrcentag:.s 

are calculated. Elemental abundance is recorded 

in weight percentage for four major (Si. AL Fe, 

and Mn) and six minor (Ca. K. Mg, Ti. P, and 
S) varnish constituer s. Relative abundances of 

elements are baseu on relative X-ray peak 

intensiues. Hence, ratios of elements have a high 

degree of accracy, although absolutW concen
uauons of individual elements may not be 

determined with great accuracy.  
The SEM is commonly used for high

resolution study of small, discret points. In our 

method, however, the bulk chemistry of the var

nish on each disk, which has a surface area of 

about 4 cm2, is obtained by using the EDAX.  
By initially using a low electron accelerating po
tential (10 kV) and then progressively in=crasing 
the voltqe in 5-kV increments while analyzing 

the sam sample ara, successively larger sample 

volumes and greate dcpth pcnetraion into pro

gressively older varnish are achieved. Several 

lemnts in the v2rnaib may be significantly 
mtoe or less abundaz than in the rock substrate.  
For example, Mn is a major constituent of var

nisk and a very minor constituent of substrate, 

whereas Mg commonly exhibits the oppositere
lation. Amounts of other elements may increase

10' 10I

YEARS BEFORE PRESENT .... .  

FPguf* 1. (K.Ca)/TI caoton ratlos fomI rock varnish vs, timne kfo EaWGAOt Bai5n, New Maxie* 
(Iower' .urvl) and'fot Yucca Mountatn atea, southetn Nevada (upper curve). Unes are se0ilI0g 

ItgrosgalonI and represont rate of leaching of cations from vaonlh within geographlial ares. Ago 
"data lor catibration points are shown In Tabte 1. Hortiontal bars roproosnt age uncetalntiles; 

"~-~ vertical bars awe 1 standard dtvisatlo of measured vamlfh csaIo refline. Cotted II@ Is catl~lo
loeching curve lot Cos* volcanic IeM of southeastemr Calilornia (Dom, 1ga3).

or decrease with varnish depth and then exhibit 
a reverse trend when the rock substrate is in

cluded in the analysis. In this study, quantities of 

Ti and Mn gradually increase as varnish is pene

trated. reach a maximum when older varnish is 

included, and decrease as volcanic substrates are 

penetrated. The quantity of calcium and/or po
tassium may decrease with depth in the near

surface varnish, gradually increase with greater 

varnish depth, and rapidly increase as significant 

substrate penetration occurs. Thus, for varnish 

developed on volcanic rocks the VCR decreases 

to a minimum value at some depth in the var

nish and then gradually increascs with increasing 

penetration, a result of higher accelerating vol

tage. The VCR minima occur at, or just below, 
the voltage at which Mn and Fe maxima are 

obtained; these are the values we select to calcu

late a VCR for each rock. In addition, on Mg

bearing substrates these minimum VCR values 

occur at voltage levels low enough to exdude 

Mg from the analysis. Microprobe analysis of 

basalts used as substrate lithologies in this study 
yielded compositions with approximately 3.4% 

Mg. VCR minima for varnish on these basalt 

substrates occur in chemical analyses where Mg 
concentrations are'<0.01% (the lowest EDAX 
concentration that is recorded). We calculate 

that the volume of basalt substrate (i.e., substmrate 
contamination) that could be included in the 

volume of material atnalyzed without yielding at 

least 0.01% Mg in the SEM anaysis is <0.5%.  
Thus, we determine the effective sacceatig 
voltage required to analyze the total tgickness of 

varnish but do not include significant quantities 
of underlying rock suberstre in the wanlysis.  

SIn this study, varnish from Es94A Basin 
was found to be thinn ta varnish of cmlp-
"abls g fronm Yucca. Mountain. VCR minumLa 
for Esola Basin varnias were obtained at 
energy level of 15-20 kW. For rock varnish 

older than 40 ka, bgw voltage was needed to 
pertrat samplm from Yucca Mountin.a VCR 
minima were typically obtained at 15 kV for 

varnish from the Crater Fla surface, 20-25 kV 

(of the Fo ty Mia Wash terrac, and 30 kV fkr 
var•sh from Red Cone and Black Cone. Densi
tie of varnish from the Yucca Mountain area 
generaly increa with ag from 2.70 (Crater 

Flat surface) to 4rQ2 (Slaut Coi;4.  
AlM amples are anayed using minimum 

"SEM maircatiou in order to include the max
imum area-of varnish in each analysis Six sitei, 
eah about cm2 in anes, tug analyzed on each 
dilk to produce to intpe analysis of the 
entire disk surfitce, The ratio of K+Ca vs. Ti is 
calculated for cuc site, and &n average VCR for 
each disk Is calculated using the five lowest site 

ratios The VCR Is calculated for eah rock 
sample by yavergin the two disk ratios (it.., ten 
analyses per rock sample). Finaly, a VCR for
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cach sampled geomorphic surface Or deposit is 
C,4erm~inod by 4-carding the bighest rock VICR 
'.alue and averagig the remaining values. We 
currently 2nalyze eight to ten rock samples per 

* irp~hic surface or deposit. Thus. the final 
ratio represents the average of 70) to 90 

`ýý ,MEA analyses. Futurc statistical 
'irk may indicate that fewer rock samples 

',:if Inalyses will produce a VCR of com
Sconrifence.  

'severai factors may cause the chemistry of 
IýArnish to vary either across individual rock 

\'amples or among a group of samples from a 
geomorphic surface and result in an anomalous 
VCR (Dorn and Oberl~ander. 1991b. 198Z
Dorn. 1983). These factor include (1) retiarda
tion of initial varnish formation due to 
unfavorable rock (substrat) lithology, surface 
smoothness or the presence of lichens. (2) re
movI of initial varnish by organic acids derived 
Ifrom organic materials or microorganismns, or by 
colian abrasion, with subsequent revarnishing; 
and (3) incorporation of detuital minerals with 
high Ca or IC concentration in the varnish. The 
majority of varnishes that result from these 
varnish-variation processes have higher cation 
ratios 'which produce an apparent younger age 
than the initial unaltered VICR. An anomalously 
old age can result when titanomagnectites with 
abnormally high Ti coocentratioas are present in 
the rock varnish, thereby causing low VCR 
* 's(Dorn. 19M). These anomalous conceal

is can often be recognized during The SEIM 
ý.Assurfac examination or by MDAX chrm

:cal analysis. and thus can be avoide for the 
VICR calculations. Anoamalusy high values of 
VICR are more difficult to recognize, and this 
may resuilt in their inclusion in VCR calicula
tions. Therefore, in our calculation of a rock
varnish age, we cadude the highest VICR site on 
each disk (I out of 6) and the highest rock VCR 
for eiachdeposit or surface.  
To determine the 'reproducibility of VCR 

valums we' IAnalyzed 22 samples from four de., 
Posit$ On two Separate ocCASiO01s an calculate 
separate ratios for individual samples and for 
each deposit. The scond set of cation ratios f Ior 
the 22 samples differed by about 4% from-the 
original values. For the four deposits, the aver
age variation of the duplicate analyses was less 
than 3%. VCR variation acrms a disk arnd be
tween disks from the %4me rock is less than half 
the v -ardation obsecrvecd amon g ftockI samples 
from the same Seomorphic surface. Thus, we 
believe that sample selection, not analytical ac
curacy, is at present the major limiting factor for 
varnish age determinatiotw. Future analytical 
work will include refinemnent of substrate identi
fication by the SEM-1EDAX. And comparisarn of 

R values obtained by thei SEM methiod with 
obtained by other laboratory techniques.  
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ADVANTAGES OF TILE SEMI-EDAX 
TECHNIQUE 

Use of the SEM-EDAX to de~cterine VCR 
values has several advantages over the scraping
PIXE method. Sample purity in the scraping
PIXE method is limited by one's ability to 
differentiate fresh, weathered, and varnish
covered rock fragments from -;urc varnish, even 
when substiates arc fine-grt .jed. dark volcanic 
rocks. With use of the SE.M. varnish depth can 
be identified, and this enables analysis of the 
maximum varnish thicknessi without significant 
contamination from the substrat- Changes in 
chemical composition detected during EDAX 
analysis determ ine at what point ihe substrate is 
first penetrated; most, if not all, of this contami
nation can be excluded from the analysis by 
reducing voltage penetration.  

Varnish is not removed from its substrate for 
SEM. analysis, as it must be for PIXE anailys&s IU 
an SEM-EDAX analysis yields an anomalous 
result, then the specific site on the disk may be 
reexamined to determnine the cause of the acoom
aly. Furthermore chemical in homogeneities can 
be examiacd acros &an entire disk. If a PIXE 
analysi is anomalous, then the original varnish 
surf=c cannot be rcexamined, and a substitute 
uample wmue be stud'-A.  

In SEM anialysis, VCR values show no signif
icant variation when the analysis is periormned 
over nmino irregualrities in the varnish surface 
iignificant toporaphic irretularities can be 
avoidled during SEIM examsnaion of the varnish 
surface under high _msgndlatiori. Thlus. -a 

-greater variey sand number of spccarnens can be

evaluated at a field locality where smooth-
surfaced rocks are not abundant.  

CALIBRATION OF CATION
LEACHING CURVES 

VCR values for geomorphic surfaces pre
sncried here (Table I) arc the average of eight or 
more individual rock cation ratios per field lo
cality. The standard deviation (I a) of VCR 
values for an individual surface (shown as verti
cal error bars for sample points in Fig. 1) varies 
from less than 4% for the oldest deposit to 23% 
for the youngesL Analyses 0n individual depos
its and geomorphic: surfaces will probably have 
smaller stranad deviations when we better un
derstand the nature and significance of various 
environmentanLl factors that result in spot-to-spot 
rock-varnish variations. Increased understa ding 
will lead to improvement in selection of sites 
an ,d methods of samnpling, and this will minimize 
variations in cation ratios for a single geomor
phic surface or deposit.  

ESPAROLA BASIN 
Agecnrol fcwth sinlaBai i stab

lished [rom a sequence of four gravel-capped 
erosionaa surfaces a"og the northeas (lank of 
the Jcmcez Mountains. Dense inner layers of cal
cium carbonate coatings were extracted from 
pebbles in near-surface soil K horizons,and 
-uranium-series dated at 22;t3 ha., 3 1 *4 ka, 103 
t 17 a. &and 144 t2 ISat (Hlarrington sand Al
drich, 1984; M. J. Aldrich, Jr., 1986, uapub
lished data). Samples olf black. well-developed, 
surface rock varnish were collected from basalt

1ABLE 1. SURFACES 04R DEPOSITS USED TO CALISRATE CATION LEACH4ING CURVES 

Deposit, Ridioaetrlc ag. Method of dating Cation rattoe 
(ice) (K#C.CTI 

[%4 na1 01 ti 

01 surface 144 -I' Uranium series 2.711 40.24 
02 surface 103 all uranium series 3.14 &0.43 
05 scarp 31 *4- Uraniumn seies 3.72 &0.39 
04 surface 72 A3 uranium series 4.10 *0.94 

Tucc*_WitHntaln Qrfam2 

Crater flit basalt flew's 
ftack Cofe (PC) 1090 0300O, K.Ar 2.13 40.27 
-Red Cons 00iC 1120 _70 -Ar 2.33 &0.11 

terrices- along forty- MIe 11 ir -. ------ 

Q2c terrace 25.5 -15" UrAnium trend 4,34 &2.04 
0Th- ter race.1-..7 Uranlum trend-- 4.68 #0.52 

Crater flit surface (CF) 40 &10 Uranium trend COO00 1.00 

* SyW4,ol1 uied In Flaure 1 
*StAndAM~ #Frrnr for-varnish cationv rAtios lI sted ire I standard deviationl.  
iiArrlngton and Aldrich 1904): K. J. Aldrich, Jr, (1986, unpublished data).  

;4anIman at c1, (1982); Carr (2984).~86 
ftRoshol 8ta.(985): 0. A. Muhi 196 un~'blished data),
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and andesitc gravel on these surfaces. Cation 
ratios and their standard deviations were calcu
lated fo. the-e surfaces and plotted against their 
independently detcrmined uranium-seri ages 
(Fig. 1) to generate a cation-leaching curve (a 
least-squares regrssion line of cation ratio to log 
of time base 10). This line has a correlation 
coefficient (r) of -0.985 and is descnrbed by the 
function VCRE - 6 093 - 1.529 logio 1, where I 

is in thousand years before present (ka) and 
VCRE is the varnsh cation ratio (1K+CaJ:Ti).  

Th': ca•ion-leaching curve for the Espafola 
Basin is similar to that for the Coso volcanic 
field of eastern California (Dorn. 1983), both in 
terms of y intercept and slope, for the time inter
val of 10.5 to 150 ki. However, to explain the 
Coso datam Dom used three line segments fo" his 
cation-leachin curve with changes in sope at 
approximately 10 and 150 Iat. More data sug
ges that fte ypothebied slope change at 10 ka 
is not substntiated for the Moave Desert (Dorm 
et aL, 1986). If die regression line for the Coso 
data is recalculated without the chaowe In slope 
at 10 ka. its similarity to the Espulola Basin 
curve is enhanced. Such similarity suggests that 
the Espafiola and Coso regions bad similar en
virometal conditions during the late Pleisio
cene. These conditions may indude type and 
amount of rainfaltL temperm-tre, and long4erm 
rates of dust depositi 

-- . YUCCA MOUNTAIN 

SFive dated geomorphic surfaces in the area of 
Yucca Mountain were used to calibrate a raio.
leaching curve. Samples of black rock varnish 
were cikcted from (1) outcrops and boulders 
of two ba.-at flows K/Ar-dated at 1.1 Ma (Van
iman et al.. 1982, Carr, -19&4Y,(2)_clatsu-of 
welded tuff on two alluvial terrnaces tog Forty 
Mile Wash, which are dated by uranium trend 
at 160 and 250 ks and (3) cislb ofwd tuff 
on an alluvial surface in Crater Flat, dated by 
uranium trend at 40 ka (Rosholt ct al., 198;, 
D. R. Muhs, 1986, unpubis data). Varnish 
samples were collected from the most stable par 
of each surface. The uranium-trend method 
dates the time of sediment deposition. where•s 
rock varnish dates the time of surface staility.  
We assume that the time between surace stabil
ization and the beginning of varnish formation .. on sudace- clasts is- negligible-conpared-o- the: 
age of the P1ltocene depositsL 
--The Yucca Mountain -cation-leaching curve 
between 40 and 1500 ka has a correlation cod.  
ficicnt of -0,992 (a near linear trend) and ii 
described by the. function' VCR -a 10.466 
2.667 lolto 1: The apparent reduction In leach.  
ing ate for varnish older than I50 ka originally 
noted by Dorm (1983) does not appear in data 

for the Yucca Mountain area.

The Yucca Mountain cation-leaching curve is 
significantly different from curves for both the 
Espaflola Basin and the Coso volcanic field; 
Yucca Mountain has both higher VCR values 
for similar varnish ages and a higher leachng 
rate. Higher cation ratios for the varnish from 

Yucca Mountain suggest that greater alkaline 
colian fallout occurred here during the Pleisto

cene than in the Coso or Espahola. regions.  
Higher accumulti j rates and more alkaline 

composition of dust probably resulted from de
flation of dry playas that persisted over great 
aerial extent and for long time periods. The 
Yucca Mountain arcs did not experience signfi
cant climatic amelioration, and nearby playas 
did not become pluvial lakes, during late Plcis
.tocene gasca episodes (Mifflin and Wheat, 
1979: Spaulding. 1985).  

APPLICATIONS OF THE 
TECHNIQUE 

Catios-ratno dot can be used to determine 
the dm of varnish initiation on clasts from a 
variety of erosional and depositional surfaces, 
and, thus to deteuine the minimum time since 
a surf•ce stabilized. In the Yucca Mountain arma 
and th Espaliola Bssin we are using the SEM
EDAX meth0d to obtain VCR ages on pedi
m- nt -sr'sces, alluvial fan -susrfcs -fluvial 
terraces, sutbilizd hillslope deposits, bedrock 
surfas, and surfce of colian deposits. These 
datedvdsufbaes aMd depwits in the Yucc Moun
tain area are b.ing med to calculat locall and 
retgi l es A nd incision ras, to date 
fauted surfams for anwatoic sudies, and to 
undrSmuMd early to lite Pleistocene palecenvi
ronmaental comdikiom by daing depwits and 
surfa•es-whoie ofriins were controlled b7 cli.  
matlc chanitcs and genmorphic proctcwes not 
operating undfr present climatic conditions.  
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Abstract Introduction

Calon.satio dating of rock varnish is a recnitly devel 
opod technique. for obtaining surface exposure ages of a wide 
virlery of geomorphic ,urtfcs.. At orilginalypropocod. the 
technique utilizes a ratio among minor catiOnS ((OCCa)/Til in 
rock varaish. Although this vanish cation ratdo Is related to the 
Ti conceorration. It can also be Affeted. by the presence of Ba 
thau may be partially included in the Aualyzed coocentration of 
TI. Barium is a mlnorconstituenm found In virtually all rock 
varnishes sampled Hrm the L•ks Meed ares Las Vegas Valley.  
and the Crater Flat region of wothern Nevaia.: Barium is hiter
SIgOa ly disirthilud in rsik vArnis, Lh. sArAM jrAenmlnAlArIy 

with Nixn ardsecondully *t1h sulru (det•'ll-bb"46). Baiumw 

young: surfaces ( 100 ka) than La varnishes found on older sur.  
facu (> 500 ks), and they are appatently. greater In varnishes 
on low elevation surfaces than In varnishe on hill-slope or 
ridge deposits.  

In energy dispersive spec•roscopy (1DS). Ball, and L 
peaks overlap with TI Xx An K1 peks.. Unless decompose 
titeoverlSppng pealtsmay-yield erroneously Iulrvalues for TI.  
We have compared the effect of BR ,oacentrsioo calculated 
varnish cation. ratios using:. (1) qusstiwve. EDS with the 
scanning electron microscope (SWM) thu decomtpose TI a&d Ba 
pea•rs: (2) quantitative wsvelength-dispersive spectroscopy 
(WDS) with sn electron probe microanadyyet.(EM); (3) semi
quantitative EDS with the SEM that decomposes T1 An Ba 
peaks; Uad (4) semi-quantitauve EDS with the SEM that does 
not dmerimpase TI and N lines. Results suggest small amounts 
of Ba relative to TI will not sinificantly change tie value of the 
calculated varnish cuaio ratio with or without.decomposttion.  
mnaw vr. it "a marintraolnns Ara hilat rNltvl in Tt. IhA Pfo-rr 
on cation ratios is pronounced, ruulting In anomalously low 
cation ratios. Aa younger varnishes and-varishu on to•og.  
rspbicsaly lower suraces appaletly hive higher Be concentra.  
clons. the effect of Ba o0 cation ratios calculated for younger 
rock varnishes And lower surfaces will be gruler.  

KEY WORDS: Rock varnish, cat•on-ratuo dating, barium.  
barium-titanium decomposition. Southern Nevada. scannaid 
electron microscopy.  
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cautes D. Hafingoi 
Earth &ad Environmental Sciences Dlvisior. MS D462 
Lot Alainos Nationtl Laboratory, Los Alamnos. NM 87S45 

Phone: (005) 667.0071

Rock varnish is a Ma-- &xdlor Pc-rich coating 
commonly found on rock exposures in arid and semsario 
renicns. DhIta (1993) Vv v"e4 tc4huiq4ue t.r ulint 
rocxavarnish, to estimate the age of geomorphic surfaces 
utilizing1 &a ratio of minor elements:• in the varnish 
((Ca+K)ITII calculated for, specific geographic Areas.  
This ratio is thought to decrease with varnish age ar.d 
'-s bt=..selbrated using isotopically dated surfaces to 
construct rock varnish Jating curves (plots of cation 
rAtin verriis Ing time). The importance of the rtqk var 
niuh dating technique lies in the wide variety of young 
( < I Ma) geemarphic surfagls that spoie ". .. ,,4316 
on su(faco.clasts and thus could potentially yield 3udfavo 
exposure ages derived from took varnish analysis.  

. It is now commonly accepted that rock varnish 
components are of detrital origin, with 30% to 70% of 
the varnish composed of collan transported clay mince:als 
(r t.. Pnrtrtr and inastman. 1979). Minganese and Fe 
are markedly enhanced in the varnish over levels within 
eolian detritur. Barium has been reported to be a minor 
conutituer.: of rock varnishes (Enogle and Sharp, 1951, 
Potter and Rossman, 1979), but the prcvalcncc and dis
tribution of Ba in rock varnish, either geographically or 
within a single sample, has not been previously des
cribed. Putthermore, the relationship of Ba 
incorporated in rock varnish to the regional dust 
composition and proximity to Ba sources bhi not been 
addressed. In this paper we discuss two aspects of B; a! 
t constitutAs ef reek vanishes! (1) the dilstributions 4f D.  
in rock varnishes from southern Nevada; and (2) the 
effect thit ttis occurrence of Ba has on measuring Ti 
concentrations and therefore on calculated cation ratios 
used in rock varnish dating curves.  

Low concntrations (< 2 wt%) of Ba in the pres
ence of TI are difficult to detect when the analysis is by 
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The K, and K, 
lines for T1 occur at nearly the same energic4 (within 
S0 WV) as the Lo and Li lines for Ba, resulting in the 
overlap of these peaks in an EDS "nalysis (PFg. 1). The 
problem of peak overlap of Be r.d TI occurs in any 
analysi.s that uses EDS, whether in conjunction with a 
scanning electron microscope (SWM), an electron proae
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INCREASING key -- * 

Figure 1. SEM E.S spectra of matrIal containing both 
Ti and Ba illustrating the overlap of Ti X, ind K, and 
Ba L. and L6 peaks.  

UAUVU~dlY~c (EPI), %J1 a pu~ivi AW6 wnuliki i Yal &Wa Iua.V 
induced x-ray emission (PIXE). If the peaX overlaps are 
not decomposed fcllowlng analysis, then a portion of the 
Ba concentration wilt be misidentified as Ti. This wi!'.  
result in an erroneously high Ti concentration, and con
sequedtly, a cation ratio that is erroneously low.  

In rArlitr analyvit nf trick vArnshr. frnm snnhth
era Nevada, Hasrington and Whitney (1987) used a 
Tracor Northern stasndardless semi-quantitative EDS pro
gram (SSQ) that performed no decomposition of peak 
overlaps during SEM analysis. Based on our present 
u,,dg: tt.W;,A• af D1 i,•,,a.6 ",",'.k ,Ac;"ih6i ' ih ' A 

region, we believe the TI concentrations that were calcu
lated during these earlier analyses erred towards overes
timation, yielding cation ratios that were lower than 
would be calculated using TI concentrations unaffec'ed 

"•-' by Ba occurrence.  
Dorn (1989b, p. 575) hu stated that "Energy-dis

persive X-rays analyzed with a SEM cannot separate bar
ium from titanium when they are in similar concentra
tions at levels around 1%'. In this paper we document 
that, in fact, such separation of ga from Ti is possible 
using both quantitative (MICRO Q) and semi-quantita
tive (SQ) Tracor Northern EDS Analytical programs, 
each of which decompose overlapping Ti and Ba peaks.  
We also document that SEM EDS anaiyses yield similar 
results to wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) 
analyses of the same varnish using an EPM. Comparison 
of ou- SEM and BPM results with reported proton probe 
PIXE analyses of rock varnish on the same goomurphic 
features (Dorn, 1989t), indicates a systematic difference 
in Ba values for similr aged rock varnish and sulgesis 
the lack of adequate sepa-rat-0n of BA from TI during the 
reported PIX3 analyies.  

Materials end Mothoiis 

The data dlscused in this papea were acquired on 
an ISI-DS 130 SEM and a Camcca MBX EPM. Both

were equipped with Tracer Northern 5500 EDS systemi.  
EDS analyses utilized three programs of which one was 
quantitative (MICRO Q), and two were scmi-quanttative 
(SQ and SSQ). WDS analyses on the BPM provides 
quanliu•ytc data. FIP.M ini1 RFM anilyx. w.re, madi.  
both on rock varnish surface4 and cross-iections of rock 
varnish. S.,M cation ratio analyses of varnish surfaces 
follow the procedura described In Hanlngton and 
Whitney (1937) and Harrington and Raymond (1989).  
We analyze the varnish on 2 cm diameter, 0.5 cm thick 
dlhks mido truit %;urcs drillcd thruuigh the varnish and 
rock substrate on each varnished clast. A low magnia
cation (- 30x) is used to obtain a relatively large 
surface area (- 12 mm-) in each analysis. The SEM 
analysis is performed using a working distance of 30 
mm. a takeoff antig of 40 degrees, and a counting time 
ut 100 u 1.90 % with 209$ tu 30% dead time. We use 
Progressively increasing accelerating voltages to obtain 
deeper penetration into the varnish. SEM analyses o" 
cross-section transecu utilized the same working dis
taA,:. &Ad taka 6ff nAhl,, but .•.1,s-ta.,, k , .avt .&,- ,,..  
quisition mode, and accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and 
an acquisition time of 100 s.  

EPM analyses of varnish surfaces and cross-sec
tions Jitillzing Bence Albee corrections are based on 
standa.rds and use a preset counting precision of I % with 
a default maximtim fime. nf 40 .irrnndi fnr ra-ch ri.mrni 
analyzed. Analyses of Ti and Ba in rock varnish seldom 
achieve the I% counting precision and, instead, are ter
minated at the 40 second default time. Counting preci
sion for these elements is generally < 7%. Analyses 
are Alse frequently defaulted at 40 seends in tVIe analy.  
sis of Ca and K with a counting precision generally < 
3%. Each EPM analysis of Ba for surface samples rep
resents the average concentration for thre 400 ;Aml 

:astered area analyses on a varnished disx. C:oss
section analyses were acquired in A spot mode.  

Using the EDS program .M.CRO Q, all x-ray peak 
intensities are O(pZ) (PRZ) corrected before elemental 
weight percents are calculated for varnish constituents.  
MICRO Q utilizes sets nf elemental reference standards 
to perform quantitative Lanlyses. This program allows 
these reference standards to be input at each of the ac
celerating voltages at which analyses will be run. Addi
tionally, MICRO Q performs a decomposition of peak 
overlaps resulting in TI values unaffected by the pres.  
ence of Ba within the varnish (Table 1). In standards 
that contain either Ba or Ti, but not both. generally only 
th= element present was recoroed in the analyses at con
centraions 0ov@ dctccuo0n limits.  

In addition to MICRO Q, a recond SLM program.  
SQ, has been used to decompose overlapping Ba-Ti 
peaks. SQ analyzes x-ray spect:a using a library of ref
erences stored on disk. Sluce standard data are retrieved 
frvm storage rathes thsan acquired prior to analysts., Me 
SQ program is considered seimi-quantitative. The pro
gram uses multiple le-st squares Analysis and s PRZ ma
trix correction procedure to calculate ,lemental concen
ira:ions.
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Table 1. MICRO Q aid SQ analyses of standards 
nitrtion Concentration MICRO 0 
2ndard (wt%) Analyses

SQ 
Anslyses

Standard (wt%) WDS-Microproba (Wt%) (WI%) 

Barite NUS NS 
as0 65.43 65.17 tO.03 53.34:t0.63 
TiOl :g0.00 0.60±0.33 BDL 

AulIte N-t10 N"-10 

Boo :G 0.00 BDL'- 0.02 ±0.06 
TIe 2  0.74. 0.a 06 0.83± 0,05 

Benitoit. N a 12 N-12 
Boo 37.05 37.39±1.60 37.31 t 1. 14 
TIe1 19.35 19.29±t3.16 18.51± 2.39 

Synthetic Varnisho N-5 Nin5 14-15 
BeO 0.62 0.60t0.13 0.80±0.05 0.62±0.12 
TI12 1.814 1.73 ±0.08 1.77±0.03 1.73 ±0.06 

* Synthetic varnish Is sample FV-I from alermn and Kuchner (to be published).  
BDL below detection limit (detection limit for Ba and TI Is 0. 1 wt%).
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Figure 2a (at left). Replicate line transects of Sae and T&O, obtained by SEM EDS analysis using the program SQ and 
by EPM WDS analysis. Transect 3 on rock varnish sample PW3-25, from Pettoglyph Wish. AZ, near Lake Mud. NV.  
Analytical uncartainty for each EPM analysts is gnerElly about 9.18% for Si. and 10-20% for Ti. Analytical uncertainty 
for each SEM analysis is generally about 6-20% for Ba snd 7.23% for TI.  

Figure 2b (at right). SEM EDS line transacts of Ba. S. and Mn In rock verni~h crolls-ections. Transact 3 on sample 
PW3-2.. frnm Pcunilyllh Wah. AZ. near haika Mead. NY. Tranar.xi acquired ail Ii VY with IM v-.rnnid rnsnt times. nd 

reducsd using SQ program. Analytical uncertainty for each analysis is generally about I% for Mn. 6-20% for Ba. and 
13.37S for S.

A third SEM program, SSQ, uses a standardless 
technique that applies peak intagration with Krome's 
Law background modelling to calculaea elemental con
centrations. SSQ does not decompose T1 and Ba peaks.  
T,.$ SEU is configured in the time m•iner for MICRO 
Q, SQ, and SSQ.  

Results 

cassfully decompose ovirliappius Ba-TI peaks is by com
paring SEM SQ line transecu through varnish cros-sec
dons with EUM WrDS analysis utAseWtS at approximately 
the same iccations. Althouth compa'rtsns are limited 

by the absulute aiting of Lnalytiv4 points in the EPM 
due to poorer image resolution and lira r electron beam

diameter, general trends in Ba and Ti along Iransects 
may be compared. In Figure 2a, TiO2 values obtained 
on the SEM using SQ and on t.e EPM using WDS analy
sit are similar, and both show decremse in Tie 2 concen
trition with depth. In addition, 24O valuos from txt iw.  
instruments arc generally similsa. including a broad peak 
in BiO at a depth of about 13 to 18 ;&m. A major Ba4O 
peak recorded on the SEM at 7 ;Lm, but not measured on 
the EPM apparenty repreoy% 1 n, t;ror1-3jzc4 4;tntal 
barite grain. evidenced by a pak in sulphur at the same 
;pot in the SEM transect (Fig. 2b), that did not fall wi•h
!us ilia vuluiuo ot x-a-y cxutaidon of the EUM ransect.  
Other thans the cormliation of Ea with S due to occasLonal 

,iasL irain,. LISO primary currelatca of B4 In analyzed 
:ock varrish cross-sections is with Mn (Fig 2b, PFi. 3).
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Figure 3. SEM EDS line transects of Ra, S. and Mn in 
rock varnish cross-sections. Trtanse.t 4 on sample 
LB1O-3, from Lava Butte near Las Vegas, NV. Transect 
acquired at 15 kY with 100 seconds count times. and 
reduced using SQ program. Analytical uncentaist 7 fug 
each analysis is typically about I% for Mn, 6-20% for 
Ba, and 40-60% for S.
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Figure S. Cation ratios from Holocene surfaces in 
southern Nevada. Points H-I and H-2 are from Las 
Vegas Valley, NV. (a) are mean cation ratios c3lculated 
with Ba-TI decomposition performed using s.M tDs 
MICRO Q analyses. (0) at: meAn cation ratios cal
culated using SEM EDS SSQ analyses with no Ba-Ti 
decomposition. (X) are mean cation rados of Dorn 
(1989a) by PIXE analysis.
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Figure 4. Comparison of SSQ derived T1 concentrations 
with SQ derived TI concentrations. Rock varnish sam.  
plea LB30-3 and L.I3-2. from Lava Butte near Las 
Vegu, NV. Replicate SSQ and SQ al"yses acquired at 
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 kY for nine 0.2-12 mmn spots.  
with 200 second; counting times. Analytical uncertainty 
for each analysis is 1-3 t fo the reponed SSQ TI 
values, 5-IS% for the SQ TI values, and 4-24 % to: the 
SQ Bi values.  

.. .......... ... .... ~...  
The inadequacy c( SSQ, the ED$ program without 

Ti and Be detompositlon, to provide reliable TI concen
trations in the prese"ce. of BI can be Illustrated by com
paring spot analyses :eplicagd with eQ and SSQ. Tim
nium concentrations obtained with SSQ are consistently 
greater then TI values from SQ (Fig. 1) aue to overlap 
of the Ba L, peak with the Ti K. peak. The TI values 
uping SSQ are hishcst where Ba concentrations ire 

"_ highest.
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Figure 6. Ba concentrations in rock varnish s'mpies 
from southern Nevada. Data obtained by ELPM analyses 
using 400 Aml spot sizes and SEM analyses of 12 mm
areas. Minimum uetectioa limits for Ba are 0. 1 wt6.  

The effect of Ba on caiculaton of rock varnish ca
tion ratios if Ba and Ti peaks are not decomposed can be 
ullulat.med by comparing cation ratios calculated from 
SEM analyse of varnish disks using SSQ (non-decom
posed) with cation ratios cAlcu!ted from SEM analyses 
of the same disks using MICRO Q (decomposed). For 
ro-k varnish collected from two Holocene surfaces in 
Las Vegas Valley, cation ratios using SSQ ire more than 
30 1. lower than cation rat-os calculated using IMICRO 
Q (•ig. 5").
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Table 2. Barium concentrations in rock varnish for selected deposits frorm the Crater Flat area, Nevada

Site

Black Cone (lava flow) 

Red Cone (lava flow) 

Lathrop Wells Cone.  
(lava flows)

Est-mated 
Atclkal"

1100t200 

1100*135 

uncertain

Alluvial Surfaces (Crater Flit and Forty mile Wash) 
02C 255.13 
JWB-20 190-45 
02H 160t±7n 

CFP-29 137t25 

CP-3 40t10

CFP-32 30±O.5

Average Ba 
(TnccntrAtlmn (wt%•)

0.53 ±0.09 
0.34 ±0.26 

0.00 

0.58±0.17 
0.00 

0.43t0.20 
0.00 

0.97 ±0.24 
0.00 

I 0?±o.53 
0.00 

1.74i±0.67 
1.75 ±0.52 

0.00

Number and Typee 
nf Analy•ti

9(P) 
5(MQ) 
5(Pl) 

10(P) 
S(PI) 

5(MQ) 
l5(P!) 

13(P) 
5(PI) 

I I (P) 

15(MQ) 
5(PI)

(P) - Microprobe (This Paper); (MQ) - SEM using MICRO Q (This Paper); (PI) - PIXE (Dorn, 1989a).  
Ale estimates are oetalilo in harrington and Whitney (I9S") and Dorm (1969a).  

----... ... .. .......-- ..... ... .. . ..... ...........................

Based on over 250 SEM and EPM spot analyses 
and numerous clemental line scans on varnish cross-sec
tions, the following observations can be made concern
ing Ba occurrence in rock varnish samples from southern 
Nevada and adjacent areas: 

(1) Barium was detected in 98% of rock var
nishes analyzed from the Lake Mead area, from Las 
Vegas Valley. NV. and from the Crater Flat area in Nye 
County, NV (Fig. 6). Sampled varnished surfaces range 
in age from < 10 ka to over I Ma; topographic posi
tions of varnish collection sites range from the lowest 
parts of intermontane basins, at or just above local base 
levels, to > 300 meters above the basin floors. Rock 
varnishes from the Clma volcanic field, California 
(Raymnnd ri nl Ill thiis min) ind frnm Nam Idarlrn 
yielded similar percentages of Ba.  

(2) Barium concentrations recorded for south
ern Nevada varnishes were as high as 3.3 wt for a vu
nish surface spot an.tlysii and average > 1.5 wt% for all 
varnish surface analyses. Concentrations are commonly 
1-2 times that of TI.  

(3) Barium concentrations can vary by more 
than a fac'or of two both laterally and "vtrticilly within 
rook vanish on a sAlgla alat. Average 1a 46aiaaL,.
lions among a suite of cLah taken from a sin;le peo
morpnic surface aiso commonly vary by more thau a 
factor of two.  

(4) Barium apparently occur% in higher concen
nzations in younger varnishes thia in s.gicantly older 
varnishes in the Crater Flat area of stnithern Nevada.  
Average Ba concentrations of 0.55 and 0..ZP wt% were 
measured in varnishes cn 1. I Ma lava flow surfaces at

Black and Red Cones, wherels average Ba concentra
tions of 0.97 to 1.75 wt % were measured on nearby allu
vial surfaces with estimated ages of 255-40 ka (Table 2).  

(5) Barium occurs in higher concentrations in 
varnishes formed on surfaces at lower elevations in ba
sins than in varnishes on surfaces high on hillslopes or 
ridges. For example, rock varnish on a hillslope boulder 
deposit on Little Skull Mountain. NV. has lower Ba vaL
ues (average concentration 0.23 wt%) than rock varnish 
occurring 170 meters lower in the basin at Black Cone 
10.5S wt%, Table 2). Both varnishes have :imilar esti
mated ages, about I Ms. Similarly, rock varnish on a 
boulder deposit on the crest of Yucca Mountain yields 
lower Ba concentrations (0.47 wt%) than rock varnish 
wsith s timilir atim-itited igi HA m Inwar nn nn nillrinl 
surface in Crater Flat (1.26 wt%).  

Discussion 

The ubiquity of Ba within investigated rock var.  
nishes from Nevada Lad adjacent regions suggtsts the 
possibility that Ba may be univenally present in rock 
varnishes of tte southwestern U.S. Thus, most TI values 
measured using EDS, if uncorrected for the presence of 
D1. will bl ;rrncously high and calculated cation ratimi 
will be too low. Since Ba concentrations are heterolene
otis at all sealasealiea trtids fromI a arta, pra.4Or 
obtained with programs performing no Bt-TI decomposi
tion, can not be satisfactorily adjusted for Ba occurrence 
by applying a single eorroctiom factor. Instead. in con
strutting rock vaxnish dating curves. cation ratios should 
be used for which individual analyse$ incorporate a Ba
TI decomposiUon. The apparent relationship of Ba con
centnrion to varnish age may partially refle•ct appa:.',.t
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topographic relationships in that younger surfaces gener
ally lie closer to ine local base level and therefore lower 
in ihn, hAiin than dn nldrr. Ernr.rally hieher .iirfanr.rs.  
Therefore, Ba concentrations in rock varnish may most 
influence cation fauos calulated for younger varnishes 
forming in low-lying basin environments in close prox
imity to sources of Ba.  

R•l•varnish dating urvets hyV4 bU a,*strua:1-d 
for the Crater Flat area by Harrtngton and Whitney 
(1937). and by Dorn (1989a). Buium concentrations re
ported from PIXE analyses of rock varnish by Darn 
(1989a, Table 6) differ markedly from our analyses (Fig.  
6). Of 117 PIXE analyses of varnish reported by Darn 
\ t06i) vily sil. lauluila the• eICIM9I• ? Ut alty d•atstblo 
Ba. For the other Il samples, representing 95 % of the 
total analyses, no 1a grate tMIR .01 peroent is lopor 
ted. In addition, wos have found Ba in rock varnish on 
all geomorphic surfaces examined in the Crater Flat ar
ea. These sites include several Iava flows and colluvial 
boulder deposits in addition to sites on more than a doz
en aiiuvial surfaces. Dorn (1989a), in contrast, reported 
Ba in samples from only two of 17 geomorphic surfaces 
in Crater Flat, and for these two surfaces only half of 
the total sample; were reported to contain any Ba. Sites 
reported by Dorn (1939a) to contain no 114 include th:ee 
lava flows where we fnund average Ba concentrations of 
approximately 0.5 wt% and three alluvial surfaces of 
similar estimated age to surfaces where we found perva
sive Ba (Table 2).  

The lack of reportd Ba in the varnish analyses of 
Dor (1989a) from the same region where we show an 
almost universae presence of Ba strongly suggests that 
Ba was not quantified and that decomposition of Ba-Ti 
peak overlaps wa, not adequately performed for hit 
FIXE analyses. Therefore, we believe that the Dorn 
(1989a) data are biased by erroneously high TI values in 
much the same manner as were our earlier SSQ nealysCs.  

Barium in rock varnish seems to be generally as
sociated with Mn, shown by strong positive correlations 
of Ba and Mn in line trinsects through varnish cross-sec
tions (Figs. 2b and 3; see also Raymond et A., 1991, 
this issue). Although in some analyses barite (BSO4) 
,rains are evidenned by m cnincidetna nf distinct Re and 
S peaks (Fig. 2b), BA and S concentrations commonly 
have no distinct correlation In line transects (Fig. 3).  
Thus, Ba concentrations, can not be eorrelated directly 
with barite occurrence. Rather, Bi content is typically 
correlative with Mn concentration.  

Conclusions 

In environments such as southern Nevada, Ba oc
currence in rock varnish is apparently ubiquitous. N" Ba 
and Ti peak overlaps arc no! adequately decomposed 
during chemical aralysel of rock varnish, any rock var.  
nish dating curve calibrated using such erroneously high 
Ti valu:s will be lower than curves developed using Ti 
valuca decompo.sed tum Be. Thcreuie, we emphasize 
the need to re-evaluate all rock varnish dating curves

and to refine them as appropriate.  
The inadequacy of SSQ to provide reliable Ti con

rr~nirainn% in the premnre'A nf R• iglgniP- the. nreril Ar 
re-analysis, using euber MICRO Q or SQ, of the rock 
varnish samples used in the calibration of the rock var.  
nish dating curve of Farrington and Whitney (1987).  
Similarly, the absence of Ba in PIXE analyses reported 
U~Y D .... (19091). d,•.p;t6• U.4 .,;dtt,}¢AJ 44.,ma,,i,, ,./ 

Ba in rock varnishes of this region and in other parts of 
the Southwest, suggests the need for a re-evaluation of 
his rock varnish chemical data. In particular, we suggest 
that the rock varnish dating curves generated from these 
reported PIXE data are suspect, as are any rock varnish 
d4hlig uuutvea %lelvv4 Civin chilAl "•,Ae tl• uIb laacd ll A 

similar fashion.  
-inalLy, available data suggest a corrolation of fin 

concentration with varnish age. This in turn suggests 
the possibility that Ba might be useful as a standard ele
mental component in cation ratio calculations for rock 
varnish dating.  
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Discussion with Revlewers 

J.A. Mlilokln: In PIXE analysis the penetration of the 
beam into the target is much greater than for SEM or 
EPM (probably up to 20 times as great), and thus the 
volume sampled in each analysis is much greater in 
PIXE. Do you think this can account for tho 
discrepancies In the amount of Ba detected by the 
different methods? 
Authors: It should be noted tmat the PIXE analyses of 
Dorm (1989a) ire made of powdered rock varnish thit 
has been scraped off the substrate on which it was accre
ted, whereas our varnish analyses are made of in situ 
rock varnish obtained by coring through the varnish into 
the substrate (set Materials and Method secuon). Al
though we find the concentration of Ba to be variable in 
Rnalyies nf hnth vArniah slsrfla= Rnd Prnmi .•vrinn.m, it 
is consistently present at higher concentrations than re
pored in Dorn (1999a). Therefore, we believe that the 
lower Ba conc:aerations reported by Dorn are not due to 
analyzing a la'ger volume of rock varnish.  

J. A. MNlakio; Are the cation ratios for Dorn's PIXE a
nalyses in Fig. 5 determined for the same samples as 
those represented by your SEM analyses? If so. can you 
suggest what significance there may be to the fact that 
the two PIXE analyses lie between your SEM data cor
rected and uncorrected for Ba? 
Authors: The samples used for Dorm's PIXE analyses 
are not the same as those used for our SEM analyses.  
However, the samples us-d for the PIXE Analyses were 
obtained from similar types and ages of surfaces within 
the same geographic area (Crater Flat) of southern 
Nevada as were the bulk of the samples we analyzed by 
SEM. We sugtest that the discrepancies between our 
cation ratios, calculated using Ti and Ba values where 
decomposition has been performed, and the FIXE 
analyses, may indicate that even if Za-TI decomposition 
is being performed with the reported PIXE analyses, this 
decomposition i3 not adequate and the reported TI 
concentrations ars still erroneously high.  

R.I. Dorn: There is a misunderstanding of how to read 
Table 6 in Dorn (l9t91). 7b0 0 is a direct output of 
my computer data file. 0.00 was entered if the element 
is below the limit of detection or if elements were not 
"speci•ically requcs-ed by the user. forgot to specifical
ly request Ba and many other elements in ;he output re
ported in Table 6. Even though Ba -u not specifically 
requested, the laboratory analyzing the samples reported 
anomalously high levels of Ba in six samples; only 

"L atomaiusly high resuLia were epearte in ika hard a6py

output sent to me and these were included in Dorn, 
1989a. More typical values were not sent and therefore 
were not included. I apologize for a confusion that is 
.ty fault.  
Authors: Indeed it is difficult to compare data wnen 
values reported as 0.00 in fact represent values that aie 
anything less than 'anomalously high' (< 0.51 wti, 
minimum concentration of Ba reported in Table 6, Dorn, 
1989s). We note that the average Ba concentration for 
our 250 analyses was > 1.5 WIe (see text, Fig. 6), 
higher by a factor of three than the values reported as "anomalously high' by Dorn. In addition. the average 
TI concentration within our samples is 0.33 wt% com
pared to an average value of 1.66 wt% for the samples 
of Dorn (1989a). Thus, our TI concentrations are lower 
by a factor of > 4. We feel, therefore, that until it has 
been demonstrated that the PIXE analysts incorporate a 
.eitable BI-Ti decomposition that any curves derived 
r-oin such data should still be considered suspect.  

R.I. Dorn: The authors stress a significant difference 
between the amount of Ba found by Dorn (1989a) and 
their results. Because I agree this is an issue that needs 
;n hn r.mnlmvM, it ii impnmativn rh.nt thn A1ti•n1A rnrinrly 
pris'tt thbit criteria for (a) how they select varnish to 
be sampled in the field an,. (b) whether they analyze 
every sample collected in the field; if not, how they se
let the field samples to analyze. Selection criteria that 
I use are detailed in Dorm (1919a), Krinsley et at.  
(1990), a-id Dorm et 1a. (1990). The authors do not 
specify in this paper how the 10 to 12 closts measured 
from each site are selected. I suspect that different 
types of samples are being compared, because I jet 
anomalously high barium results if samples are collected 
differently (Dorn et al.. 1990) antd because comparisons 
of PIXE with ICP-AES and wavs!ength dispersive macro
probe on the same samples yield similar (K +Ca)igi ra
tios (Dorn, i939b; Dorn et ai., 1990). Their claims can 
not be assesse properly unless the authors are as expli
cit as possible on how they decide which varnishes cc 
analyze.  
Authors: We note that the implied high accuracy of Ba 
measurements by PIXE analyses hu never been demon
strated. Before the role of sampling protocol can be 
considered as a factor in pioducing variztions in the 
chemical constituents of rock varnish, the accuracy of 
measurements by analytical systems and procedures need 
to be established.  

The ubiquitous prescn-e of Ba in our rock varnish 
samples that were collected over a period of three years 
argues strongly that out chcmili data am not simpiy an 
artifact of a sampling bias. Analyzed samples were 
collected from ailuvial surfaces, lave flows, hillside 
boulder deposits, and debris flow Lobes from southern 
Nevada, southern California, northern Arizona. and New 
.Mexico, and from a vartety of oriant.atioas and topog
raphic positions on sampled surfaces. In addition to 
criteria outJiA94 in Hirrinntton and Whitney (1987), the 
temples were coleteeid ctasisteat with M6st Vt the
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criteria discussed by Dorn (1983). Thus, we suggest 
that the near universal presenac of Be withill uuz samplua 
implies a widespread and common occurrence of Ba in 
rock varnishes of the southweStern U.5.  

J.A. Mlinki: I think deconvolutiost is a more suitable 
word th•n decomposition, as used numerous times in this 
paper. Decomposition has a strong :hemica-l connota
tion, whereas deconvolution Is, I believe, more generally 
niir with rr.rrInc. in curve .mrippint (which 13 indeed 
what you are doing) 
AuthOr: in previous versions of this paper we used 
•deconvolution' instead of "decomposttio" until a coi
league pointed out to us that. by a strict mathematical 
definition, elemental peak stripping routines used in en.  
ergy dispersive analyses are not deconvolutions. Stan
dard peak stripping routines use a multiple least-squares 
curve fitting procedure. In contrast, a convolution is the 
product of Fourier transforms of two functions and true 
deconvolutions consist of a more involved mathematical 
proccdu:e. We have chosen to use decomposition as a 
more generic term for any peak stripping routine. We 
see no problem with the chemical implication associated 
with the term decomposition, for indeed we are deter
mining the chemisuy of the analytical point.  

J.A. Miakin: What are the minimum detection limits 
(MDL's) for your SBM analyses? Are the weight per
cents of Tie 2 (Fig. 2a) and S (Pig. 2b) really above the 
MDL's? 
Authors: MDL's for our SEM analyses were calculated 
as three standard deviations above the intensity (meas
ured as count rate) of the background. MDL's for ele
ments in our rock varnish analyses vary between 0.13 
wt% and 0.08 wt% as counting dead time varies between 
15% and 40%. Thus, the trends defined by T10 2 and S 
in Figs. 2a and 2b reflect analyses above MDL's.  

P.R. Blerman: Are there pce overlaps other than TI
Ba which could result in poor accuracy when using ant 
EDS to gather x-ray spectra?

Authors: In an EDS analysis of rock varnish there is 
fislu &SI uvrhp Ur ia thu K K$ Ptak with tle C" Ke Pcak.  
The effect of this overlap, if not decomposed during 
analysis, would be to Increase the concentration of Ca 
relative to its true value aRd ttus result il satun rteiss 
that were erroneously high. The Tracer Northern pro.  
grams MICRO Q and SQ perform a decomposition of the 
Ca-K overlap during analyses in the same manner as the 
Ba-TI peak overlap and yield slightly different values for 
K and CA than arc ohtaincd u.mint the Tracor SV.Q pm
Zram In which nn dn.ninpftsitnn I.% pr.tfnrtmr 

P.R. Blermsan: What physical or chemical factors could 
change the concentration of Ba in varnish with age and 
with topographic position? 
Authors: Although little is yet known regarding the (ac
tors that control Ba concentrations in rock varnish. it is 
logical to assume that Ba is brought to the rock varnish 
as paet of the zoien detrtal contribution. As such.  
factors that control or affect the nature and supply of Co
lian detritus (e.g., climatic changes within the source re
gion for the collan detritus) likely play an important role 
in controlling Ba supply to varnish surfaces through 
time. In addition, as BIs U apparently associated with 
the Mn component of varnish, as yet undetermined fac
tors ti-t .iiect Mn concentration may also affect Ba 
concentration.  

Additional References 

Dorn R, Cahill TA, Eldred RA. Gill TE, Kusko 
BH, Bach AJ, Elliott-Fisk DL (1990). Dating rock 
varnishes by the cation ratio method with PIXE. ICP, 
and the electron microprobe. International Journal of 
PIXE, 1, 1-14.  

Kriosley DH. Dorn RI, Anderson ';W (1990).  
Factors that interfere with the age determination of rock 
varnish. Physical GOcgraphy 11. 97-119.
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Talluvial processes, mass wasting and slope evolution in arid 

environments 

by 0 ' 

LYNNE E. FROSTICK and IAN REID, London 

with 1 photo, 5 figures and 3 tables 

Zusammenfassung. Die hangabwirtige Verlagerung von ,.Talluvium" (Hangschutt und 

Schwemmschurt) wird im Detail untersucht, um eine quantitative Basis fir diesen Teil des Materi

altransportes in der ariden Zone zu erhalren. Gekennzeichnere Partikel indizieren ein exponentielles 

Muster der oberfldchlichen Massenbewegung ffir die oberen, mittleren und basalen Teile von gera

den Hngen mit 300 Neigung. Die mittlere Verlagerung der Steine liegt im Bereich von 0.59 m/ 

Jahr bis 1.38 m/Jahr. und es wird gezeigt, dai3 sie direkt korreliert ist zum Gewichr (oder Gr683e) 

der Partikel bei einer einfachen geradlinigen Hangfliche. Wo kleine fiache Rinnen sich entwickeln, 

wird der Proze8 des Unterschneidens beschleunigt. indem feinstes Material durch das Interstitial

wasser aus dem Grobschutt herausgepref3t wird. Die mittlere Bewegung in Rinnen betrrgt 3,50 m/ 

Jahr im Vergleich zu 0,82 m/Jahr fir einfache Hangflichen. Die Materialanlieferung zum basalen 

FluB variiert invers und svsremarisch mit der Entfernung des Hanges von dem Flui3ufer. Massenbi

lanzen ergeben mittlere Werte von - 2.76 kg/m"/Jahr. Die Uncersuchung der Prozesse wird im 

Zusammenhang gesehen mit der Landschaftsgeschichte und der Hangentwicklung, analvsiert durch 

Hangprofile in vier zusammenhingenden Einzugsgebieten. Beides. die Untersuchung der Prozesse 

und die Morphometrie bestltigen die Versteilung der Talhdnge in sich ausdehnenden Flul3systemen, 

deren Segmente von der ersten zur dritten Ordnung altern.  

Summary. Downslope displacement of talluvium is examined in detail to provide a quantitative 

base for this part of the arid-zone sediment train. Seeded particles indicate an exponential pattern of 

surficial mass movement for summit, mid- and basal portions of straight slopes of 30 degrees. Mean 

stone movements are in the range 0.59 m • a-' to 1.38 m • a-', and are shown to be directly related 

to particle mass (or size) on a simple rectilinear slope plane. Where small shallow chutes develop, 
the process of undermining, promoted as fines are etched by water shed to interstices from the 

coarse mantle, is accelerated and median chute movements of 3.50 m. a-I compare with 

0.82 m - a-' for simple slope planes. The sediment contribution to basal streams is shown to vary 

inversely and systematically with slope distance from the channel bank. Mass balance studies give 

mean values of - 2.76 kg- m -2 a-'. The process studies are placed in the context of landform 

evolution and slope development through an analysis of slope profiles in 4 contiguous carchments.  

Both the process studies and morphometry confirm the steepening of valley sideslopes in expanding 

systems as stream segments age from 1st to 3rd order.
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Resum& On a examini le deplacement en descendant des d6pts de pente pour obtenir une base quantitative pour cc secteur du syst~mc sidimentologique des zones arides. Des particules marqu&s et plac~es dans les d~plts indiquent un mouvement cxlonentiel I ]a surface de pentes de 30 dcgr~s.  Les mouvements moyens dC 0.59 m a a2' 1.38 m. a- raplxprtent a la grandeur des particules sur une pente simple rectiligne. Aux endroits o6 les particules trrs fines sont eluviies des interstices du monteau grossier, les mouvements moyens sont d'environ 3.50 m • a-'. L'arriv& du s•liment dans Ies ruisseau majeurs est de l'ordrc de 2.76 kg. m 2. 2-. L'&udc des pentes ci des processus montre que les coteaux des montagnes deviennent plus raides comme les ruisseaux changent du premier au troisi~me ordre.  

Introduction 

Downslope displacement of individual surface particles is an important process of slope evolution. Although DOUGLAS (1967) and IMESON (1977) have demonstrated that localised erosion can be high under forest canopies, the bare ground conditions of arid and semi-arid zones provide minimal plant protection against detachment and transport of particles and have thus attracted the attention of those interested in the long-term geomorphological change that results from surficial displacement of material (&:IiuMM 1964; LEOPOLD, EMMETT & MYRICK 1966; KIRKBY & KIRKBY 1974). But the rarity of erosive events in such environments (LANGBEIN & SCHUMM 1958) has also encouraged the investigation of erosion on bare ground produced by human activity at higher latitudes where rainfall, freeze-thaw, and so on are more predictable (SCHLJMM 1956; 
BRIDGES & HARDING 1971; IMESON 1971).  

Although the processes of surface displacement are undoubtedly important, their measurement is often difficult because an exposed soil surface is fragile and erosive events are sporadic. The most popular of the devices employed to detect erosion, the erosion pin (LEOPOLD, EMMErr & MYRICK 1966; EVANS 1967) and the more sophisticated relief meter (CAMPBELL 1974; REID 1979) provide a budget for the ground surface but give no indication of individual particle movements. Surface-wash traps (BRYAN 1979; MORGAN 1980; FROSTICK, REID & LAYMAN, in press) yield a measurable sample of eroded material but do not trace specific lines of surface displacement. Marked particles on the other hand provide a means of tracing the movement of individual particles and thereby assist in the interpretation of detailed processes. But this method! can only be applied to coarse colluvium (though KIRKHY & KIRKBY 1974, tag and tracc particles as small as 
1 m).  

The number of studies using colluvial tracers is small, perhaps because carefully replaced marked particles are easily identified not only by the surveyor but also by others who may tamper with them. CAINE (1981) points to a more serious experimental problem by noting that marked material may take time to reaccommolate itself at the regolith surface and faithfully reflect downslope particle displacement (AINr indicates a lapse ofc. I year fior slopes of - 10 deg but suggests that accommodation time decreases 
as slope declivity increases.  

With due regard for experimental pitfalls, surface stone movements and slope character were studied in the steeply incised scarp valleys of a cuesta in Kenya's arid Northern Province (fig. 1). The project aims at determining rates of landscape evolution and sedimentary recycling in arid environments by placing developing slope form in the context of contemporary processes of colluviation. The study provides a useful latitudinal
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Fig. 1. Index maps of the experimental catchments.  

contrast with work in Colorado (SCIUMM 1964, 1967) where freeze-thaw is an active and 
additional process, and with work in Arizona on gentler slopes where the combination of 
processes is different (KIRKBY & KIRKBY 1974).  

Regional setting and etxperimental design 

The Koobi Fora escarpment runs SW-NE as a prominent feature of the Koobi Fora 
Sedimentary Basin, east of Lake Turkana in northern Kenya (fig. 1). The Plo-Pleistocene 
sediments are highly dissected with a relief of c. 100 m. A averae.Re rai2nfal 
308 mm a-' (11 year record at Illeret) and potential evapo2rmtiom-a 
r-ca-ciut Oi using the THORN1HWAITE (1948) method) dictate a low density thorn-scrub 
that offers no protection from the destructive processes of rainbeat. The scarp ispart of 
the Upper Koobi Fora Formation (VONDRA & BOWFN 1978) which loa consists of
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laustrinesilty-clays interspersed with thin strata of indurated fluviatile sands and capped by a coarse plateau gravel which ranges in thickness between 0.5 and 6 m (FROSTICK & R.i[5-Ie98O)-,ihd which forms a near-planar- horizontal surface (regional dip is only 0.2 degrees). Steep-sided valleys cut back into the scarp as much as I km from its face and are a controlling factor in scarp retreat.  
Qnc hundred and thirty-five slope profiles were measured in the sub-basins of 4 small contiguous scarp catchments (fig. I) .. )ng.a 1.5 m panometer (Prn-Y 1968). Slopes were 

selected where contours offer rectilinear configuration ianý - t-neereiff ope summit intersects the original escarpment surface. Most profiles are composed of one straight segment reminiscent of STRAHLER's (1950) semi-arid slopes of California, but tile toes of 
slopes of 4th order streams bear some vestige of concavity.  

Colluvial processes were studied on a typical near rectilinear sideslope of a 2nd order stream (fig. 1, photo 1). The slope falls in one straight segment at 30.7 degrees over a 16.5 m ground-length directly to a steep gradient channel 1.5 m wide. Material derived from the plateau gravel that caps the escarpment dominates the regosol, as with all slopes in the scarp, and forms an unstable talluvium over the entire slope surface. As a result the talluvium consists almost entirely of rounded basalt particles with a consistent sphericity (SNEri) & FOLK 1958) of 0.69. Its size-distribution has a median diameter of 22 mm but 
ranges from 10 to 65 mm.  

At ground distances of 2.15, 8.45 and 14.75 m from the base of tile slope, surface particles greater than 10 mm diameter were collected from a 10 m long contour stripe, 0.1 m wide, and coated with distinctive paint. They were then carefully replaced to adopt the common pattern of orientation and imbrication (fig. 2). In this fashion the slope was seeded with 2011 particles before the October-November rain season of 1976. The location of each moved particle and its b-axis diameter was established after the passage of 2 and 4 rain season, 1 and 2 years after initial installation. On all these occasions disturbance of the slope was negligible. Particles that had remained in the seeding stripes were detected on photographs taken at the time of resurvey, and a search was made for those particles that had entered the stream system. Further records could not be made in a 3rd year as the site was vandalised even though it sits in the uninhabited wilderness of the Sibilot National Park. On this occasion a stone collection could only be made to establish a third and final net annual loss of coarse particles from slope to stream.  

"1he pattern of talluvial mass movement 

The 3 seeding stripes represent summit, middle and basal portions of the slope, and were arranged to detect any differences in process that might reflect either oversteepening, or a steady-state condition, or a declining slope angle. Any one of these conditions would indicate major loci of sediment source and of sediment storage in the hillslope portion of 
the arid-zone catchment sediment train.  

Figure 2 illustrates the plan pattern of particle displacement for the 2 years of resurvey, and also shows the position of the shallow chutes and small rills that control a proportion of stone displacement on slopes in the area. The fraction of particles leaving the seeding contours after 1 year (2 rain seasons) is 0.36 (summit). 0.44 (mid), and 0.34 (basal portion). After 2 years the corresponding fractions are 0.49, 0.81 and 0.66, indicating that, even at this stage, a considerable number of particles have vet to leave 
their seeding position.
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mass movement from original seeding contours for I atnd

Particle movement has an exponential distribution after both 1 and 2 years. The bulk of moved particles remain within I metre of their starting position, wlhile a few have 
travelled beyond the slope and entered the stream system. Since the displaced particles are regular in shape and constant in density (e = 3.05 g • cm-3) their measured b-axes are easily converted to mass in order to construct 2-dimensional pictures of mass movement from 3 slope positions for the 1- and 2 year periods (fig. 3). These represent downslope losses from I m2 in each case, and the distributions can be described adequately by 
least-squares best-fit exponential curves (table 1). Coefficient h controls the gradient of the curve. An increase in its value would be anticipated for the 2-year pattern of mass movement since particles entrained in the first year's rain seasons make further progress downslope in the second year's rains and are closely followed by a wave of newly dislodged'
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Table i. Least-squares best-fit curves of talluvial mass movement of die general fi)rm, 
M - abt' where M is mass, kg, and 1) is downslope distance from seeding contur, 
m.  

Slop" position Time-interval, yecars (:onst. a Const. 1) r n 

Summit 1 1.189 0.325 -0.808 29 
2 1.127 0.368 - 0.796 3 I 

Midslope 1 0.505 0.426 - 0.688 30 
2 0.628 0.513 - 0.590 34 

Basal 1 0.579 0.307 - 0.665 20 
2 2.079 0.129 - 0.81.1 20 

material. This is clearly demonstrated by both the summit and mid-slope stripes (table I 
and fig. 3) where the downslope tails of the 2-year cases hold more particles. The fairly 
discrete waves of material, dislodged in successive rain seasons, also produce the multiple 
major peaks of the distributions in each of the 2-year cases of fig. 3. These more complex 
patterns contrast strikingly with the simpler distributions of 1 year's mass movement.  

The talluvial pro.-ais 

Mean rates of movemcntI.Qg-transfi)rmed) regardless of particle-size are 0.59 in a-' for 
the summit ai_ 1.38 m. a-'fr the .h op•. A rate tcatho U e•sL_ h- iiud foir theI( 
basal portion of the si-T bca-_-u .eLlar• Isosseý to the stream. The 'urkanaat ar I 
compared with published rates o( surfac stone movement on a variety of slope 71FNIjies in other areas (table 2), Selg closest to RAPIs (l96O7Wruc for screcs of stcrslopem 
a periglacial environment.  

Even with CAINE's (1981) caution concerning rates derived from short-term 
experiments in mind, sever:il fitctors engendcr a confidence that the Turkana data 
adequately characteriscs downslope displacement of the talluvium. In particular, the 
&phcricl ([c 2/ab]"" = 0.69) o fthc rartcs.makes...... hm_ bl!-sceclt to 
=.mrcment. The maximum angle at which such particles can remain stable on a plane 
surfaice is given by STATIIAM (1973) as 26 degrees. In the light of this, the limited 
displacements recorded on the 30.7 degree Turkana slope reflect the restrictions imposed 
on movement by the interlocking of neighbouring particles. The role of shape is further 
emphasised by comparing the average values of movement for Turkana with those of 
platey particles in arid-zone Colorado which only move 0.046 m -a' on comparable 
30 deg slopes even though freeze-thaw adds to the displacement processes (SCIIiMM 
1967).  

Rainbea.lis not a process litrespuhoo.sible foir movement of the marked lluum.  I. -ha- -- •. .. . _ -.- . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .- :7 .t m 
Ii.1lSON (1945) observes tli it particles greater than 10 mm in diameter -i'e titiahifci-I-y 

splash. All the Turkana stones are equal to or larger than this value. More important is 
the shedding of.rainwater by the imIryLius c _arjýticles (YAIR & LAVEin. 1976) tha 
--a -nate the regosol _surface. This higlity__!ocalis concentration of water erodes
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Table 2. Surface coarse particle movement.  

Source Environment Particle-size Slope angle Movement, m.a
mm deg.  

neicn nia x 

SCIIttNINI 1967 Arid 25 - 75 6 0.012 0.039 
30 0.050 0.073 
37 0.(64 0.093 

KIRKBY & KIRKBY 8-25 3-20 0.006 0.120 
1974 
FROSTICK & REID 10-65 30.7 0.590 1< 1.75 

30.7 I.377 
RAI'P 19()-4 Pcriglacial - 37 - 38 0.560 5 
RlII;IH.RG; 19(64 > ,I 9 O.IOI 0.005 

25 0.005 0.028 
CAINE 1981 20-50 1 0.001 

10 0.031 

interstitia-Line material, so underminingt._ coarsepartides and facilitatin downslope 

mm en ~ta o o noted by SCHUMM (1964). The process of undermining is most 
T-hfective in the-s low-chutes which head in midslope just above the seeding stripe on 
the Turkana slope (fig. 2).  

With surface declivity constant (as is largely the case here), shear stress acting along 
the line of maximum slope is proportional to particle mass. Nevertheless, there is no 
significant correlation between individual particle mass and distance moved for those 
seeding stripes where negligible losses to the stream make computation meaningful.  
Correlation coefficients for the summit slope stripe over the periods 1976-77 and 
1976-78, and for the midslope stripe in 1976-77 are r = 0.27, 0.16 and 0.15 respectively.  

Particles are subject to differing degrees of interlock and are more and less hidden by 
neighbouring particles (loosely analogous to EINSTEIN'S (1950) 'hiding factor' in fluvial 
sediment transport). Both of these obstructive mechanisms should vary inversely with 
particle size. Moreover, given the opportunity of an open stretch temporarily cleared of 
other coarse particles, the greater shear stress inherent in large particles will permit them 
to capitalise more fully on any opportunities for movement presented in such a manner.  
Because of the complex interaction of these processes, the controlling effect of size on 
displacement is evident only when particles are placed in 4 broad size categories and 
plotted as cumulative percentage frequency curves (fig. 4). The summit portion (fig. 4, 
top left and right) represents the simple case of a planar slope uncluttered by the 
exaggerated processes associated with rills and chutes. Indeed, less than 2% of the summit 
markers entered the slope chutes. The cumulative curves are disposed in an orderly 
fashion, though slightly more clearly after 2 years of process than after one, as might be 
anticipated. In general, the larger the particle, the greater is the distance travelled. Some 
comparison can be made with particle disposal on scree slopes (KIRKBY & STATHAM 
1974), though it must be remembered that the talluvium of the Turkana slopes does not
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benefit from the momentum of free-face rock-fall. However, these talluvial movements 
may be one of those longer-term internal re-sorting processes applicable to screes that 
THORNES (1971) found elusive.  

Returning to fig. 4, the lower left diagram illustrates displacements for the midslope 
contour stripe classified by size. The complicated disposition of the curves-contrasts with 
the simple case of the summit slope and reflects the additional transport capacity of the 
chutes, which affect c. 0.3 of the midslope contour stripe. The bottom right diagram of fig. 4 provides an explanation of this confused picture and illustrates the greater efficiency 
of the chutes: median transport distances of the chute and planar slope for one year are 
3.50 and 0.82 m, respectively. The accelerated transport of the chutes also provides the key 
to the midslope's higher values for the coefficient b in the descriptive equations of mass 
movement in table 1.
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Concluding remarks 
Stream sediment supply 

Contributions of coarse talluvium to the stream network are calculated for integrated 
time-intervals of 1, 2 and 3 years (1976-79) by subtracting those particles remaining on 
the slope at the end of each period from the original number. The contribution of each 
seeding stripe and the arithmetic average for all 3 time-intervals are given in table 3. As 
might be expected on a straight slope with no basal concavity, the contribution decreases 
systematically with travel distance from the slope-stream junction. The average delivery 
rate per unit slope area approximately doubles as the integrated time interval doubles from 
1976-77 to 1976-78. Addition of a third year sees a lower increment. This may reflect a 
decrease in rainfall in the Koobi Fora Basin during 1978-79 that would be consistent with 
the spread of the Ogaden drought-zone at this time, although lack of local records make 
any statements speculative.  

Table 3. Net talluvial mass movement and stream sediment supply of coarse particles, 30.7 
deg. slope.

Time interval, Slope Slope portion 
years mean 

Summit Mid Basal 

net mass movement, 1 - 2.76 - 2.69 - 2.42 - 3.16 
kg . m- 2  2 -5.86 -4.16 -4.63 -8.80 

stream sediment supply, 1 2.88 0.35 2.67 5.61 
kg . m- 2  2 5.71 1.28 4.44 11.43 

3 6.89 1.69 5.29 13.69 

1 groundslope distance to stream, m: summit 14.75; mid 8.45; basal 2.15 
2 groundslope length, crest to stream 16.5 m.  

Once in the stream, particles are transported efficiently. Dilution of the marker 
pebbles by stream bed sediment and downstream dispersal makes detection difficult. No 
particles were found in 1977 after 2 rain seasons, even though all 3 seeding positions 
contributed to the stream. But in 1978 a particle originating in the basal contour stripe 
was found as far as 550 metres down-channel.  

Net mass-wasting and slope evolution 

To determine net balance of coarse talluvium for each contour, the mass movement 
patterns of the basal, middle and summit seeding stripes (fig. 3) have been appropriately 
transposed to cover the experimental slope in 0.1 m groundslope increments. This
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provides a means of estimating gains from upslope. These gains are balanced against losses 
at each seeded contour stripe over I and 2-years and are given as net values in table 3. It 
should be noted that no allowance could be made for losses of fine interstitial material 
(< 10 mm) and the values given must therefore represent conservative estimates.  

The mean values calculated by this method are rewardingly close to those derived 
from the data on stone losses to the stream (same table) and give confidence in the 
distributed values of net loss for different portions of the slope. Within tile limits 
imposed by short-term data, these values for each seeding stripe give clear indication that 
the slope is steepening. The net loss of tile basal slope portion is more than double that of 
the slope summit over a two-year period.  

Corroborative evidence for active steepening of this 2nd order stream segment 
sideslope comes at catchment scale and involves an analysis of the 135 slope profiles 
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Fig. 5. Median values and range of maximum valley-side slope angles by streamn order for the 4 
contiguous catchments of the Koobi Fora escarpment depictcd in fig. 1.
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established in the 4 contiguous drainage basins of the Koobi Fora escarpment depicted in 
fig. 1. The maximum angle of each slope profile has been selected as a measure of balance 
between sideslope and basal stream activity (STRAHLER 1950). The median values of 
maximum slope angles grouped according to the Strahler sream order they flank is given 
in fig. 5. The rise from Ist to 3rd order and fall from 3rd to 4th order is repeated in all 4 
catchments and is reminiscent of the pattern found in an expanding system of similar size 
by CARTER & cI-fORLEY (1961). Although values are shown to peak in higher order 
basins in a larger Australian system by ARNEri, (1971), the same pattern of rise and fall is 
evident.  

Several mechanisms operate sympathetically, at least during the phase of valley 
sideslope steepening. The incision that accompanies expansion of the valley system 
increases the length of any one sideslope which, in turn, increases the contributing area for 
runoff generation. As a result, at the base of the slope there is an increase in discharge of 
either overland flow or, as is more likely, water moving near-surface in the talluvium. This 
increases the erosion of interstitial fines and leads to more frequent undermining of the 
coarser talluvium so encouraging greater delivery of material to the base of the slope. The 
catchment of the basal stream has also expanded, so that storm discharge increases at the 
point of interest. Providing the stream continues to undercut the slope, talluvial sediment 
is evacuated and no significant storage occurs at the slope base. This is the case for 1st to 
3rd order streams in the Koobi Fora escarpment. Fourth-order valleys are wider with 
rudimentary terraces that prevent the stream from impinging on valley sideslopes. As a 
result there is some basal storage that locally reduces slope angles. The effect is 
transmitted upslope to reduce maximum valley sideslope angles (fig. 5).  

Figure 5 suggests that the 2nd order flanking slope used for the study of talluvial 
processes will steepen by c. 6 degrees as the drainage system expands and its basal'stream 
achieves 3rd order status. Because the experimental slope has a gradient of intermediate 
character, it may be safe to assume that the established rates of talluvial mass movement 
are representative of slopes in the area. The processes are short-lived but dramatic, quickly 
transferring large quantities of material from one part of tli] iid-zone sediment train to 
_anot•hr. With-a bulk density of L5Xi' kg. m- and establisheJor7F s 
movement (table 3), a conservative estimate of 0.002 m • a-1 can be obtained for slope 
retreat. This provides evidence of rapid landscape evolution.  
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